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Very Important Plane for V.I.P's
This Very Important Plane is for Very Important People-the Shell-Mex
and B.P. staff who look after general aviation. This is a symbol of the'
interest taken by Shell-Mex and B.P. in the whole field of private flying,
and is part of their overall care for safety in the air. You'll see this V.LP. at
important displays like the King's Cup Air Race, and at airports up and
down the country. It carries men who make sure that the needs of private
fliers are really looked after, men who ensure that the Shell-Mex and RP.
service is kept in perfect order. Look out for this V.I.P.-it'll remind you
that, \vhenever you fly-Shell-Mexand B.P. are there to serve you.
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"fanlabulous" - an .,xpression. nol invenled ,by us. bUI created by Ihe HP·....ies! Once you
have lesi-flown Ihe MP, YOu loo might find yourself losl lor wOlds 10 e"pre.. your .nlhusiasm
over Ihe line qualities you di.clOver. Th. HP is 'more' Ihan just anolher Sail.
plane! Designed by .. Champion ond prlOven in ev.ry lask. Whenever
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CHAIRMAN'S REPORT ON 1967
this, my final report to our members
I Nbefore
handing over my job to my

successor, it may be valuable to outline
in rather more detail than before what
the BGA, in its present form, does for
the movement which it serves. This may
assist members in their consideration of
the two important problems which await
solution:
the possible re-structuring
which may be necessary to cope with
tbe increasing size and complexity of
the gliding movement, and tbe problem
of finance, wbich is growing for exactly
the same reasons.
All our members will, of course, be
aware that the BGA is unique in that it
carries responsibility in a number of
fields which, in other countries. Me controlled by the State. The chief amongst
these are instruction standards, pilot
standards, operating standards, aircraft
maintenance a.nd airworthiness and accident analysis and investigation.
In addition, we also handle the more
usual matters of competition regulation
and control, records and the issue of
badges and everything that comes under
the general definition of Public Relations.
LastlY, wc do a great deal of work
with various Ministries, including the
Board of T-rade (notably in Air Traffic
Control problems) and the Department
of Education and Science.
The result is an inescapable growth in
the amount of work-and particularly of
paperwork--'-handled by the Association:
the weekly mail received at Artillery
Mansions now approximates 1,000 letters.
It is no unusual tiling to find up to three
Committees working in Artillery Mansions from 6 p.m. onwards on one night,
each requiring secretarial assistance. The
consequent pressure on our staff this
year reached such an insupportable level
that John Brenner spent some time with
Our Secretary jointly devising various
schemes by which the work might be
streamlined and in some cases decentralised. I am hopeful as a result that
tbe staff will shortly be able to get
through it within reasonable normal
working hours, but there is little prospeCt that it will prove possible to reduce
'their number, particularly bearing in

mind that the employment of a Development Officer. a mast important new post,
is bound to involve additional secretarial
work. (Appointment deferred.)
Unless, therefore, we can find the
money to balance our budget, we shall
have to decide in which field we can
reduce our responsibilities, or ask the
relevant official body to take them over.
The Instructors' Panel set standards for
instructors and pilots. With them works
the National Coach. who handles Instructors' Courses held at various sites
throughout the country. We do not have
official pilots or instructors' licencesand I am sure we do not want them. At
irregular tntervals it issues the Instructor,
an invaluable but. since it is issued free.
an expensive publication.
The Technical Committee handles
matters concerned with airworthiness. induding the issue and renewal of BGA
Certificates of Airworthiness, and the
testing and certitication of new types of
gliders. It works in close liaison with the
Air Registration Board. It may not be
generally realised that the reasonably
constant flow of new types of British
gliders is rendered ,economically possible only because test groups of the
BG A do the necessary work during the
period of design, construction and certification at a fraction of the cost involved
in countries where all this can only be
done at Governmental level. In one
country a cost of £30,000 per prototype
has been quoted for this work. and
needless to say in that country new
commercially-produced designs are exceedingly rare. The Chief Technical
Offic·er works for this committee and
also:The Safety Panel. Thi~ panel does the
invaluable work of collecting and analysing all accident n;ports, and subsequently
prOpOsing remedial action. It works
closely with the Accident Investigation
Branch of tbe Board of Trade. and
frequently at their request takes over
specific investigations of serious accidents.
The Flying Committee controls the
issue of pilots' badges, records and competition regulations, including pilots'
&3
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rating lists and the like. A tremendous
amount of paperwork is inevitable-and
expensive.
The Development Committee deals
with all other matters connected with
assisting gliding clubs to form aDd grow,
including working with the Department
of Education and Science in connection
with financial grants.
The work of the Airspace CommiUee
is, I think, adequately understood and
appreciated. Last year I repwted a very
grave state of affairs and the map on
page 84 shows how serious it might have
been-the imposition of all the restrictions then in the pipeline would have
meant virtually the end of gliding in
this country, as we know it. I cannot
convey the amount of work and worry
which ensued. but as a result, although
it was too late to stop the imposition of
unnecessarily drastic restrictions at Lyneham, we now have a much fuller realisation from N ATCS of our needs, and an
assurance from no less a level than the
Chief of the Air Staff that "on the RAF
side there is no intention -of turning all
the Military Air-Traffic Zones on your
map· into controlled airspace to the
exclusion of gliders".
.

SAILPLANE AND ENGINEERING.
SERVJCES LIMITED
Holmf'leld Road, Buxton
Derbyshire
Adioining A53

Ring Buxton 4365 NOW
C of A's
REPAIRS
REFINISHING
TRAILERS
Fully approved staff with
years of manufacturing experience in wood and metal.
FOR SALE
SlINGSBY PREFECT,
Superb condition 10 + and
re·covered in 1966.
FUlly bOnded and modded
offers around £3·50.

The Sites Committee is up against the
well-nigh impossible task of assisting
clubs to find secure sites in our overcrowded country. This is possibly (besides aiIspa.;:e) the most important, as it
is the most intractable. problem facing
us. The Airspace and Sites Committees
could, perhaps. be re-christened The Bed
of Nails Commi·t1ee.
Finally, I come to Public Relations. A
large proportion of the letters reaching
us come under this heading-from an
enquiry on where to go for a gliding
course to one from Ruritania (recently
granted its freedom) on how to start a
gliding movement from scratch. All must
be answered, or our image would rapidly
deteriorate. On the other side of this
coin, every b::>ok. tie or badge and copy
of SAILPLANE & GLIDING which we sell
our members helps stimulate enthusiasm
for gliding. On ·top of this comes what
is normally understood by PUblic Relations-information to and liaison with
Press, TV and radio and such like, which
could, of course, if time and money
allowed, be expanded almost ad Infini-

rum.

These are the main fields. but in
addition. a number of small committees
are set up from time to time to handle
specific problems, such as the powered
trainer.
Well, which of these operations should
be contracted, abandoned or handed over
to some other authority? Or shQ1Jld we
find, somehow, the money to carry them
all an? I sugges-t there can only be one
answer.
Finance. The accollllts for 1967 are for a
nine-month period only and show income and expenditure very much in line
with the budget figures presented 10 you
by the Treasurer at last year's AGM.
Due to the cQDtinued effort of the BGA
sales staff a record growth profit of
£2.558 was achieved in the nine-month
period. Fears which our Treasurer had
regarding sub-tenancies for our offices at
Artillery Mansions were not founded and
all the leases have now been finalised
under the expert guidance of our
Honorary Property Manager, Mr. C.
Tippett. The Development Committee
successfully secured a head office grant
of £850 per annum from the Department
of Education and Science for head office
administra tion.
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The budget for the full year 1967-68
reflects the increased income arising from
revised subscriJ:ltions, ctlmpetjtion fees
and the standardisation of eharges for
all NMional Gliding Certificates up to
Bronze C at 10s. and for all International
Certificates (i.e. Silver, Gold and Diamond) at 20s. per leg. A growth profi,t
of 0,500 has been budgeted for and
with the continued effort of the BGA
s.taff and club representatives this figure
should be achieved. Salaries, of course,
form a major part of our expenditure
but nearly £800 of the salary figure is
for Selective Employment Tax and
National Insurance. To assist in the
balancing of the budget I am at the
moment actively engaged in seeking
Board of Trade assistance for the resl)Onsibilities which the BGA carries in
certain fields wh~ch. in other countries.
are assumed by tbe State.
Magazine Committee. I would like to be
ablc to say something especially nice
about SAILPLANE & GLIDING on this last
occasion. I find I have said H all before
-one of the troubles about being best
is that one cannot be better still. Once
again-circulationl up, on the right side
financially, tails lip. It's been the easiest
and nicest Committee to run.
Membership. Belw::en the Ist of January
and the 30th of September, 1967, both
the Leicestershire and the Essex Gliding
Clubs transferred from Associate to
Full Membership and the RAFGSA
Centre at Bicester also became a Full
Member of the Association.
The Glasgo,w and West of Scotland
Gliding Club and the Edinburgh Universit¥ Gliding Club joined forces to form
the Cumbernauld Flying Group as
Associate Members and the newlyformed Solent Gliding Club also became
an Associate Member.
The membership is now (1966 figures
in brackets):
Full Clubs Or Associa30 (28)
tions ...
31 (35)
Associate Clubs
Overseas Clubs
1 (1)
Private Owner Groups ... 161 (167)
33 (27)
Individual Members
The 30 Full Member clubs or Associations include four members which have
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affiliated clubs as follows:
Army Gliding Association with three
clubs.
Civil Service (CISAV1,\) with three
clubs.
RAF Gliding and Soaring Association with ten clubs.
RAF (Germany) Gliding and Soaring Association with three clubs.
Royal Naval Gliding and Soaring
Association with five clubs.
Operations. During the nine· month
period under review (the 1966 figures
covering 12 months are given in
bracke'ls) :
Civilian clubs flew a total of 43,847
(3.8,494) hours from club sites from
195,610 (201,881) launches.
Club-owned gliders total 250 (Z13).
Privately-owned gliders total 244 (222).
The combined Services flew 14,827
(11,559) hours from 75,759 (70,622)
launches.
Certificates were issued as follows:
A and B endorsements
. including ATC ...
2,196 (2,576)
C endorsements
406
(438)
Bronze C endorsements
416
(528)
167
(184)
Silver C complete ".
19
(10)
Gold C complete ...
Gold C distance ."
15
(5)
Gold C height
35
(22)
Diamond for goal ...
22
(9)
13
(1)
Diamond for height
Diamond for distance
1
(r)
(The ATe issued 2,036 profi'ciency certificates and 1.506 holders of these
applied for A and B certificates through
the BGA.)
Project Sigmll. The 1969 World Championships have now been deferred and
will take place in 1970. Accordingly,
Project Sigtna, for the design and construction of an ultra high-performance
competition sailplane bas an extra 12
months fed int,o its pr0g"ramme which its
organisers can put to excellent effect. The
programme is going very well indeed and
there is good reason to believe it will
achieve our best hopes.
Sites. Assistance has been given to a
number of clubs during the ye.ar and in
particUlar the us.e of Aston Down has

been obtained for the Cotswold Club
at week-ends, and a threat to place a
radio mast in a position which would
have destroyed the value of the Devon
and Somerset Club's' site at North Hill
has been averted.
Extensive negotiations have taken
place both with the Board of Trade and
the insurance market to clarify the legal
position concerning the position of clubs
consequent upon revisions to the Carriage by Air Order. A comprehensive
circular on the situation has been issued
to clubs and they are advised to take
special heed of its cOlltents.
There is no doubt that the prosperity
of a club depends very largely on its
security of tenure of its site. Clubs without this security should leave no, stones
unturned in their endeavours to improve
their situation.
SBAC. During 1967 the decision was
taken to bring thi~ fund to a close. It
has been of wonderful assistance over
the years. I like to think its help to
gliding has all been repaid in full. as
wm the balance of loans still outstanding, as they fall due.

Re·structuring ,the Asso<:iatioD
In my last AGM report I wrote that
we intended to present to you at your
next meeting proposals for alterations to
the structure of the Association, to
enable it to cope with the expanded and
much more intricate work tha-t now falls
on it as a result of the developments of
the last 34 years, since its present structure was laid down.
During 1967 the Study Group set up
for this purpose, under the Chairmanship of David Carrow, completed its
report. It was probably just in time-for
Council has by now reached a total of
39-each member, of course, highly
intelligent but also highly individualistic.
It was therefore Quite a job to reach a
consensus on so basic a political matter
as this.
However. a decision was reached, by
a very large majority, and the proposals
outlined below will be submitted to you
at the AGM.
Before outlining these, however. the
following extract from the Study Group
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report cogently summarises the problem and its alternative solutions:
THE FUTURE CONSTITUTION OF THE
BRITISH GLIDING MOVEMENT

The Problem
(i) Council is too big, or will shortly
become so. It only works because
so few people talk. If the present
long and dreary meetings continue.
the system will surely break down.
(ii) There is inadequate communication
between clubs and Council. viz:
(a) Associate clubs are only represented by one council member
who cannot possibly be expected to look after them all.
(b) Most Full Member club representatives do not discuss Council matters with their club committees.
(iii) There is little co-operation between
clubs in many areas; sometimes.
indeed. there is active hostility.
Sometimes inadequate assistance is
provided for new and struggling
clubs by their stronger neighbours.
The solution to (i) is either:
(a) An electoral college, setling up a
(very powerful) executive committee with little or no check on its
activities for its elected period.
(b) A two-tier system with regional
geographical areas clubbing together
and sending one representative to
the National Council.
To cut a very long story short, O>uncil finally decided to rnopose to you a
modification of (a) above. They recommend an enlargement of the Council. to
give more representation to what are at
present the Associate clubs. These are, of
course, the potential growth-points of
our movement. and we are very con87

scious that we have not in the past been
able to give them all the assistance they
might wi~h. It is hoped ,to improve this
by giving them a greater voice on Council.
A larger Council will not, of course. be
a suitable machine to produce a large
number of decisions. and since many of
its members may have to come considerable distances, it could not be expeoted to meet monthly. This proposal,
therefore, inevitably leads to the recommendation to set up a smalIer Executive
Committee, which would meet monthly.
and be given terms of reference allowing it considerab~e powers of decisionmaking, whilst reserving major or longterm policy decisions for Council itself,
which would meet probably two to
three times a year.
Since my r,eport has to go to the
printers by the end of December, it is
not possible here to go into more detail,
but a Committee is now sitting to define
these proposals, and after Council consideration their final report will be
circularised to you prior to our AGM.
If I may insert here my own view. it
is that ,this proposed solution is the better
of tbe alternative&. Nevertheless. unless
we do something about it, it lacks one
of the major advantages of "regionaIisation"-we must somehow increase tbe
contaots, co-operation and mutual assistance between clubs in the same geographical areas which have been lacking
in the pasL
I should personally hope to see a
chain of "National Gliding Centres" set

up across the country (on the French
model) at which courses for instructors,
ground engineers and general club
opera.tion and administration were made
available to alI-comers, but primarily to
all clubs within each particular region.
Ten years ago it seemed to me that a
single such national centre (on the
Yugoslav model, at Vrsac) would
suffice', but now we have grown toa
point where I am sure this could n.ot
cover our needs. During 1967 Council
has taken the preliminary decisions
enabling us to pursue this line of policy
if it is the wish of the Association.

Chairmanship
As promised, during the year we set
up an elective machinery to find my
successor, and I am very glad to report
that Peter Scott agreed to nomination,
and I and Council confidently recommend that you should elect him to the
chair.
Taking part in the affairs of the BGA
has filled up a large part of my spare
time for a large part of my life. With .a
man of Peter's calibre taking over, 1
shaIl be indeed happy at the prospect of
spending more of my leisure bouTS in the
future actuaIly in a glider and less talking about the organisation of the sport.
It has been a lot of wo'rk, but as a
result of my efforts for the British
gliding movement, I know 1 have many
hundreds of friends over the world. It
is a more than adequate reward.
P. A. WILLS, Chairman

MORE HONOURS FOR ANNE BURNS
THE Whitney Straight Award was
~ donated in 1967 by Air Cmdr.
Whitney Straight, CBE. MC, DFC,
Deputy.chairman of Rolls-Royce Ltd.,
to recognise the achievement and status
of women in aviation.
It is given for outstanding contributions to aviation either by single achievement or consistent and valuable contributions and is open to women of British
nationality active in any aspect of aviation-in flying, in factories, in scientific
estab-Iishments, in administration and in
the Armed Forces.
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Anne Burns received this award. which
was presented by HRH Princess Alexandra at a ceremony at the Royal Aeronautical Society on the 23rd February,
for her work as a flight test observer,
her contributions to aviation meteorology
and her gliding achievements.
The award is a sculpture cast in bronze
by Dame Barbara Hepworth abd a
cheque for not less than £200.
Anne and her husband, Denis, left for
Germany the same evening to collect
their new Cirrus.

JUST A DOWN-WIND DASH
By S. M. O'BRIEN

AROCHIALISM must surely be the
P
Iast ch arg!; to be levelled against
SAILPLANE & GLIDING. The DecemberJanuary issue has some ten pages on the
U.S. Nationals, and as many more covering Cyprus, Italy and Austria - all this
in addition to the njne non-editorial
pages of Overseas News.
Shortage of home material? Or has
S. & G. perhaps thermalled out of reach
of the two'seatering novice. the circuitbashing Swallow pilot, the cross-country
fledgling? May I suggest tbat one does
not have to be a record-chasinl{ pundit
in order to share ex~riences, and that
this excellent magazlOe might accordingly open its pages to t~ vast army of
non-pundits to whom an exiguous
800 ft. over Much-Binding-in-the-Marsh
is at least as interesting as an armchair
climb to 8,000 ft. in a dust-d~vil somewhere on the far side of the planet?·
It was, come to think of it, one ot
those overseas articles ("Soaring Down
Under") that told how an Antipodean
club "regarded a down-wind dash for the
Gold C as rather non-U". Here. in
Soaring Up Over, some of the pundits
have beenpusijing this same point of
view. And the result-a rash of aborted
triangles, and people spending hours in
the air with nothing to show for it but
photographs of, e.g" Frome. (Popular
turning point in Somerset.)
All of which failed to impress one
hustling-type instructor who complained
after a week of over-cautious flying"For heaven's sake somebody do something!" And so on a Saturday morning,
While I was still knotting a handkerchief
across my forehead against the glare, he
aerotowed me away westwards, nor
looked to right or left (fig.) unt.it we were
abeam of Salisbury racecourse. Here I
release in whooshing lift which soon has
me at the 4,OOO-ft. cloud base, and I point
the Skylark 4 at Great Yarmouth-this
is going to be a piece of cake!
On past Middle Wallop, Andover ...

* Our pages have never been closed to
such material. but we cannot publish
articles that people won't write.-ED.

but it really is too good to last. Coming
up to Newbury I am no longer cruising
but scampering about in patchy lift,
fighting my way back to Greenham
Common. I could likewise fight my way
back to Lasham, but-0rders is Orders.
Do something, somebody! Across Green
One things look dismal to the northwest, a world of gloom under ragged
strato-cu with rain in places-weather,
in the Joycean phrase, as uncertain as a
baby's bottom.
It is madness to press on. but let's
j!.ive it a trial as far east as Reading.
Somehow I manage to clamber to 3,000
feet and then make a hopeless dash
across the airway. Slowly Benson crawls
into view, just reachable. But wait-a
whisper of lift from nowhere and I
gentle the Skylark into a turn. It is
'ide 'n' weak. only enough to maintain
height, but at least a stay of execution.
Stay with it, you intrepid aviator, that

@
TAKING UP
THE SLACK
Are your driving standards as high as
they ought to be? In the interests of road
safety, the Institute of Advanced Motorists exists to provide an opportunity for
you to have a check test.
For details of Membership and the
Advanced Driving Test write to: The
Secretary, Institute of Advanced Motorists. Empire HQuse, Chis·",iek, W.4
(01-994 4403).
(Pleas. quote S & G when writingit helps )'OllT magazine)
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top cloud cover may not be as thick a'S
you think. 'There must be some insOlation, to judge by the warmth in the cockpit. Endless circling drifts me ,OUt of
reach of Benson, and then at last a tiny
splotch of sunshine breaks over the fields
below. After that a long wait for the
high cloud to burn off partial1y, before
I 'can venture eastwards with a fabulous
2,000 ft. in hand.
I beggar my way p,ast Halton. Dunstable, over Ml at 800 feet, and then
sadly I arp final-gliding for a field near
Letchworth. Hold it-there is a small eu
building up a couple of miles further on.
Can the Skylark do it? It is worth a
try, liS things look a little less bleak. to
the east. 400 feet showing, and the ter·
rain is no longer below but around me.
That field
. that cumulus . . . that
altimeter . . . where am I? I'm not all
that many wing-spans above the ground,
sweating at the wrists, but-yes!-I am
in a lovely, burbling lift all around my
turning circle, and rejoicing. I wind on
a glorious 3,000 feet and then "give the
mare her head" due east,
The wind has veered north-west, push-

ing a grey blanket of eloud between me
and goal, so I have no choice but to
keep south of it. With Gold C and
Diamond Goal awards sadly dropping
out of the window, I decide to squeeze
~ last furlong out of the flight. RAF
Wattisham, 1,500 ft. below, is tempting,
but fatalistically 1 glide on in a dead
calm, past Stidbury att~ Stowmarket. At
50 ft. my chosen landing field suddenly
fil1s with high corn, and I have to switch
to my alternate next door. Skylark rolls
to a stop six hours twenty minutes af,ter
nke-off, exactly 250 km. from Salisbury,
and only a thermal or two short of
Great Yarmouth. Interestingly, the big
drop in pressure with the worsening
weather has made the barograph baseline almost touch my flight trace, making
it appear that in my scrape at Letchworth I flew out of the proverbial hole
in the ground!
The whole thing cost me a couple of
pounds in sweat-and some more in
sterling-but, of course, it was merely a
down-wind dash. Non-U and infra dig.
and all that. Not worth the mention
r,eally.

AEROTOWING AND REGRESSION ANALVSIS
By ERIC REED

HE Yorkshire Gliding Club's airfield
T
is some 950 ft. a.m.s.l. Aero-towing
is by means of a Piper Super Cub (150
h.p. Lycoming engine with fixed pitch
propeller). Tne following analysis was
carried out in two parts. The first part
was based on single-seaters of various
types and relates to the data generated
by 880 acro-tows. The second relates to
the club two-seater-a Slingsby Eagle,
and accommodates 850 aero-tows. In
both cases the aero-tows were carried
out between February and November,
1967. A number of pilots were involved
with varying degrees of efficiency and
experience. All references to height of
tow refer to the height above the airfie'Id. No attempt was made to take
account of weather conditions. The main
pur~ose of the analysis was tt> ensure
that appropriate charges are made for
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tows of different heights above the airfield and with a view to provoking other
dubs at home and abroad to carry out
similar assessments under other conditions and using different tugs. It is also
hoped that the analysis will indicate how
more efficient management of the dub's
affairs could lead to grea ter aero-towing
efficiency.
The two sets of data were programmed
into an Elliot digital computer al1d
subject to regression analysis. Over the
range accommodated by the data. an
extremely good fit was obtained for a
quadratic regression. It will be seen that
the correlation co-efficient (r) is quite
good and the significance at J per cent
level is also convincing. I might say here
that the data were deficient in terms of
numbers of obs.ervations at the ends of
the range. The numbers of aero-tows to

less than 1,000 ft. and over 4,000 ft.
were relatively small and the vast
majority were to :Z,OOO ft.
The . quadratic regressions resulting
from the analysis were as follows:
Single·seaters:
y == - .000004356l< + .OOOOOOO1369x' + .07043
r = .769
1 = 35.69 with &79' of freedom which is significant at 1 % level
T\\'O-5earers:
y = .OOOO4448x + .ooOOOOOO5647x' + .04045
r = .783
1 = 36.68 will> 847' of freedom which is significant at 1% leyel

In both equations y = the time in
hours required from tug engine "on" to
tug engine "off", and for the purposes of
the data, the meter in the aircraft was
used. x = the height of the tow above
the airfield in feet.
The following two tables indicate the
meall time taken in hours and in minutes
to five selected altitudes. The final two
columns indicate the appropriate charges
f'Or different tows assuming two bases.
One of 205. to 2,000 ft. and the other
25s. to 2,000 ft., both for single-seaters.
Certain conclusions are possible.
First of all it will be seen that tows
to less than 2,000 ft. are relatively expensive due to the high component of
ground time. Similarly, the cost of tows
to 4,000 ft. an.(j above are also expensive
in terms of cost per unit height due to
falling efficiency.
In terms of future prospects by way
of improving aero-towing costs, note will
be taken of the largecomJ)Qnent of
ground time. The single-seater regression
is plateauing very quickly below 1,000
ft. and indicates a ground time of almost
exactly 4 minutes. Better management
and co-ordination of tug activity 011 the
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ground should offer material SC0pe for
reducing this lime.
A recent report from America indicates
an important relationship between the
wei~ht of the tug and aero-towing
effiCiency. The cost of aero-towing is
probably increased between 30 and 40
per cent as a result of carrying a
passenger in the tug and this must clearly
be taken carefully into account when
making charges fQr passenger flights
under aero-tow circumstances.
This same effect was e,vident dependent on whether the tug's fuel tank was
full or 90t. It is proposed during 1968
to operate the tug on not more than
tank half-fLlIl.
The accompanying graphs demonstrate the effect of applying the regressions. The graph for single-seaters probably reflects (he true situation better than
the two-~eater graph.
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EQUIVALENT CHARGES

Heigb! of
Tow (fL)

Hours

Minules

Shillings

$

Shillings

1.000
2.000
3.000
4.000
5.600

.079764
.IIM78
. t80572
.272046
.390900

4.78584
6.98868
10.83430
t&.32276
23.45400

13.7
20.0
31.0
46.7
67.1

1.64
2.40
3.72
5.601
8.05

17.L
25.0
38.8
58.4
83.9

2..05
3.00
4.65
7.01
10.07

1.000
2.000
3.000
4.000
5.000

.090577
.152010
.224740
.308770
.404100

5.43462
9.12060
13.48440
18.52620
24.24600

15.6
26.1
38.6
53.0
69.4

1.87
3.D
4.63
6.36
8.33

19.4
32.6
48.2
66.3
86.7

2.33
3.92
5.79
7.95
10.41

$
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BRUSH UP YOUR A'TC
v~riou~

VER the years, t.he
O
. applicable to flight
types of airspace have slowly

rules
different
evolved.
Sometimes it is difficult to remember
exactly what the current rules ar~.
Tlte following paragraphs descnbe the
rules as they currently apply. It is
assumed that you have the latest
1 : 500.000 maps on which airspace information is cMrected to:
19.10,167
*Southern England
21. 9,67
Northern England
21. 9.'67
Scotland '"
Northern Ireland
16.11.67
Orkneys and Shetlands(!) 24. 8.67
In

*Minor changes have taken place to
the S.E. corner of the London TMA.

The rules given are the ATC ones
applicable to glider fiying only. The
rules for .flying powered aircraft diffe.r
in some cases. General Rules 0/ the Air
Qt:,c not covered; only the Air Traffic
Control rules are given.
Uncontrolled Airspace: Art airspace
which is not controlled is known as
Flight Information Region (FIR) airspal:e. It extends f~om ground level to
FL 250. From FL 250 011 up it is known
as Upper Flight Information Region
(VIR) airspace. There are no ATC rules
for gliders in FIR or VIR airspace.
Airways: These are distinguished on
the map by a name consisting of a colour
and a number (e.g., Amber 1) and a base
and top height limit. The base heights are
sometimes given as heights above sea
level (e.g., 3,000 ft.) but more ~sually as
Flight Levels (e.g., FL 45). Gbders may
cross airways (except purple airways)
provided they can maintain VMC
throughout the crossing. The crossing
should be substantially at right angles.
Otherwise entry into airways is prohibited at all times.
Terminal Control AJ;eas (TMA):
These are regions near the larger airports where several airways join together.
They are distinguished on the map· by
the name of the area followed by TMA
or Terminal Control Area. The· base
hiiihts may vary in different parts of the
area and are always given as heights
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above sea level. They have a flat top
with the height given as a Flight Level.
Gliding is permitted in TMA's provided VMC is maintained at all times.
The Bristol Channel Control Area is
not formally a TMA but the same rule
app.Jies.
Control Zones (CfR); These are
pieces of controlled airspace' that
surround particular airports. They ,extend from ground level to a specified
Flight Level. In the case of the L01IdoA
and Manchester Control Zones glide, flying is prohibited at all times. I!1 th;e
Gatwick Control Zone glider flymg IS
prohibited above FL 50. Otherwise
glider flying is permitted in Control
Zones subject to maintaining VMC at all
times.
Special Rules Zone (SRZ): These are
pieces of airspace 'surrounding some airports in. which special rules apply.. Tbey
are marked with the name of the alrfielll
and SRZ. They extend from ground
level to a specified height or Flight Level.
Special Rules Zones are exactly what
they say, i.e., areas where special rules
must be complied with. In general. the
special rules are:
(l) You mUSl contact AT'C on the
specified frequency before entering.
(2) You must maintain a watcn on
this freq ue.ncy at all times while
in the Zone.
(3) You must (}bey any instructions
given by ATe.
Gliders can therefore enter special
rules ;zones if th~y have the appropriate
GUDER FINANCE
Finance For your glider or aircraft pur'
chase can be arranged .by telephoning
or writing to COLlN DONAL'O (B.G.A.
lrulruclor).

Burghley Finance Company Ltd_
50 BURCMLEY ROAD,

PETERBOROUGH
Telephone: "el..borough 578~

frequency, but this implies a manychanneIled, radio which, as far as is
known" no, glider carries. Thus, leaving
aside gliders with this special frequency
capability. the situation is that gliders
cannot, in' general, enter SRZ's when
the Special Rules are in force.
Special Rules Zones come in two
sorts: they are either applicable at all
times or only in IMC.
Applicable at all times
Liverpool
Birmingham
LympnejLydd
BovingdoD
*Lyneham
Gatwick
Glamorgan (Rhoose) Manston
Prestwick
Glasgow
*Lyneham (but frequency 130.25 is
special1y available tQ enable gliders to
comply with the Special Rules).
Applicable in IMC only
Southend
Spec'ial Rules Area: The cresschannel Special Rules Area (whi~
COVers East Kent and a lot of surrounding sea) is similar to a Special Rules
Zo~ except that:
(a) It extends downwards to 1,000 ft.
a.m.s.l. (instead of ground level).
(b) It is only ap!)licable to gliders
which cat:lnot maintain full VMC.
Aerodtmae 1'I1Iiic Zones: Every
active airfield (and this includes gliding
sites when active) has an aerodrome
traffic ,zone n;)und it which extends to
3,000 yards from its boundaries and to
2,000 ft. above aerodrome level.
Gliders m<lY not enter these zones at
any time unless either:
(a) they have the permissjop of the
person in charge of the aerodrome, or
(b) they are landing or taking off at
the aerodrome, or
(c) they are entering to observe the
signal square with a view to landing.
Prohibited and Restricted Areas:
There are silt prohibited and three restricted areas all of which surrou.nd
atomic establishments of one sort or
another. Gliding is not permitted in the
areas as marked and between ground
level and the specified height. These areas

are at Aldermaston. Caerwent, Calder j
Windscale,
Capenhurst,
Chapekrass,
Dounreay, Harwell, Springfields and
Winfrith Heath.
The above paragraphs cover all the
legal ATC restraints on gliding. There
are, however, other items of which it is
certainly necessary to be aware.
Danger Areas~ In certain specified
areas (the "Chart Danger Areas in the
United Kingdom" may be obtained from
the Superintendent, M,inTech Central
Stores Depot, Aston Down, Stroud, Glos.)
you are warned that any or all of a wide
vari~ty of unpleasant adivities (guns,
bombs, rockets, tethered balloons, towed
targets, parachute dropping, no-parachute
dropping, etc., etc.) may be taking place.
In~DSe Military Air Activity: You
are warned that this takes place in East
Anglia, Vale of York, Honington Control
Zone (applicable as a Control Zone to
military aircraft only), Thorney Island
and Tangmere, South Lincolnshire, Portland.

Intense and High-speed Air Activity:
You are warned that intense and highspeed aerial activity takes !)Iace at Bedford. Boscombe Down, Bristol (Filton),
Farnborough, Pershore.
High-intemity Radio Transmissions:
You are warned that at Fylingdales and
Malvern high-intensity radio transmissions may be injurious to health.

Spadeadam Rocket Establi1bmellt:
You are warned that "turbulence is
likely to be encountered over this
establishment due to the release of vast
quantities of heat and steam". Does this
represent the start of a new era in which
the air pilot gives useful positive information?
So, with all that information committed
to memory, you are !l fit J'erson to navigate the UK sky in a glider and conform
at all times with the law. Please ensure
that you do conform. The rules for
gliders represent an appreciable relaxation over those for light aircraft. We
have only been able to negotiate these
relaxations because the vast majority of
glider pilots have done their best to
conform. Let us not lose this position.
H. C. N. GOODHART.
Chaifman, Airspace Committee
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LEE WAVES OVER THE WELSH MOUNTi.NS
I

By 8. B. BISHOP

/

URING 1966 and 1967 a study was
D
. carried out into cases of lee waves
occurring over the Welsh Mountains and
the West Midlands in westerly airstreams.
The cases used in this study have been
selected to give as wide a picture as
possible of the types of wave flow and
their effects in this area. About half
of the cases are based on Teports made
by pilots of powered aircraft Qr gliders
flying in this area, and the remainder
are based on surface observations of
lenticular cloud formations and their
associated surface effects. The area
covered by the study is shown in the
accompanying map:
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:~:v~_---,;
It is not intended here to deal with
each case individually, as this has already
been done in a much morc comprehensive study. The main aim of this, article
is to be of some assistance to pilots
intending to fly in the area.
Topography
The Welsh Mountains form a block of
high land running nearly due north to
south, some 100 miles in length and
between 40 and 50 miles wide. The
general height of the area is around
2,000 ft., with peaks rising to over 3,000
ft.
Meteorological aspects
In all cases studied there has been a
mobile type of westerly flow across the
area, and the majority of occasions of
w.av.e have occurred either just in advaflce
of. or close behind, frontal zones. This,
of course. foHo·ws from the fact that a
strong flow is necessary for waves to
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form (with a gradient of at least ZO kts,),
these conditions occurring most commonly in mobile, frontal-type situations. The
most common aJ''Cas on the synoptic
chart where waves have been noted to
form ar·e:
(i) \loder the stope of a warm front,
near the edge of the medium cloud,
say 200 to 300 miles ahead of the
surface front;
(ii) behind a cold front in stabilising
cold air, some 200 miles or so behind the smface front; and
(iii) in situations where a cold front to
the north of the area is waving,
causing a wide and fairly dry warm
sector. with broken cloud.
In the case of the 'Welsh Mountains
(i) and (ii) seem t{) be the most common,
with (ii) accounting for much the greater
proportion of frontally-associated cases.
The winds whil:h gave the most marked
cases of waves were those from between
240° and 300°, i.e., 30° either side -of the
normal tQ the mountains. This 30° angle
seems to be the maximum deviation from
lhe normal at which an uncompliCated
wave structure will form; any angles
outside this giving rise to a complex
system, difficult to forecast and equally
difficult to soar. The analysis of wind
speeds at varying heights shows a requirement for the following minimum values
before noticeable waves will form oVer
the Welsh Mountains:
2,000 ft.
25 k ts.
5.000 ft.
35 kts.
10,000 ft.
45kts.
What values would be required for
larger ranges such as the Pennines or
Scottish Mountains have yet to, be investigated.
It is common knowledge that a stable
layer is required for waves to form, and
this held true in all the cases investigated. The majority of Cases had a
marked inversion. the base of which
was between 3,000 ft. and 5,000 ft. in
almost all instances. In all other cases
examined. w!'le.re waves were expected to
form, but in fact did not, the base of
the inversion was found to be considerably higher than 5,000 ft.

The w ves tended to follow the normal
pattern o~diurnal variation, being at a
maximum intensity during the early
morning,
d again during the late afternoon, but. on several occasions weak
waves persl,sted throughout the day.

Soaring asJects of the wave system
The wav~s. in general, are orientated
cross-wind, provided that the wind fulfils the directions suggested earlier; in
the case of the Welsh Mountains; this
means that the clouds are normally lying
north to· south. The wavelengths of the
systems investigated vary considerably,
between 3 and 12 n.m. 'What does seem
to be indicated. however, is that in cases
where there is a marked inversion between two unstable layers the wavelength
is sborter, whilst where there is a deep
stable layer through the lower 10,000
ft. or so the wavelengths are more likely
to be in the 10 to 12 n.m. range. The
shorter wavelengths, therefore, have a
tendency to oCCur at lower levels, whilst
the longer wavelengths are more common above 10,000 ft. the heights to
which wave systems occur over Wales
vary, of course, with the upper wind and
stability conditions, but it seems that on
occasions effects can be felt to heights of
25,000 to 30,000 ft., and, in fact, flights
in gliders to over 22,000 ft. have been
made. The levels at which tbe strongest
waves occur, however, seem to be confined to the medium levels, from 7,000
to around 13,000 ft. The vertical speeds

in these layers of maximum effect, in the
majority of cases, are between 400 and
800 ft./min., and in certain parts of the
wave may be even greater. The effects of
the wave system have been noted as far
downwind as Birmingham airport, where
marked fluctuations in the surface wind
have occurred at times in strong westerly
airstreams.
CooclusioD
It is hoped that this short article will
have served to indicate that, even over
small mountains such as those of Wales.
considerable wave effects may occur. AII
tbe suggested requirements for wave formation are, of course, only applicable to
the Welsh Mountains, or ones of similar
height, width and cross-section. The
shortened method of calculating the
cbaracteristics of lee-wave flow suggested
by Casswell (a simplified calculation of
maximum vertical velocities in mountain
lee waves; S. A. Casswell, Met. Mag.,
March, 1966, p. 68) was used as a comparison with the longer methods of
calculation, and also with the observed
values, and seems quite accurate enough
for normal use, even to the accuracy
required by soaring pilots, and it is a
quick metbod.
Perhaps it isn't really necessary to go
all the way to the Rockies for good
waves, except for records . . . at least,
not until Amber I is widened to meet
Amber 25.

INSTRUCTORS'PANELREPORT
P.... NEL MEMIlERS: Ann Welch (Chairman). Sqn. Ldr. G.· McA. Bacon, V. C.
Carr·, G. T. CoIIins, T. Davidson, Sqn.
Ldr. J. Delafield, J. J. EIlis, J. C.
Everitt· (National Coach), Ht·Sgt. A. W,
Gough, J. M. Hands, R. P. Hubble, Air
Cmdr. N. W. Kearon·, P. Minton·,
R. A. Neaves*, K.. O'Riley, Flt.-Lt. J. S.
WiIIiamson·. (·Executive Committee.)
INETEEN. SIXTY - SEVEN figures
N
.'
indicate ,that a severe shor'tage of
Instructors no longer exists. There are

now some 400 general aRd u{t instructors
and 230 with categories-an average of
some seven instructors per dub, a,lthough obviously not evenly spread.
Problems still exist, however, and considerable, the main ones being the need
to improve:
(a) The standard of teaching of the
individual instructor, particularly
those who were never taught bow
to instruct in the first pJace. and
who now insotruct infreQuently.
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THREE COUNTIES
AERO CLUB LTD.
Blackbushe Airport, Camberley, Surr.y
(ON A30 TRUNK lOAD

-.5 MINS. flOM LONDON)

Special Courses for Clider Pilots to obtain
Private pilot's Licence
Normal Courses for Private Pilot's Licence
Night Flying - Instrument Flying -

R/T

Board of Trade Approved Course 35 hours
Residential Courses available
Grill and 'Licensed 'Bar

C.F.I. DerekJohnson
Executive Manager, 8. J. Symonds
YATELEY 2152 (Management)

(b) The instruction a student receives, by
reducing the quantity of different
instructors he may have, and boy
enabling him to get more and better
training each time he goes to his
club. This problem, although contributing appreciably to poor training is, however, tied primarily to
club economics, and can only be
overcome by an alteration in club
structure and charges.
(c) Pay and conditions for the professional instructor.
During 1967 the present C'ategory
system was studied with the object of:
(a) Raising the overall standard of instructing.
(b) Increasing the number and uniformity of checks on an instructor's
competence.
(c) Making the paperwork both more
useful as a progress record and
simpler for BGA office administra·
tion.
The changes, which will come into
effect OD 1st January, 1968, include the
requirement for a pilot to go through an
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3747 (Operations)

approved training course ancl be tested
before starting to instn~ct at alL This
Assistant Rating will be issued at club
level.
There w~ll also, be a Restricted Rating
for those few CFl's who have net ye.t
obtained their Silver C's. The restriction
is tha.t the CFI will not be able to teach
or allow cross-country flying from his
club except b,y Silver C pilots, or instruotors for the purpose of gaining their
Silver C.
Instructors who have never obta,ined a
category, and th(!)se who started in 1967,
will have until the end of 1968 to obtain
either an Assistant or Full Rating.
In addition to carrying out category
tests and running, or assisting with. instructors' courses, Panel .members tested
all 60 se}pi-tinal candidates in. the Wills
Glider Pilot competition. The belp given
by this competition to improvIng the
quality of training f'or the pOM solo
student pilot, which included the printing of a, training manual, and the production of a series of teSit papers also
useful for testing instructors, was very
great. For this, and the valuable prizes
of two Swallow gliders and four baro-

graphs for the best clubs. the Panel
would like to thank W. D. & H. O.
Wills.
The Na-tional Coach ran training
courses for 38 instructors during the
year and visited a' large number of
clubs. Four years of this work. has set
a valuable example for instructor courses,
which will now enable many of the
bigger clubs to train their own instructors
to a uniform high standard. In turn this
will enable the work of the National
Coacil to be concerned much more in
future with training and helping CFl's,
particularly in small and new clubs.
As has been announced, John Eved-tt
is leaving the BGA and this opportunity
is taken to thank him for building up
the job of National Coach from scratch
and to wish him well in the future.
During 1967 only two copies of
Instructor were produced, due to shortage of money. In this respect. it must
be accepted that there is a limit to what
can be achieved by any voluntary
organisation without adequate funds. On
the one side clubs need to take in more
new members than can be efficiently
trained by spare-time voluntary instruc-

tors; going professiona:l is not the
answer if this puts charges higher than
people can afford. On the other side
instructor Panel members can only do
so much in their spare time. It takes a
whole day to properly test one instructor
for a full rating, and some examiners
may do ten or more in a year, as well
as their other Panel work, and often do
the job of voluntary club CFI as well.
With some 60 civilian clubs, one professional National Coach will only be
able to help CFl's at a rate slower than
that at which the movement is changing
and expanding. Whlllt is needed, in addition, is a small national instructors'
school and test centre established at one
of the bigger clubs, and professionally
staffed, which could deal with the routine
work of basic instructor training. This
would leave the National Coach freer
to assist with the vital job of training
and assisting eFl's and the Panel
examiners more time to develop badlyneeded advanced instructor training, as
well as continuing to carry out rating
examinations all over the country.
ANN WELCH, Chair1T/il1l

Overall size 32' 6" x 21' 5", these ....·government surplus buildings make ideal glider
hangars as well as storage buildings, workshops, offices, garages, etc.
Steel clad frame ensures rigidity 50 that ends can easily be removed to form hangar space
or joined end to end for larger building. Wall panels can be modified to allow larger
access or fitting of double doors. Erection on 10 dwarf walls increases height. 140 sq.ft of
windows and 3 doors provided.

.............................................................

These buildin!;ls are fully
:
J. G. HODSON (Sectional Buildings) LTD.
insulated with heavy:
THE NORTONS, COlLIER STREET, Nr. MARDlN, KENT
!;laulle asbestos and lined
:
Tel. Collier St... t 346
mlernally with 2" fibre: NAME..
..
glass-backed panels.
: IBIock 10"'" pl
)
:: ADDRESS.
Complete the coupon for
: .. ,
fullest detail..
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POLISH GLIDERS
POR HAPPIER, SAFER GLIDING

HERE ARE JUST TWO GLIDERS-BOTH
DESIGNED FOR PERFORMANCE FLIGHTS
UNDER VARIOUS ATMOSPHERJC CONDITIONS.

SINGlE.SEATER, FOKA 4 is IiIiIt 11 c.1nI ~ till stIlIdard cIw er aSTlV, 8I1d il de~ened for uerforllllllCt
f1iehls under ally atmospheric CGIIdilions.
'/Ii1g S\lIII: 15 lIIIIIu, bINd ralil: 18.5.. 8{s11li'1lR ratil: 34
HmI ueeed . : 260 kil.mehes per hour. F1yini w.iehl: 386 kilelfllllllOS.

TWO·SEATER, ROCIAN
Du. 10 ~s many nieht qua~'ios IIll4tr '*liAe lllonAit COIdiIioa. Im il lIitaWte fir
IlllYPII" porf. . . . flitbts. 111. _Ills' .... an ill taodem, "'d thf!!' 1/' COllpled
cOIIh.1 eelulIR5, which m'ke the irHler ilI,,1 for Ilasic hBilliAe,
trlOe spill: 18 A11tm. ASlIId filii: lli.5. Bm PI_ 1ItiI: 26
N... aaod speed: 2DD kil_tm ~ h.lII. F1yine >eieht: SZS k~oerammlS,

MOTOIMPORT
PRZEMYSLOWA 26. WARSAW, POLAND
Cables: Motorim, Wa,rszawa.
Tel: 28-50-71

Sole Agent in U.K.
NORCO AVIATrON LIMITED
BURRELl ROAD, IlAYWARDS IlEAlH, SUSSEX.
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rei: 51771

AUSTRALIAN NATIONALS
By C. E. WALLlNGTON
ma~ny

OR
Australians Christmas
F
means a leiSUF(:ly day swimming or
surfing, fishing or bushwallcing, picnicking or enjoying any of the outdoor ~ur
suits, that are so easy in this country. But
for 120 glider pilots and their families it
meant travelling distances between 50
and about 1,000 miles to Benalla for the
8th Australian National Gliding Championships. Situated about 100 miles
north-east of Melbourne, the aerodrome
at Benalla is the home site of the Gliding Club of Victoria. With its grass runways the airfield has ample room for a
Championship and accommodation was
avaHable in the wooden huts, laundry
and toilet facilities that once formed a
migrant camp.
As well as, doing my usual job of met.
briefing I was lucky enough to fly in this
Championship, thanks to Jeremy PickertHeaps who invited me to share his Skylark 4 with him.
,Christmas Day and Boxing Day proVided typical Australian scenes of beautiful cumulus at 7,000 ft. dolled about a
bright blue sky. Two-hundred kilometres
before lunch. then a swim whHe one's
partner flew during the afternoon, was
our programme for these two practice
days.
On the opening day, 27th December,
1967, a fairly short 162-km. triangle via
Corawa and Yarrawonga was started
after the usual opening ceremonies. With
strong th~rmals up to cloudbase at 9,000
ft: it was fairly easy going for League I
Pilots. Twenty-seven of the 31 in this
league completed the task with John
Rowe and Malcolm links leading tbe
field. They averaged 95.7 and 93.7 kmf,h ..
wbile close behind them with a speed
of 87.4 km./h. was Mayer Page, whom
many at Lasham will remember. The
good conditions did not last all day,
however; late in the afternoon patches
of heavy sink were difficult to get
through, and medium and high cloud
cut off the sun's heating; so the twoseaters launched after the two singleseat leagues did not manage to complete
the race.
The next day a 3OO-km. triangle via

Tocumwal and Echuca was set in conditions that produced a mixture of strong
but rough thermals, local over-clouding
with no lift below, patches of heavy
sink, large patches of medium and high
cloud and heaqwind components of 20
knots on the first two legs. An added
complication was that the western half of
this triangle overlaps irrigation are<).s
where thermals Ilome'limes tend to be
weaker. It was over this area ,that Malcam links had to dump .the water ballast
from his Diamant to work patchy lift up
frem 500 ft. But he was first back with
a speed of 69 km/h. followed by Ted
Sher~irl in a Libelle and Maurie Bradney
In hIS Boomerang. The day was a triumph for Peter Hanneman and Alf
Watts, flying the only two-seater to complete the course. I made sloW' progress
against the headwind and finally came to
e,arth near the first turning-point after
going the wrong side €lf a line of cumulus
- the structure of which was all too
apparent wben viewed horn the ground.
In strong convective co'nditions in
Australia many thermals appear to start
as willy-willys, or dust-devils. These
narrow whirling columns of dust are

"WINTER" Barographs

]

I
I

£50 9s. 6d.
Special Model for Motorgliders

£63 95. 6d.
(U.K. Import Duty, Packing and Post paid)

THERMAL EQUIPMENT llD
15Bb Acre Road,

Kingston-ulJOn-Thames, SUrrey
Telephone: Kingston 1261

sometimes visible up to several hundred
feet and may persist for a few minutes.
This whirling ascent of incipient thermals
occurs in many countries, but they are
not always obvious unless they whip up
dust to make them visible. There is
plenty of dust in Australia and plentY of
strong sunshine, so willy-willys are a
common sight to the glider pilot, and
they are easier to see through polarised
sun-glasses. Unlike the vortex ring type
of thermals. they tend to throw a glider
out of the lift at low levels, so a positive
effort has to be made to stay in the rising
air of a willy-willy type of thermal.
The 29th December was unusual. It
rained. For some months there had been
a drought ill the southern half of Australia. Reservoirs were 40 ft. below normal.
Competing gliders with skids had to have
them ·of brass to reduce the risk of fire
when landing in a dry, parched field,
and sacking to beat out a fire was part
of the routine cross-country equipment.
But today it was overcast, and after
delaying briefing to make sure that it
really was going to rain, it was declared
a rest day.
The next day was still doudy, but the

rain had stopped and some of the
cumulus that formed at 4,000-6,000 ft.
developed into shower cloud with local
squalls and dust storms underneath. With
such variable convective conditions and
a wind of 30 knots it was decided to set
distance-along-a-line across the wind,
from Benalla to Yarrawonga to Benalla
to Yarrawonga . . . ad. into At briefing
someone asked if the organisers would
set a limit on the number of legs to be
flown. but they were assured that this
would not be necessary. Indeed, the wind
veered to give a partiCularly strong head
component on the way out from Benalla,
so the few that did manage the struggle
almost as far as Yarrawonga took three
hours to do so, while the return leg
completed by Bob Martin in a Diamant
took only about an hour. G. Hayes in a
Libelle and C. Deland in a Boomerang
almost got back to Benalla, but all the
others scattered about the countryside
after having put up valiant struggles on
the first leg. Some scored zero for the
first time in their competition experience.
and some indulged in the rather unAustralian activity of slope-soaring small
hills.

FOURNIER

R.F.4D
Price ex Factory
DM 2.1,000
(Approx. £2,180 at present exchange rates)

Allocation to Britain strictly limited so early
bookings essential to avoid disappointment.
Sole AgentJ:

SPORTAIR AVIATION LTD.

LUTON AIRPORT, LUTON, BEDFORDSHIRE
Telephone: LUTON 2.9684
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New Zealand's Peter Heginbotham in
an Austria SHK did well to reach Yarrawonga, while Jer.emy Pickett-Heaps in
the Skylark 4 was prevented from reaching there by a near-by dust storm.
The 31st December allowed a race to
be set again; this time a 234-km. triangle
via Oaklands and Corowa. Lt was not
lODger because thermals ~re not expected to deveJop quickly; however, during the afternoon they were moderate to
strong up to 7,000 ft. and most aircraft
completed the task. First was John Rowe
with a speed of 80.4 km /h. in a LibeIIe;
then Malcom Jinks with 75.8 in the
Diamant; and third, Dick Deane in a
Boomerang.
By now the supremacy of the glass
fibre machines was becoming clear. Not
only could their pilots fly them fast;
they had also shown that they could
scratch away from Iow levels in difficult
conditions..
New Year's Day. With a trough of
low pressure across Victoria conditions
looked gloomy and there seemed to be
only about a 20 per cent chance of good
breaks in the overcast before mid-afternoon. However, as in many countries,
predicting the formation or dispersal of
~edium and high cloud is notoriously
dIfficult, and, after it wars decided to
declare a rest day, conditions improved.
Most pilots and their families took the
day off to visit some of the beauty spots

in the well-wooded mountains to the
south.
The next day, 2nd January, thermals
started early under a clear sky, but they
were limited in depth to about 2,500 ft.
until after midday. The task set was a
31O-km. triangle via Tocumwal and Burrumbultock. I decided to risk an early
start with a quick retrieve if necessary,
and was able to make 20 miles before
landing beside the road where Jeremy
and my wife, Joyce, were ready with the
trailer. But back at BenaIIa, in the weak
thermals, a tragedy had already occurred
when Ralph Chappel of the Geelong
Club was killed after his Arrow had
collided with a Ka-6. The Ka-6 was
damaged but landed safely. The day's
contest was cancelled.
Medium and high cloud were back
again on 3rd January, but after a delayed
briefing it was possible to set the short
165-km. Benalla-Yarrawonga-Corowa triangle. Conditions were almost English
with only moderate thermals. One distinctive feature of these therrnals was the
shear at about 2,500 ft. Inland in 'warm
continental climates it is not uncommon
for wind changes with height to be much
sharper and more variable than is normal
in England. On this day it was necessary
to make a pronounced shift in position
towards the north-east in order to keep
with a thermal through the 2,500-ft
level. Once through this level, however,
the fastest pilots were able to work
thermals between 2.500 and 5,000 ft,
around the course. Although I had predicted a shear. I didn't shift over enough
at first and so made rather a slow time.
First of the 19 pilots to complete the
task was Bob Rowe in a Libelle with
67.6 lrnl/h" then Bob Martin with 67.2
in the Diamant and Peter Rohrlach with
65.2 km/h. in a Boomerang.
Conditions and the task were repeated
on the next day. However, different pilots
were flying in about two-thirds of the
aircraft. In the present Australian system
there are two pilots for each League 1
aircraft and they fly according to a
schedule prepared by the organisers to
ensure that. as far as possible, each pilot
flies against all the others, except, of
course. the pilot who is sharing his a.ircraft. It is then the pilot's average da!ly
points that count for the champ.ionshIP.
Peter Heginbotham in the AlJStna SHK
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THE HEIGHT OF
BINOCULAR
PERFECTION

An exceplionall'y fine Binocular lor long distance
observation and landmark identification. Will
quickly becqme indisJ;>ensable to you whether
on the ground or aloft . .All air-to-glass surfaces
'Ve-coated' an extra-hard lens coating. which
accentuales the blue in the spectrum producing
an excellent white image. For slatic use the
Binocular has a tripod adaptor built i11lCl the'
base and will lit any standard Ball & Socket,
or Pan & Tilt Camera Tt;pod. For the technically
minded; Field of View 1ft} 367. Weight 36 oz.
Size clos.ed 6.8".

SPECIAL DISCOUNT OFJ=FR
~o A huge saving 011 the recommended retail price.
Including Case. carriage
and Insurance'.

20OFF

OUR PRICE

£22 IOs.

SAVE'£5

r-"'---~------,--,

...

J S. ROSE & CO. 151a High Road, Woodford I
1 'Green, Esse~. Please,send me
Pair(s) I
I of Swift "NEWPORT" Binoculars for which
I I enclose Cheque/M,O. Value £.: /
:

I NAME
: ADDRESS
IJ _ _ ,_

lIIIIIiiiii
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won the day despite being harrassed by
two eagles based somewher,e in the
middle of the triangle. Several of us had
encountered these eagles; earlier in the
competition they s.eemed quite amiable,
but perhaps by now they were getting
a little tired of intruders on the BenalLaYarrawolllga-Corowa ci'r<:uit, Th.ey even
knocked a bit of paint off the wing tip
of the ArrOW in which L. Hika was first
of the 14 League 2 pilots flying the task.
Peter Heginbotham's speed was 65.0
km/h. and he was followed by John
Rowe with 62.5 in a Libelle and Maurie
Bradney with 65.2 km/h. in his Boomerang.
Variable medium and high cloud was
with us again on 5th Janua,ry, and to
make be.st use of a probable improvement aircraft were mar!>halled to' their
take-off positions to await the word "go".
It was s,ill hot and dry and a ,daily sight
was the fire tender and a crop-duster
aircraft spraying 3,000 gaUons of water
on to the runway to keep the dust down
during take-off. There was only a short
period of good soaring conditions. but
enough for pilots to complete a 133-km.
triangle via Euroa and Dookie. As well
as rnoder,ate thermals there were some
large areas of sink. Jeremy was flying
the Skylark 4 today. and no doubt
blessed all 18 metres of its span as. he
crept over the airfield boundary after
what seemed an interminable final glide.
Peter Heginbotham won again with a
speed of 74.5 km /h. and was f01l1owed
by Bob Martin (69.3 km/h.) and Bob
Rowe (64.6 km/h.).
The 6th January was another day with
weak or moderate thermals. The task
was the 200-km. Benalla-Tocumwal·
Yarrawonga triangle. Bob Martin was
down to 300 ft. 15 miles out from
Benalta. but he gradually struggled up to
6,000 ft. and was the only League I pilot
to complete the course. But for most
pilots it was slow going and many of
them were scattered along the second leg
by t'he end of the day. Werner Geisler in
the Foka 4 and Dick Ge.thing in the
Dart 17 took second and third League I
places, while Peter Hanneman again
showed his skill in a B1anik 10 become
'the only two-seater pilot 'to get back to
Benalla, his spreed being 46.5 km /h.
Good thermals were with us again an
7th January for a 310-km. triangle via

Tocumwal and Burrumbuttock. Thermals
developed early and were soon going to
8.000 ft. There was some heavy sink in
places, but Malcom Jinks broke his own
Australian 300-km.. record with 96.1
km/h. and DOllg Yarral in tbe SHK
claimed a New Zealand record for his
speed of 80.6 km/b. Forty-two of the
52 competing aircraft finished the course.
Ted Sherwin in a Boomerang (89.2
km/h.) and Bob Rowe in a Libelle
83.8 km/h.) took second and third place
in League 1.
On the last day but one John Rowe
with an average of 975 points and Bob
Martin with 971 were neck-and-neck for
the Championship with Malcom Jinks
(951 points) Dot far behind. Today would
decide the outcome. The task in moderate to good thermals was the 375-km.
triangle via Tocumwal and Lockhard.
There was slight haze beneath an inversion at about 6,000 ft., but, as usual,
navigation was easy. The meandering
Murray River and ,it'S tributaries flanked
by willows and gum trees stand out
c!earl,y against the dry landscape. A wind
shear effect on thermals was again noticeable. this time at about 4,000 ft. Flying
the Skylark. I made rather slow progress
on the first leg, but a lucky thermal
through the inversion to 7.200 on the last
leg was enough for a 22-mile glide back
to Benalla. John Rowe found 1,000
ft/min. sink in places, but made sure of
the championships by winning the day
with a speed of 85.4 km/h. in the Libelle.
Next was G. Hayes (78.9 km/h.) also in
a Libelle, then Peter Heginbotham
(78.9 km/h.).
The last day, 9th January, brought
superb thermal conditions with cumulus
at 9,000 ft., but to ensure that scores
were ready in time for prize-giving at
6 p.m. only the 165-km. YarrawongaCorowa triangle was set. Malcolm Jinks
won the race, with Ian Pryde of New
Zealand second in the Dart 17.
So ended a championship which in
Australian gliding literature will probably
be noteworthy for mediocre weather. But
mediocre here means good rather than
superb soaring conditions. It was a good
contest. well organised and enjoyable.
John Rowe, tl1is ye<\r's winner, and
Malcom Jinks, winner of the previous
three Australian Nationals, are undOUbtedly names that will feature in

internalional gliding for some time to
come. They both gained Gold C's at the
age of 15 and had 1,000 hours' gliding
before they were 21. But hot on theil'
heels are a number of other Australian
pilots with plenty of racing experience.
The far-sighted
policies of the
Waikerie Club, under the guidance of
Bob Rowe, paid off yet again; the fint
three championship places and all the
daily prizes, except the two won by Peter
Heginbotham, went to Waikerie pilots.
Allstralia will make a bid for the
World Championships in a few years'
time. I would advise any visiting pilot to
bring an aircraft with a high rough-air
speed, but whatever he brings he can
count on having good flying, keen competition and sincere friendship.

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
APPEAL
ONATIONS from the following to
D
the British Team's expenses are
gratefuUy acknowledged:
Adair, A. J.
Air League of Gl. Britain.
Deane-Drummond, A. J.
Dimock, R R.
Doncaster & District G.c.
Doughty, A. W.
Harper, R. D. MHarwood. J. E. G.
Lawson. W.
McEvoy, Sir Theodore
Porta!. J. R. A.
RAFGSA Bicester.
SBAC (£ 1,(00)
Smith, I.
The raffle held on behalf of the team
prodoced nearly £170. The winning
tickets were drawn by Mrs_ Mallalieu,
wife of J. P. W. Mallalieu. Minister,
Board of Trade, at the BGA DinnerDance. Christine Graham-White collected a small token for selling the
greatest number of tickets.
The Fund totals £1,300, but mo(e
money is urgently needed to meet the
expenses -of sending the British team to
Poland, and it is not too late to send
contributions to the BGA office.
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DORSET FLYING CLUB

Compton Abbas Airfielcl,
Shoftesbury, Dorset.
FontmeJl Mogno 328

Welcome gliding' enthusiasts to our
site in Dorset.
For a training course in our new
ASKI3 Two-Seat Trainer with a resident instructor, or a unique soaring
holiday by hiring a sailplane for your
sole use for an exclusive gliding cost.
Please note we launch by Ael'o-Tow
Only.
Conversions tQ power for glider pilots
a speciality.

WE FLY EVERY DAY
per hour

Gliding Fleet
ASKt:i
"
Olympia 463
Olympia 403
Olympia 465
ASK6
"
Standard Austri.a
SHK r
Power Fleet
Bolkow Junior

35/-

30/.
30/·
25/-

30/-

40/15/·
per hour
£1 0 0
£6 t5 0
£6 t5 Q
£1 15 0

Au!ter

Jackar<x>
Super Cub
Aero-Tows
Single-scater
Two-seater

2'}f6
32/6

Weekly Hire Rates

For this price ,the sailplane is reserved
for your sole use. Your only o,tber
costs are aero-tows and membership.

Olympia 402
,.
(Minimum gliding
ASK6
"
..
(Minimum gliding
Olympia 465
.,
(Minimum gliding
Standard Austria ..
(Minimum gliding
SH~ I
,.
..
(Minimum llodine

.,
hours
,.
houn
.,
hours
..
hours
..
hours

-

',
20)
"
20)
',
50)
',
75)
,,
100)

£25

£30
£30

£30
" 50 gns.

AND SOUTHERN SAILPLANES
We offer quick service with a 'first
class job for all types of work from
C. of A.. minor damage, to full rebuilds. In wood, fibreglass and metal.
If you want your machine back in
the air quickly, come' tEl the experts.
Instruments, barographs, parachutes.
For the best service come to

Thruxton Airfield,
Nr. Andover, Hants.
WeyhiQ 373
lO4

AG.M AND D'INNER
HE Illst Annual General Meeting to
T
be chaired by Philip Wills was also
the longest for many years, and threatened to be longer still until the Rating
List critics were persuaded to keep their
views bottled up till the afternoon. The
main subject was, of course, the proposed new constitution with an enlarged
Council to meet less frequent.Iy and an
Executive Council to run BGA affairs
for most of the time. FuLl details will be
voted upon by an Extraordinary General
Meeting when they are worked out, but
the present meeting v,oted nemo con. in
favour of its general principles.
Our new chairman, Peter SCott, was
elected with acclamation. His first joh
was to invite Philip Wills to become
President-there has been none since
1964. The meeting closed with the reelection of Sir Theodore McEvoy, John
Furlong and Basil Meads as Vice-Presidents.
At the subsequent dinner in the Connaught Rooms, Philip' Wills reminisced
about the Primary glider of the 1930's
before introdlilcing the guests: "Bill"
MallalieU, Minister for the Board of
Trade; Waiter Winterbottom of the Central Council for Physical Recreation;
John Ware of "you know w'ho" (and if
you don't, it's W. D. & H. O. Wills);
Simon Ames of "our Big White Father",
the Royal Aero Club; two more representatives of the B.o.T. - lan Riddoch,
the Under-Secretary, and Nick GiUing;
.and Ken Owen, formerly of Flight.
John Ware was struck by the contrast
between his present '~elegant surroundings" and his last gliding occasion a1
Lasham, whem upon rising to make an
after-breakfast speech, he "sank back
again into that mud".
Mr. Ware 'had "a piece of paper" to
hand over to Peter Scott~ this turned out
to be a, £2:50 cheque for the Instructor
Scholarship scheme - £50 mOre than
his firm's previous contribution. He followed this up with a copy of a new film,
"Glider in the Sky"" made by his firm,
fOf oUr Team to take 10 Poland.
Mr. J. P. W. Mallalieu said he had
intended to refer to gliding as a sport,
but now realised it was a religion. He
made a welcome offer of £3,000 to pay

for the work done by the BGA in
administering safety regulations - work
which would otherwise have to be done
by his Board.
Peter Scott reminded his audience tnat
it was at the Connaught Rooms. in
December. 1929, that the BOA was inaugurated, and followed this up with a
wealth of good stories.
Barbara Carrow. on behalf of the
whole movement, made a presentation to
Philip Wills; Mr. Mallalieu presented the
Annual Trophies, and the haU was
cIearel;! for dancing.

CVSM MEETING
RESIDlO COUNTY Airfield, M aria,
P
Texas, USA, has been selected as the
venue of the 1970 World Gliding Championships. The provisional dates suggested are the last week in JUt1C, practice
period~ and the first two weeks in July,
contest period.
A total of 80 gliders will be accepted,
and it may be possible to hire gliders and
retrieve cars in the USA.

OSTIV IN POLAND
A. CCOMMODATION for Osnv Con-

..~ gress participants during the World

Gliding Championships has been arranged at a fine new hotel and/or bungalows at Boszkowo, 25 km. from Leszno
airfield. The hotel beds are in double
rooms with a shower. The specially
reduced cost, S10 per day, includes br~ak
fast at the botel. hmch at the airfield.
dinner at either. transport betWeen both
and participation in the excursions provided .by the Polish Aero Club.
To ensure accommodation, delegates
should write by 1st May to: Aero Club
of the Polish Republic. Krakowksie
Przedmiescie 55, Warsaw, giving dates of
arrival and departure and means of
transport. By 15th May a reply will be
sent enclosing a permit which will facfiitate obtaining a visa in the deleg?le's own
country.
Other visiton to the championships
should write for information to a special
bureau which the Aero Club has set up
to advise them, namely: Przedsiebiorstwo
Imprez Sportowych, Warszawa, Poland,
Stadion Dziesieciolecia.

C£-rH7r-

The Sailplane for British conditions, I.ow
min. sink, good high speed performance,
ability to "scratch" and good handling.
S.H.K.s figure prominently in British 1967 championships results.
3rd, 4th, and 6th, Nationals League I
1st Nationals League 11

Schempp-Hirth KG
7312. Kirchheim Teek
West G~rmany
Manu./acturers 0./
Fine $Qilplanes

2nd Northerns
2nd Husbands Bosworth
1st Western Regionals (Hors Concours)
1st and 2nd RAF. Championships

See the SHK <It Dorset Aviation Centre,
SOUTHERN SAILPLANES

Sole Agents:

'telephone: Weyhill 373
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DATA ON SAILPLANES WITH A GLIDING RATIQ BETTER. THAN 32:1
Compiled by RIKA HARWOOD
W~rld

Vo~,

the last edition of
Sailplanes
2 was published in 1963, it is often difficult to find details of some of
SINCE
the newer or well-known hlgh-performanoesallplanes,
In an effort to collate some of the information we have at hand which may be of general interest, we have tabled
anum ber of sailplanes with a claimed performance betl.er than 32: I.
Every effort has been made to ensure that the information given is as accurate as possible, bUl it should be bome
in mind that weights often differ fmm one sailplane to the next of lhe same type,
We should be grateful for any. information readerS can give on any sailplanes we have missed out with a performance of 32: I or better, and giving the details as set out in the table,
We wish to thank the Editor of Jane's All the World's Aircraft for a!'lowing Us to use some pf t'he data in the'ir
lalesl issl:le.
Nick Goodhart comments on the table on page 110.
Column No, J=oWing area., ~q. ft.; No, l=oEmpty equipped weight. Ib~,; No. 3=oMaximum weight,
Remark., Column: Constr. =Construction; .c.onv. =Con,venliona]; Retract. =Retractable.

Ib~.

I

1

J

NACA 631315

153

529

794

33: I
at 42

15

FX~05·191

129,2

421

635

Min. sink
1,2 H,/sec.
at 40

lKV·3 Kotka
June, 1966

18,20

FX·60·126 (lip)
FX·62·K-153 (rool)

ISJ

749

992

38: I
at 54

Constr. similar 10 Vasama and l1-Ia\iukka
Std. Flaps. Cony, lail. Relracl wheel.

KK·l-e UTU
Augusl, 1964

15

NACA 631612 (tip)
i.,ACA 63'1618 (rool)

121

441

684

35: I
at 4Jt

Glass·fibre polYester sandwich conSlr. T·
tail. Fixed wheel.

FINLAND

PIK·16C
Vasama.Orig.
.enion 1961

i5

NACA 632615 (tip)
FX·05·188 (root)

125.9

419

661

34: I
at 46

Wood conslr. Originally V·tail, now cony,
tail. Fixed wheel.

FRANCE

Siren C30.S
Edelweiss
Sepl.,I962

15

NACA 64 series
mod. as pe-r 7 series

133,9

518

838

36: t
al SI

Sandwich {wood constr. V-Iail. Fixed
wheel. (Edelweiss··4 under constr .),

Country·

Sailplane Type
firlit Proto,iype
Flew in

Spa.
Metres

AUS'l'R1A

Mg.2J SL
April, 1962

16.40

BUZIL

ITA Urupema
(Under conslr.)

FINLAND

FIl<LAND

Win. Se<lioD

I

I

Glide Ratio
<laimed at
Knots

Remarks

,Wood constr. ConY, tail. Fixed wheel.
Honeycomb sandwich constr. of paper!
,,"ood "isopon". DFS type airbrakes. All.
moving conv. tail. ·Fixed wheel.

Country

Sailplane Type

Spao

Wing Sectioa

Fi"'~,:~o::type . Melre.

1

2

3
I

Glide Ratio
da~':~t. as

Remark.

-F-R-A-N-C-.---. -W-a--2-6-SQ-u-a-l-e-- 1 I ~
July. 1967

Worlrnann series

130.09

48~

7::7:-:6:- 1---:3:-:6:-:-=I---+-:W::-::i-'111-.-.w-.o-o-<\-.-.oo-·-n-st-.-...-.-F-u-se-I-.-g-e;--OO-ll-ra-"s-.:::i\"'-b-r-e
al48t
eonstr. Flaps which act a. air brakes.
Conv. tail. Relract. whecl.

GER~ANY

AS-W 'IS
Due 10 fly
Sprinll. 1968

1~

Wownann series

118.40

394

'660

38: 1
al 46

Gla••-fibre/balsa constr. Cony. tail. Fixed
wheel. (Retract. wheel and brake para.
chule optional for Open Cia.. and .record
flyinll.)

fiUMANY

AS-12 dvlpd.
'ram 0-36
Jan .. 1966

18.30

FX·131 modified

139.9

648

91~

over 40: 1
al between
38-69

Glass-fibre reinforced plaslic/balsa conslr.
Lowcr.surface-hinlled flaps which act as
air brakes. Perton-tr.pe lail parachule. Too
lail. Retract. whee.

GUMANY

B'S-Ia
Delivery
Occ .. 11968

18.70

Eppler 348-K

1~0.4

639

99~

4~: I
at ~4

TIlIee-piece winll. olherwise similar con·
as Libelle. Aileron. link,ed differen~fll~l.wilh high-lift flaps. T-Iail. Retract.

I

----1-----1

I
I
I

I

.Ir.

GERMANY
.

Cirrus
Feb .. 1967

17.74

I'X-66 series

1l~.6

~73

882

44: 1
al 46

Glass-fibre/foam sandwich constr. Cony.
all-movinl: tail. Space for walcr ballast.
Retract. wheel.

GERMANY

Ka-6.
Sprinll. 196~

15

Jukowlky (tip)
NACA 63-61~ (middle)
NACA 63-618 (rool)

133.~

430

661

12: I
al ?

Constr. similar 10 Ka-6cR. Redesigned
tail surface•• taller fin and rudder. lower
fuselaae. AII-movina cony. tail. Fixed
wheel.

GERMANY

GlasflUgel Kes- J7
trel. Delivery
I
Dec.• 1968

?

124

463

772

43: I
at ~4

I Glass-fibre/balsa sandwich constr. Flaps.
T-Iail. Retract wheel. Jettisonable tail
parachute.

------1-------1---"1-- - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - filasllUgel Libelle dvlpd. from
H-30t and H-30
,(6 mths. deL)

I~

fiERMANY

Libelle-Standard. Delivery
Aug., 1963

1~

HUtter .eclion

104.6

31~

fiUWANY

LS·(
Nov.• 1967

15

FX-66 series
19.4 IQ 11.0% lhick

104.84

fiERWANY

Phoebus

I~

Eppler 403

GERMANY

....
~

HUtter seelioll

102.3

397

662

39: I
at 46

Glass-fibre reinforced plaslie/balsa sandwieh eonstr. Flaps. GFK air brakes.
Conv. all-movina tail. Jettisonable lail
parachule. Retract. Wheel.

640

38: I
at 46

SliahtIy ehan.:ed profile to that of GI..flU.:el Libelle. otherwise similar con.lr.
Fixed wheel.

396

70~

37: I
at48t

Glass-fibre/plastic sandwichconslr. Flaps.
AII-movina T-tail. Fixed wheel. (Retract.
wheel oplional.)

48~

772

37: (
al49

Glass-fibre/balsa conslr. AII-movine Too
tail. Fixed or relract. wheel.

I
I

I 141.~

...--..

Sailplane Type
first Prototype
Fie" In

IMetres
Span

Wing Section

1

2

3

Glide Itaiio
'daimed at
Kuots

G~RMANY

Phoebus-C

17

Eppler 403

151

531

827

GERMANY

SB-7 dvlpd.
f·rom SB-6 1962

15

Eppler 306

127.6

562

794 137.5:1
at 48t

GERMANY'

SB-8
April, 1967

18

FX-60·126 (tip)
FX-62,·J<·131 (middle)
FX-62.K·153 (root)

151.8

485

116

GERMANY

SRI<
(1967 version)

17

Eppler 266

158,2

573

815

GERMANY

Zugvogel V
1964

15

FX-60-126 (tip)
'FX-6I·184 (root)

129 9
•

463

705

34:1
at 48

GT. BRITAIN

Dart
Nov.. 1963

IS

NACA 643618 (root)
NACA 643615 (tip)

136

530

840

I 33.5: 'I
3t46

Changed from wood to metal spar. Wood
const.. Conv. all-moving tail. Fixed or
relracl. wheel.

17

(as above)

149.3

615

820

36: I
at 45

Metal spar. COllStr. as above. Fixed or
retract. wheel.

HP,14-C
1968

18

FX-61-163

146,21

560

800

44: I
at 47

All-metal constr. Full-span lIaps which
act as air brake•. Retract wheel. Changed
from V-tail to conv. all-moving tail.

ITALY

Aviamllano
A-2 Standard

IL5

FX-6'1-163

127,6

419

683

34: I
at47

AIl·metal central torsion box and spar.
'1'railing-edie air brakes' on inner wings.
AIl-movinll T-tail. Retract. wheel.

ITALY

CRIB E.. C.-41
dvlpd. from
iUribel C
Dec., 1966

GT. BRITAIN

I Dart

Ocl., 1964

GT, BRI'fAJN

Orig, USA

I i

1

42: I
at 49

Remark.

I 41:'

at 44

I'

Glass-fibre/balsa .andwich constr.
moving T·tail. Retract. wheel.

AII-

GlaJS-fibre sandwich comtr. All-moving
T-tail. Retract. wheel.
Glass-fibre/basa sandwich constr. Flaps.
over full spall. T·tail. Retract. wheel.

38:
at 41'I

--'--

I

17,64

Eppler 357

166,8

606

882

38: I
ai f

Wings similar to tJribel C with tip' extended. Fuselage of new design. Y-tail
replaced by COny. tail. DFS type air
brakes. Fixed wheel.

M-lOO S
1963

15

Nt\CA 63-618 mod. (root)
NACA 63-615 mod. (tip)

:141

441

694

32: I
at <t3~

Wood constr. Cony. tail. Fixed wheel.

ITALY

M-3oo
Feb.• 1968

15

Bppler 266

96.8

374

661

39 : 1
at 48t

Metal/wood constr, !'lon-structural pa,rIs
glass·fibre, T-tail. Fixed wheel.

POLAND

Foka-S
19§7

15

NACA633618 mod. (root)
NACA 4415

131.64

564

849

34: I
at 51

POLAND

Zellr 4

19

NACA 6621'5-416

169

948

1,213

42: 1
at 57

ITALY

I

-

I Const,r.

similar to Foka4. The Foka-S
has a T-.laiL _

Multi·longerOlI spar-less wood con~tr.
Fowler flaps. Conv. tail. Tail parachute.
Retract. wheel.

Counlry

Sailplane Type
Firsl Prototype
Flew in

Span
Melres

SOUTH AFftlCA

BJ-3
1965

16.1~

SWITZEUAND

Diamant
(produclion
completed)

SWITZERLAND

Wing Sedion

1

:z

3

- ··6fau.til:m:idurufumjrr-r:r!lllWiCllOOnstr.
Fowler ftaps. OFS IY~ air brakes. Tlail. Relract. wheel an nOse wheel.

660

39: I
at ~4

Moulded all glftss-fibre sandwich conslr.
All-moving T-lail. Air brakes fitled near
Irailing edge. Retract. wheel.

58~

170
+130

42:1
at 54

Space for 130 lb. water ballast. (Optional
extra for 16.5 and 18 melre Diamant.)

154

615

840
+130'

at

4~:1
~I

All Ihree versions have been filled with
ftaP\'. Flap deflcction i. synchronized with
parlial downward aileron aClion.

Pfenninger
(al rool)

142.2

~29

816

42:1
al ?

Glass-fibre /balsa conslr. V-Iail cbanlled
10 conv. lail. Retract. wheel.

15

Wortman.n series

128.1

463

69'

36:1
al ?

Glass-fibre/balsa sandwich constr. Conv.
lail. Fixed or retract. wheel.

Eppler 441

150.7

63S

882

at ~2

4~:

1

Metal spar. Sandwich conslr. Flaps. Vtail. Relract. wheel.

141

52~

800

34: I
at 4~

~Jl~i~~a~~.SICoJ:~i:~rletr,eed6~~J~ed

NACA 643618 ~rOOl)
NACA 633616 lip)

132

705

838

40:1
al54

All-metal constr. Fowler OapI. V-tail.
Upper-su rface spoilers. Relracl. wheel.

?

150.7

736

913

al46

4~:1

All-metal constr. Flaps. T·tail. Relracl.
wheel.

490

732

33.8: I
at48t

Wood constr.
Fixed wheel.

132
(excl. ftaps)

I~

Hotter section

104.5

420

piamant
Feb.. 1961

16.50

Wortmann .eries (mod.)

143

SWITZERLAND

Diamant
Jan., 1968

18

Worlmann .eries {mod.)

SWITZERLAND

f.lf<>MN-R
April. 1964

17.~

i

1,150
,

' Elfe S-3
May. 1966

SWITZER LAND

Elfe AN-66
1966

18

USA

BG-l2s
July, 1963

lS.24

USSR

A-I~

17

USSR

KAI-19

20

YUGOSUVIA

Dclfin
Nov .• 1963

I~

1961

I NACA 4418 ~rOOI)
NACA 4406 lip)

I

NACA 63'1618 mod.

Column No. I=Wing area, sq. (t.;
No. %=Empty equipped weillhl. Ib,,;
No. 3=Maximum weillhl, Ibs.
Remarka Column:
Conslr. = Construclion
Conv, =Convcntional
Retract. = Retractable
~

....

~

40: I
at 70

NACA 661212 (rl>ol)
NACA 0009-64A 0.8 (lip)

SWITZERLAND

Remarks

Glide Ralio
claimed al
Knoll

I'

138

I

All-moving

cony.

tail.

COflver,rion lador~:

Multiply metres by
sq. fl. by
lbs, by
KnOll by
KnOll by
Knots by
Illide ratio

3,28 to
.0929

QCI

feel
SQ.

tnetre~

1.85

kilograms
m.p.h.
km.lh.

1.69
X

daimed &Jide ratio

.4~4

1.1,

n./sec.

A LOOK THROUGH THE LIST
By NICHOLAS GOODHART

N the absence of a new issue of the
Iterrific
World Sailplanes, S. & G.'s list is a
help in keeping in touch with
the way world sailplane development is
going. Many readers will draw their own
conclusion from reading the list, but for
those who do not have the time or inclination to study it I have put down in
the following paragraphs the thoughts
that occurred to me.
Forty-two designs have been tabled (of
which few are just new marks) in five
years. Clearly no falling-oD in enThusiasm
to advance the art. Twenty-one designs
are IS-metre. The STandard Class continues 10 arrracl much inluesT.
Some 15 - metres have retractable
wheels: presumably These ea/! be fiued
wit" fixed whuls for STandard Clan'
competition. bUI TWO have rrailin1(-ed/:e
flaps. which excludes Them from Standard
Class even if Ihe flaps are only intended
as air brakes.

(g'a~-'b"

~)

Th6~iCWi/l

GRP
,,-iofo,,'" p(
i,
used structural.ly in 15 cases.
soon be enough production , ac/tines
flyinf! for a valid judgement to e made
of GRrs advantof!es and disad anrages.
Only three designs are all-metal
(aluminium alloy). Metal is u d structurally in three other designs. We will
have to wail some Time yel b fore The
pros and cons of This type of co slruclion
become clearly (slablished (in urope).
Wing sl:ctions used are:
15 Wortmann series.
14 NACA family.
8 Eppler series.
The WOt'Tmann (and Ihe fppler, J
presume, in Ihe absence of published
data) have a clear advanTage 'over The
NACA seclions and have been in existence since tlte early 60·s.
Wing loadings are worth investigating.
The higher Tlte win!? loading the easier
it is TO f!el ,a good glide raTio. bur this
does not necessarily meall (J belTer crosscountry performance. For The Standard
British Thermal (which has an absolute
verlical velocity of 4.6 knots at its
centre) it seems thaT The following wing
10adinf!S are abOUT oplimum:

I

After a Rating?

ENTER THE NORTHERNS
(Regional Gliding Competition)

at

CAMPHILL, GT. HUCKLOW, DeRBYSHIRE
(A wave site in the lee of the Pennines)

on

29th JUNE to 7th JULY
both dates inclusive
Closing date 29th May
En try Forms from:

LESLlE HAYNES, 247 Walton Back Lane, Chesterfield,
Derbyshire. Telephone 2293 Day 6637 Evening
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SIULPLANE

& GLIDING

Sterling sUbscriptions:
Single copies 4s. 6d. plus 6d. postage
Annual subscriptions 27s. plus 3s. postage

su aSCRIPTION

Dol/af subscriptions: (Inclllding postage)
USA-Single copies 70 cents,
Annual $4.00

INC REASE

As mm the issue dated

JU~E~JULY, 1968 the
pri~e of Sailplane &
Gliding will be:

CANADA-Single copies 75 cents,
Annual $4.30
AUSTRALIA-Single copies 80 cents,
Annual $4.60
SAILPLANE &< GI.IDING birn:lers 18s.
plus 2s. postage
This change in price has been necesslta ted
by increased production costs.

With NACA wing sections ... 5 Ibs./
sq. ft.
With Wortmann plain wing sections
. . . 5 + Ibs./sq. ft.
With Wortmann variable camber wing
sections . . . 5f Ibs. / sq. ft.
Near/\' all Ihe designs are higher Ihail
Ihese figures, which lends 10 indicale
design for a stronger Ihermal--or perhaps
Ihe weighl jusl came OUl loo high-it's
been known 10 happen. Some are, of
COurse, designed 10 carry waleI' hallasl
and Ihe unhallasled flying weilfhl may be
much lower Ihan the max. weil{ht quoted.
Of particular note among the unflapped types are:
COuntr)1

Finland
Poland
USSR

Type
IKV·3 KOlka
Zdir 3
A-IS

Willl
Wiltl:
lo.diRK
S«lioll
4.6
Worlmann
NACA
7.1S
NACA
6.3S

The fill/nl{ of flaps makes possible a
high wing loading while slill retaining
an adequate climbinl{ performance.
Outstanding examples are:

Country

Typ«

Germany
S. Afric3

BS-I
BJ-3

Willtt
Secrion

Eppler

NACA

WinK
loadi. .
6.SS
8.72

The min. sink quoted for Brazil's ITA
Urupema is illlerestinlf; it represents a
glide ratio at min. sink of 56.4!
No mention has been made of claimed
glide ratios for two reasons. Firsl, the
Ifulf between claim and actuality may be
quite large; second, glide ratio figures
are nOl, by themselves, an indication of
cross-country performance. For example.
40: I al 70 knots (BJ-3) would be far
preferable to 45: I at 45 knots (KAI-19)
if botlr Irad equal low-speed performance.
They do nOl, of course, hut the difference
would Irave 10 be known and examined
ill detail before any relative merit could
be eSlablished. Even then it would only
he slrown tltal lite BI-3 was outstandingly
I{ood in very strong thermal! and. Ih!!
KAl-19 in weakish tlrermals. Tills IJ
scarcely surprising since lhis re'!resenJs
tire condilions in the two cOllntnes concerned.
HI

IT'S ALL YOURS

Instructors' Cooferenc:e
HE Instructors' Panel recently held
two Instructors' Course Policy Conferences for CFl's from clubs intending
to !'Un courses this year.
The first was at DunstabJe and the
second at Sutton 8an!\:, and thanks are
due to the London and Yorkshire Clubs
for making us all so welcome. The
purpose of the conference waS to ensure
that everyone running courses put over
the BGA syllabus to a uniform standard
and with similarity of emphasis. At the
end of the year a further meeting will be
arranged so that everyone will be able to
compare notes, and to suggest improvements for the future.
Subjects dealt with on the courses included the mechanics of running a nineday course, teaching air exercises, demonstration and practice, lecturing, safety
and supervision of the solo pilot. Nine
Panel Examiners helped run the two
meetings, and 26 club representative.s
attended.

T

*

•

..

The WlIJs 'Glider Pilot
Competition 1968
D. & H. O. Wills are again
• generously holding the competition to find the best trained club pilot.
Prizes, which wiJl be awarded to the
clubs of the winning pilots in the north
and the south, will be special Swallow
gliders. For the competition Slingsby's
are giving the Swallow more wing, a
longer nose and improved handling qualities. The two second prizes will be glider
radio transmitters. and the two third
prizes, barographs.
As last year, the competition wi11 consist of 3 consecutive training programmes.

W

112

At the end of the first the CFT ill select
the best candidates in his own ,club and
these pilots wiIJ then work th(pugh the
second training syllabus before igoing to
the semi-final centre in their are~ to compete against candidates from other clubs.
The ten winners will then do some further training, both flying and ground,
to prepare for the finals.
The semi-finals will be held at various
Regional Centres on 6th July. and the
finals will be at Lasham from 2nd-4th
AuguSL
THE WILLS AEROPLANE FLYING TRAIN-

is also being held again this
year. This will enable 60 people to learn
to fly, and the winner to have his own
aeroplane. Both these schemes have done
a great deal to raise training standards
and this has been recognised by the
award of the BLAC Lennox-Bovd
Trophy, given for the greatest contrib'ution during the year to light aviation.

ING SCHEME-

•

•

•

,Cross-eouDtry at ••• 3 m.p.h•
OW that gliders fly arpund at over
100 knots, much of the personal
touch has left the sport-at least while
one is airborne; aircraft are superbly
instrumented, there is instant radio communication and the pilot fits neatly into
his tailored capsule.
Not so in a hot-air balloon-in which
the Chairman of the Instructors' Panel
found herself a day or so ago-drifting
gently across a housing estate and chatting to the inhabitants. One is surprised
by several things. One has a sensitive
built-in variometer: by simply holding a
damp hand out of the basket it is
possible to feel whether you are rising
or sinking even on a calm winter day.

N

And it will obviously take some time to
get used to the mentality of field landings. With me on board we landed in
quite a normal small field. except that
it was a monastery; but later on the
possibilities were discovered. Following
a chat with the landlord of a pub. the
pilot decided to land in· the car park;
unfortu.nately the arrival of one more
car plus a puff of air put this out of
reach, Some 20 minutes later, having
travelled a distance of some 20 yards, the
balloon was put neatly down in between
the rotating filters of a sewage farm in a
landing field at 20 by 30 yards!
ANN WELCH

BGA NEWS
1961 Annual Awards
The British Gliding Association has
pleasure in announcing the following
awards f(H 1%7 :
DE HAVILLAND CUP for the greatest
gain in height: to Charles Ross (Scottish
Gliding Union) for a gain of 20,550 ft.
at Portmoak on 18th Marcb. Skylark 3F.
MANIa CUP for the longest goal flight:
Not claimed.
WAKEFIELD TROPHY for the longest
flight; to Anne Bums (Surrey & Hams
Club) for a dCistanee of 252 miles (407
km.), Lasham, Leominster, Northampton,
Lasham, on 5th August. SHK.
CAUFO~IA IN ENGLAND TROPHY to a
woman pilot for the longest flight: to
Anne Burns Jor the triangle which won
the Wakefield Trophy.
Vou, CUP for the longest pre-declared
goal-and-return flight: a tie between
Richard Brisboume and Alan Purnell
(Surrey & Hams Club). who both flew
from Lasham to Kidderminster and
return, dis tance 196 miles (316 km.)
Pumell. 1st June; Skylark 4. Brisbaurne,
5th August; Dart 17R.
SEAGER CUP for the best closed-circuit
performance in a two-seater: to Ray and
Peter Stafford Alien (London Club) for
a goal-and-return flight from Husbands
Bosworth to Cranfield and return on
23rd July. Capstan.
. DOUGLAS TROPHY to the clUb putting
forward three flights by three different

club members in club aircraft, aggregrating the largest cross-eountry mileage: to
the Surrey & Hants Club for the following flights:
Tony Burt,on-Las,nam. Radst-ock.
Long Marston, Lasham, on 9th July.
Skylark 4. 201 miles (323 km.).
Alan Purnell-Lasham, Chedworth,
Sywell, Lasham, on 30th June. Dart
17R. 197 miles (317 km.).
Richard Brisbourne-Lasham. Kidderminster. Lasharn, on 5th August.
Dart 17R. 1% miles.
Total distance: 594 miles (956 km.).
FRANK FOSTER TROPHY fo'r the- fastest
speed round a lOO-km. triangle: to
George Burton (Imperial College Club).
for a speed of 53.4 m.p.h. (85.9 km./h.),
Lasham, HURgerford, FUllerton. Lasham,
on 20th August. Dart 17R. This flight
(subject to hOJ1W!ogation) broke the existing UK single-seater lOO-km. triangle
speed record.
ROBERT PERFECT TROPHY to tbe club
with over 50 flying members which has
the highest number of BOA categorised
instructors in proportion to flying membership: to Cornish Club (89 members,
13 of whom are instructors).

Natioaal Ladder Trophies
ENIGMA TRoPHY to the pilot flying a
privately-owned glider who has scored
the most points in the National Ladder
Competition: to Alan Purnell (Surrey &
Hants Club).
L. Du OAJtOE PEACH TROPHY to the
pilot, all of whose flights were made in
a cluh-owned glider, who has scored the
most points in the National Ladder competition: to John Barrows (Surrey &
Hants Club).

•

•

•

Competition Numbers
It has been pointed out that private
owners may not be aware of the fact
that untaxed competition numbers go
back into the pool of numbers and may
be re-allocated to other machines. In
addition, these numbers snould be obliterated from the aircraft as soon as
possible in -order to avoid possible confusion at a later stage.
There are several quite famous numbers which have not been taxed for 1%8
and their owners would procbably hat.e
to lose them. However, forewarned IS
forearmed.
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Pu«hase of St!cond-band Gliders
The second-hand market in gliders is
notably free from the aura of horsetrading which surrounds similar a~tivities
in the car market. But from time to
time, complaints come to the notice of
the BGA, mostly relating to rather old
machines. In some cases the blame Lies
with the purchaser: he buys a mach,ine
which the vendor does not daim to be
airworthy, hoping to put it into good
order. He then nnds that the amount of
work is far more than he anticipated and
complains that he has parted with good
money for a heap of junk. Sometimes
the situation is more obscure: a machine
is sold on the understanding that it is in
reasonably good order, but the pmchaser
nnds after close inspection that it has
sundry bad repairs which will be expensive to rectify. The vendor may be quite
honestly unaware of these defects: they
may 'Well have been inserted by persons
unknown, long before the machine came
into his possession.
It is obviously impossible to inspect a
second-hanq machine before purchase in
sufficient detail to ascertain the precise
condition of every part of the structure.
Inevitably. a few transactions will be less
than satisfactory to one or both of the
parties ,concerned. But' some disappointment and/or acrimony can be avoided.
It is in the opinion of the Teehnical
Committee that unless purchasers, are experienced in assessing :gliders, they would
be weB advised to take the advice of an
approved insl'«:tor in the course of
making arrangements for purchase of
second-hand gliders. Of course, the inspector can only give advice, and tbe
final decision must remain the purchaser's
responsibility.
If the glider is very ancient indeed. or
of some very obscure type, or to be
imported from abroad, it would be prudent to seek the advice of the Technical
Committee at an early st1lge.
F. G. IRvtNG,
Chairman. Technical Committee

COrrection to page v. of 1967 Index:
Post-war National Championships Placings-2nd place for 1949 should read:
J. C. Neilan, W. A. H. Kahn, D. Reid
(Weihe).
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Production Programme
AS~K 13 The modern perlormance
mid-wing two-seater for teaching
and training
with good flying
,characteristics.

K BB
The training and performance single-seater.
Ka 6 CR The stanoarCl Class singleseater with performance.
Ko6 E
The high-performance
single-seater Standard Class glider
with all-flying tail and excellent flight
handling.

AS·W 12 The Open Class singleseater with super high performance.
Fibre-glass Construction.
The glider for demanding pilots.
AS·K 14 The single-seater motorglider (Prototype K 12) with feathering
propeller and retractable undercarriage. Very good take-off and climb
rate. Superb gliding characteristics.
AS-W15 Under Construction. The
competition glider for the Standard
Class fibre.gl'ass construction. A
glider for all competition pil'ots.
Trailers for all our TYpes. Can be'
delivered on request With special
towing and brake system.
Glider Dust and
Glider All-weather Covers
Spare parts and construction: materials
from stock or short-term delivery.
WrIte for Brochure and Enquiries
wIthout obligation to:

ALEXANDER SCHlEICHER
SEGELFLUGZEUGBAU
6416 PO!:tpenhauseftcrft der
Wasserkuppe, West Germany
or to ,our age",'

LONDON SAILPLANES LIMITED
c/o J. Jeffrles, Dunstable Downs,
lIe<lfordshire

POWERED GLIDING COMMITTEE REPORT
MEMBERS: D. H. G. In:ce
(Chairman), I. B. Brenner. J. C. Everitt,
J. E. G. Harwood, F. G. Irving, R. A
Neaves, A D. Piggott, P. Ross, Maj.
E. G., Shepard, Ann Welch.

O)MMITIEE

N July the Powered Trainer CoIreference
ter'ms of
ordinating
were extended by Council to
Commit~ee's

include motor gliders and auxiliary
powered sailplanes-hence the change of
title.
Powered Traini0l:
The one essential objective at this slage
has nol yet been realised. It is, perhaps
over-simplified, to oblain comparisons
by means of practical experiment. between the following three methods of
pilot training.
(i) All through on gliders-current
launching methods..
(ii) Ab-initio on existing light aircraft
type$-COnversion to gliders-solo
on gliders only.
(iii) Ab-initio on a specific powered
aircraft which has been selected to
have characteristics corresponding
as closcly' as possible to those of
a glider.
Clearly, there is a wealth of experience and information available conceming the first method.
On the second method, the Committee
has, witb the ~Ul'port of the Board of
Trade and tbe Instructors' Panel, sought
to obtain further information by means
of powered training experiments at
Lasham, Perranporth ~and Challock. Unfortunately, these experiments have been
limited by a number of factors-inclUding', not least, aircraft serViceability.
!t seems, to be the majority view of the
lDstructors Who have been involved that
the use of existing light aircraft is a considerable advance on all-througb glider
training. This, however. is not enough
and mOre specific' evidence is required.
The thirQ method depends entirely on
a suitable aircraft -becoming available
and in this respect progress has been
disappointing'. The position on those

projects which were reported to the last
AGM is now as follows:
(i) Slingsby Aircraft - other commitments are currently such that
Slingsby's have been forced to
abandon any idea of powered
trainer development-at least for
the present.
(ii) RF5-at the time of going to PreSll,
the RF5 has jus.t flown but further
information is not yet available.
(iii) Kittiwake-a two-seat version of
this aircraft is to be built by
Robinson Aircraft at Blackbushe.
In addition to the above, it has now
been possible to evaluate the Motorfalke. This proved to be a remarkable
ins.ight into what can, and has been
achieved. in terms of a self-launching
glider with very little sacrifice of (glider)
performance. As such, it augurs well for
the future of the auxiliary powered sailplane. Given a more powerful engine
(Scheibe now have a VW enl!iined version
flying) and a few detailed changes, the
Motorfalke .could be of very considerable interest.
To summarise: 1967 for J'owered
training has been a lea; of very slow
pr.ogress and considerable disappointment. The J'rime objective for 1968,
therefore, conlinues as before-practical
evaluation of the three methods descri~d
above. Only then will it be poSllibie to
,provide sound guidance, qased on factual
evidence, which is vital if essentially
,correct decisions are to be taken about
future training improvement,
Motor Gliders and Auxiliary
Powered Sailplanes
A report now being dJ3'Dted will survey
tbe known and foreseeable imJ)lications
of self-launching gliders and sailplanes
as a new and growing branch of the
sport. It will im;lude sections €In airworthiness, operational regulations, cornj)CtitioDs, l'ecords, bad~es, pilot qualifications, training methods and instructional
standards. etc.
D. H. G. INcE, Cha;mum
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ClAMANT

DUTY FREE (EFTA)
UNRIVALLED VALUE

DIAMANT 16.5

These superb fibreglass sailplanes have flaps (+ 16° to -1 0°)
as well as very effective airbrakes.
ClAMANT 18 1.45LD at 62mph. 1.32 at 82mph. Min. sink
l.7ft. sec. £3,075 at exchange rate 10.40.
ClAMANT 16.5 1A2LD at 62mph. 1.30 at 82mph. Min.
sink 1.8ft. sec. £2,545 at exchange rate 10.40.
Low lined trailers supplied.
Write or telephone COLIN DONALD, THORPE AVIATION
LIMITED, 177 LINCOLN ROAD, PETERBOROUGH for
illustrated leaflet and details of hire purchase facilities if
required. Phone Peterborough 68818.

Manufacturers: Flug-und Fahrzeugwerke A G, 9422
AItenrhein, Switzerland.
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FLYING THE DIAMANT 18
By LEANDER MARKUS RITZI

LACE: Altenrhein airport, SwitzerP
land. Time: 2 p.m. on a dull winter
day with some Fohn and increasing
westerly winds. Participants: the new
IS-metre Dia\J1ant fresh out of the
mould and sparkling white with its
elegant contours, the ship's designers and
builders and t, the pilot, with the task of
giving a neutral verdict on this newest
raceborse from Altenrhein's stables.
My report will be limited to cockpit,
flight and control characteristics. I cannot
comment on the performance at this
stage.
Instruments on this prototype are
rudimentary. I do not know the instrument errors (according to the factory the
ASI was indicating too much).
Here we go!
The cockpit, into which I am carefully
"inserted", is neatly made: no RollsRoyce, no stock car, just right. Head and
back rest as well as pedals are adjustable on the ground in many ways. The
reclined position is comfortable bqt
there is no excessive space. The fuselage
shape stems from the experimental
KaBiVo which had been designed by

engineering students. I'm sorry to say
that I am not as aerodynamically shaped
as the students are. I am still comfortable
in the cockpit, but have rather little
space for navigation utensils and food.
The controls and operating levers are
arranged in a practical manner; only the
trim knob requires reaching across. With
an extended arm I can get at the knobs
on the instrument panel. Aero-tow release is not to my satisfaction as I can
only just reach it. This can easily be
adjusted.
The very accessible and quickly interchangeable instrument bloc provides
space for five large and two small instruments, plus radio. Forward and lateral
visibility is excellent. In spite of the pale
winter sunshine I notice no distortion
and practicallY no reflection.
Ready for take-otT-we're rolling.
With fla.ps neutral I lift otT at about
50 m.p.h. Immediately there is ample
control response. The undercarriage must
remain out until after release since the
tow hook retracts with it. Everything is
fine on tow, so I try flying low in the
prop wash, high above the tow plane,

The author IS a well-knowlI tif(ure in illterna/ional f(liding. For man?, years a ,,!emker
tire Swiss Team, and placed 2nd il] Standard Cl ill 1965. He IS a Captalll With
SW/SSAIR and has temp'orarily withdr.awll from competitive gliding.
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and twice Initiate a slack in the tow
rope-no problem to recuperate..
Lake Constancc looks grey, cold and
menacing below. At I,SOO ft. we encounter slight Fohn turbulence. I release
at 3,300 ft. and retract the wheel: it
becomes silent. Fifty m.p.h., I set the
trim and let go all controls. There is a
minute, steady oscillation with the speed
varying between 44 and S3 m.p.h.
Laterally the Diamant does not move a
bit, and it flies absolutely straight on
course. Not bad!
I vary the speed with the flaps. The
control lever is easy to operate amI for
every position the corresponding speed
is marked: from 37.S m.p.h. (+ ISO) to
120 m.p.h. (- 12").
Now I get to the low speed test. With
flaps neutral I hold the nose up: 50,
4S, 40 m.p.h. When I reach 36 m.p.h. the
ship dips very gently on its nose, almost
unnoticeably. Aileron and rudder control
remain good. If I let go the control stick
the plane accelerates by itself.
Same J'rocedure with flaps al + ISo.
At indicated 34 m.p.h. the Diamant
shakes sligh,tly, dips forward and picks
up speed. If 1 keep tbe stick fully back,
it just remains in harmless stalled flight.
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Now I try it from a nose-up position.
The higher I pull up, the more J'ronounced is tbe dipping. How about a
spin? Tight nose-high spirals all produce
more or less pronounced stalls, but no
sJ)in.
In short, really extraordinary lowspeed characteristics.
Control Pressures a.nd Response
Elevator: like every pendulum elevator, lots of response with little forces,
especially at high speed. Ailerons: for
an 18-metre ship rather good; reduced
action with much positive flap deflection.
With neutral flaps, full ailerons and
rudder the rate of roll from 45° to 45"
is 4.8-S seconds at indicated 56 m.p.h.
Rudder: good respOnse with medium
control pressure. Damping could be
somewhat better. Side-slips are easy. .
In circling flight the Diamant 18 IS
very stable with good lateral manoeuvr"
ability, One can comfortably hold any
bank with the stick in the middle. A
piece of cake for cloud-flying.
A short test: how is transition from
thermailing to' h,igh-speed flight? In mY
second attempt I man~ge to accelera~
from 50 to 94 m.p.h. ID 11 seconds.

"U"
Calculated polar
curve for the
Diamant 18.

good time, though it requires rapid flap
adjustment 10 negative and definite forward push of the -stick.
Eight-hundred feet above ground: forgotten anything? Ventilation. Certainly
important with so much plexi. The knob
is within easy reach and well adjustable
o er the whole range. Air intake is from
th nose. It seems quite effective, though
difficult to judge at today's - 5· C.
Approach with air brakes and flaps.
They told me best efficiency of the brakes
would be at 75 m.p.h. I find this a bit
h.igh for practical purposes. In competition the decision to land is often takeh
so low that picking liP 75 m.p.h. is not
possible. I therefore try at 65 m.p.h.
Although forewarned, I am baffled by
the way this thing goes down. To keep
lip the speed I must dive at over 20·
angle. Against my judgement I had
crossed the threshold at 650 fL !-lOO I
am on the ground before half the run·
way (2,~OO ft.). Flare-out is short due to
t he ra'ptd deceleration, but it can be
regUlated with the air brakes. On finals
one must know tQat aileron efficieocy is
:educed. Gujding the ship on the ground
IS. n?rmal. The wheel braking action is
~~!l InSUfficient: but I'm told that it takes
. OUt 20 landings to run in the brake
dISCS.

Important: they don't publicise but
still recommend to belly-land on delicate
landings. This would do no harm whatsoever on average soil (not tarmac). With
this method the landing just bas to be
exceptionally short. I've never ftl!lwn any
sailplane that offered so many possibilities and such a m;Hg1n of safety in this
respect.
The Diamant 18 in a NutsbeD
Comfortable cockpit, but no room to
spare; excellent visibility; very good
law-speed characteristicS; pleasant control
handling; outstanding landing aids, providing high safety on off-field landings.

(For slJCcification see page 109.)

JOHN HULME
Swaffham Road;
Bottisham, Cambs.
Phone: 323
for

REPAIRS, C of A's, OVERHAULS,
and T.21b. HIRE
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TECHNICAL COMMITTEE REPORT
COMMITTEE MEMBERS: F. G. Irving
(Chairman). R. C. Stafford Alien (Chief
Technical Officer), P. Bisgood, J. B. B.
Johnston. J. D. Jones, J. Leach, K. R.
Obee. C. O. Vernon, B. E. Warner, L.
Welch, R. B. Stratton.
Advisors to the Committee: Lt.Cmdr. R. Brett-Knowles (Instrument
Development Co-ordinator), P. Ross
(Powered Trainers).

Terms 'nf Referenl:e:
To advise the Council on technical
matters; in particular to supervise the
Airworthiness Scheme.
I. Supervision of the issue of Certificates of Airworthiness.
2. Supervision ef the approval of
Inspectors.
3. Consideration of all
technical
problems.

Work of the Committee:

Number of Meetings
New Certificates of Airworthiness Issued
Certificate of Airworthiness Renewals
Major Overhauls
New Glider Types Certificated
Renewals of Inspection Approval
Renewals of Senior Inspection Approval
Renewals of Firms' Approval
New Inspectors Approved ...
New Senior Inspectors Approved
-Includes major overhauls
THIS year's statistics relate to only
J. nine months, so a direct comparison
with 1966 is rather difficult in view of
the seasonal nature of much of the
work. But it seems apparent' that the
volume of technical activity continues to
increase, and that the BOA is now
responsible for the airworthiness of
about 500 machines. The following notes
relate to ,those aspects of the Committee's
wOrk which are likely to be of general
interest. In fact. they form only the lip
of the iceberg; there is an enormous
volume of correspondence, investigation
and. deliberation lurking' in the backgrollod.
Ostiv Sailplaoe Development Panel. The
Chairman lIIttended a meeting at Stuttgart in May, which was largely devoted
to the airworthiness of glass - fibre
gliders. Notes on this meeting have been
published in SAILPLANE & GLIDING together with the Technical Committee's
decision regarding the airwoJ1thiness of
such machines: that, so far as struc120
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tural integrity is concerned. glass-fibre
gliders wiH only be acceptable in the
UK if they bave obtained a full German
C. of A. or if documentary evidence is
provided to the effect !that the structure
has been successfully subjected to the
static and dynamic tests required by
DVL.
Ne" Typ«. Among new types certificated
during the year, the most interesting were
the SZD Pirat, the Schleicher K-13 and
the SHK. In all cases, the Committee is
grateful to the manufacturers for the
excellent documentation provided, which
greatly facilitated their certification.
Permits to fly were granted to various
British-built HP-14 variants. This type is
now being developed into a definitive
version, and we will soon be concerned
with the certification of this very interesting machine.
The Chief Technical OIIicer. Mc. Stafford
Allen has not only been heavily engaged

in vlslUng clubs and examining applicants for inspection approval, but is now
more formally concerned with the investigation of accidents. In this sad
context he has be-en working closely with
the Accidents Investigation Branch. His
monthly newsletter is an invaluable
channel of communication with inspectors, and he organised a most useful
conference at the Bristol Gliding Club in
September.
It was clear from this meeting that
-there is great interest in the airwortbiness
of metal gliders, and two instructional
courses were kindly arranged by Mr.
Bott of Midtly, Elmdon. These courses
were of an experimental nature. and a
comprehensive syllabus for future instruction has now been drawn up.
General. I have also made various visits
to clubs during the last year, mostly for
flying or social purposes. It is most
gratifying to record that although much
club maintenance has to be done under
conditions which are less than ideal. the
inspectors display an impressive enthll'

siasm for keeping their machines in good
condition. Much of the Committee's
work is concerned with matters of fine
detail, in itself a tribute to the desire of
inspectors to ensure that no aspect of
airworthiness is neglected. We are most
g;ateful to them for their support during
the year. Likewise, it is fair to say that
the BGA could not maintain this level
of technical activi·ty without the services
of the Chief Technical Officer. In Ray
Stafford Alien, we have a dedicated
enthusiast who modestly combines great
technical competence and experience with
the ability to inspire confidence and
provide mature advice.
The lis( of indebtedness grows longer
every year: we are very conscious that,
in addition to the inspectors and the
CTO, we rely heavily on the good offices
of the Club Technical Officers, the
firms, members of Government Departments, the Air Registration Board and
~he BGA Secretariat. We thank them
all f-or their splendid support.

F. G.

IRV1NG,

Chairman

SOUTHDOWN AERO SERVICES LIMITED
oHers YOU a complete gliding service
Our workshops guarantee first class c: s. of A. and repairs carried
out by a highly skilled team under ideal conditions.

Our gliding shop now carries a complete range of the best instruments and equipment, as well as all the "bits and pieces" you are
bound to want - and it's open at weekends.

Our experts are always ready to help solve your problem.
Call in, write or phone-

KEN FRIPP

Southdown Aero Services Ltd.
Lasham Airfield, Alton, Hants.
Telephone Herriarcl 359 or 02.56-13 359
AGENTS, FOR SLlNGSBY SAILPLANES LTD., IN SOUTHERN ENGLAND.
Stockists for

all

PZL Instruments al'1d Equipment.
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THROW AWAY THE TASK..SETTER
By CHARL.ES ELLIS

INCE C. E. Wallington's article
S
. "Throw Away the Stide-rule" in the
December, 1964. issue of S. & G., which
was followed by the lat,e Ron Watson's
article in S. & G. f,or Octdber, 1965comparing the results obtained by Wallington's system with that used in the
last World Championships-it is SUTprising that in view of its simplicity
nothing further has been heard of it.
Furthermore, the: a,rlicle was a refreshing blast of objectivity upon a scene
obscured by cornpr,omise, panic-stricken
expediency and mathematical windowdressing. Notwithstanding its lucidity,
however, 1 am sure that. in the current
state of our sport, a Quantitative scoring
system is to be preferred to a qualitative
one. The' difference can best be illustrated
as follows:
According to Wallington, if A flies in
a three-day contest against B ;lnd turns
in a better performance than B upon
two of those days, then A is the better
pilot regardless of the fact that on Day 1
A flew 100 miles against 95 by B. On
Day 2, 200 miles against 190 by B. but
that on Day 3 n flew 150 miles against
75 by A. I contend that a quantitative
assessment of these flights is both feasible
and justified and that the aggregat-e of
the assessments proves that. contrary to
Wallington. B is the better pilot. On
othe'r occasions the two systems might
well be in agreement, and Ron Watson
illustrated this point.
The basis of the Wallington system.
which I cannot accept, is that the degree
of difference in performance between
two pilots can be due only to luck. and
that the only indication of their relative
merit lies in the order in which they are
placed. I am Quite sure that luck enters
into the results of gliding competitions
to a lesser extent than is popularly
imagined. It is unfortunate that polite
,consolations passing between competing
pilots may have been construed by nonparticipants as indication of a high luck
element in competitiOn flying.
In his article "Wally" Quoted specific
instances that had occurred during
122

Nationals to illustrate the serious effect of
"luck" upon a piloCs final placing under
a quantitative (BGA) scoring system,
and demonstrated the mitigation achieved
by the use of ·"Wallymarks". Fortunately.
t~ instances Quoted arc readily identified and, having flown in the same
National contest referred to. I am
certain that "luck" had nothing to do
with it. Competition pilots are always
tending to"press their luck" or running
the risk of being too "timid". The situation is well known in most sports, and I
see no reason why, in gliding, consolation needs to be fortified by an especially
benevolent scoring system. The only
circumstances which must be guar'ded
against in formulating a scoring system
for gliding contest,s are clearly those owtside the. control of the' contestants_
There is nQ difficulty in Qrranf?ing a

contest· cQnforming l'o ,this requirement,
but the maximum number of participants would, of courSe, be limited by
either the facilities available for simUltaneous launching, or the safe capacity
of one thermal. It is worth bearing this
in mind when discussing the "unfairness"
of a scoring system. We could. for
example, abolish large contests and
revert to "matches" as devised by the
BGA well ,over a decade-and-a-half ago
(see GLlDtNG No. 4, Winter 1950-51. page
170). If the BGA could be persuaded to
re-issue the circular they sent out in
1951,. it would be clear to everybody
that very little progress has been made
in the intervening years.
When the number of contestants exceeds this ideal quantity "unfairness"
may arise as a result of quickly changing
weather conditions, or as a result of
conditions imposed by the organisers.
The former most frequently arises in
conjunction with a misleading met. forecast, and if a pr,oportion ,of the contestants are still on the ground during a
fleeting interval of soarabl.e conditions,
and u·nable to get launched before it
changes again, the unfairness is selfevident. Not so self-c-vident is the situation which sometimes follows. Whilst

the ··Iucky ones" are 'being retrieved a
more potent spasm of soarable air passes
through and provides even better results
for' the later starters. It is absolutely
vital that we $hould .be able to distinguish
between this situation (when short
periods of soarable conditions are
separated by longer periods of unsoarable conditions) and what, for lack of a
better phrase, are described as "poor
days" (i.e., days when the soaring conditions remain weak. but consistent over
a large part of the day). There is a
tendency to discredit such days for the
reason that pilots' performances are unimpressive, but I am ol the opinion that
by far the most beneficial effect that
championship flying has had upon the
sport in general. has been the demonstration that cross-country soaring is
possible on the most unlikely-looking
days.
I can think of no reason why a pilot
who puts up a relatively good performance under such conditions should have
his score devalued merely because a
large number of his competitors are
unable to match his performance. In the
absence, however, of highly gifted "umpires" who ,could pronounce on the
validity of each day, we are driven to
accept the r.esults as a practical indication of the day's soarability. For contests
where some control is exercised over
the standard of entry (e.g.. Nationals.
especially Leag\le I), the percentage of
competitors required to score in order
that a contest day may be declared,
should be very high (say 90 per cent).
Whereas for contests without such
control (e.g., World Championships and
Regionals) the percentage must. of
nece,sity, be lower, but should not under
any circumstances be less than 50 per
cent.
The "ZX rule" would be unnecessary,
of course. under such conditions. Once
it had been decided that a particular day
qualified as a contest day under these
rules, then on no account should performances be devalued merely because of an
unusually wide disparity between individual performances. If such devaluation
is Persisted in, it must be recognised that
by so doing the organisers are introducing an element of luck into the
results, which would not otherwise exist.
For most competition pilots will, at

some time or other. make silly "boobs"
that have nothing whatever to do with
the performances being put up by other
pilots. They would surely agree that a
"duck" was all they deserved on such an
occasion, but whether they lose 1,000
or ZOO points is entirely a matter of luck.
if devaluation forms a part of the scoring
system.
Trying to compensate for "fluky"
weather by juggling with the "possible"
score is an entirely wrong approach to
the problem. When 'We extend the use
of devaluation to cope with the varying
percentages of pilots who succeed in
completing races, we must recognise that
it is not the weather we are compensating
for in this case, but the imperfections of
the task-sener!
Having considered the conditions under
which competitors can be fairly assessed.
we can move on to the method of marking their performanc.es.
For some reason that has never been
clear to me the BGA continues to use
two distinctly different scales for this
purpose. One is linear. the other not.
One says, "If A goes twice as far as B,

CROSSFELL ELECTRIC
AUDIO
V ARIOMETERS
Compact and
Inexpensive.
Used by the foremost
soaring pilots
since 1959.
EQUIP YOURSELF NOW.
Also available
without Audio.
Agents throughout the World.

Crossfell Variometers
10 Borro'WdaIe Road,
Malvern, WOl'(:s."

taeland.
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then he must be twice as good"; and the
'other says, "If A goes twice as far as B,
then he must be four times as good".
There is a.ls@ the extra.ordinary situation where pilots are called upon to race
a.Jong a track in order that their s~ed
may be measured, and then presented
with a collection of marks for both speed
and distance in various proportions
according to the success of the field in
completing the course. All very. complicaled and entirely unnecessary. Those
pilots who have registered a speed can
be marked in relation to the 'speed of the
fastest man. Those who have failed to
complete the 'course cannot be marked
for speed. However. they can easily be
given marks in relation to the speed of
the slowest man to complete the course
(to whom they are clearly inferior) and
in proportion to the e.xten't of the course
that they have covered. By this means the
pilot who just fails to cross the finishing
line always get one mark less than the
slowest man. If only one pilot finishes the
ra~, he is automatically the slowest as
well as the fastest man! If nobody
finis.hes. it becomes "distance along a
set line", and marked accordingly.
There may be lines of argument for
marking with a non-linear scale, but if
it is said to magnify small differences in
pilots' performances I should like to
suggest that the only thing we are likely
to magnify effectively are the inaccuracies
in our measurementS. Do we really
measure performances to an accuracy of
0.1 per cent under all circumSlances. as
the system implies?
Meanwhile, I suggest we stick to a
linear scale for both speed and distance;
it has at least the merit of consistency.
Is a variety of tasks necessary?
In the early days of gliding contests
marks were awarded for duration, height
and distance. Duration marks were
abolished when distances made official
cO'ntrol of time impossible, and height
went the same way when it was realised
that, as well as being difficult to meaSUre,
it l:ould be traded for distance. About the
same time the idea of telling the pilots
where they must go (instead of .letting
them please themselves) was introduced.
I! soon became clear that this presented
an opportunity to measure "speed".
This then became the most popular
task, although free distance, distance
l24

along a set line aod pilot-selected g 311
were also used. The last Df these was ~he
most unpopular and died a natural c!e~.th,
only ,to be reviv,ed as a many-headed'
ghost in "cat's cradle".
;
The objection to Jjilot-selected :goal
was that it made the' pilot's su.tcess
dependt:nt upon something over \1Vhich
he had no control-the reliability of the
forecast. It is astonishing therefore that
cat's cradle ever saw the light of day,
since it suffers from the same defect.
It seems clear that the Illost reliable
way to measure the relativ,e performance
of pilots is to release them at the same
time and get them to follow closely a
set course. It is then immaterial whether
we measure speed or distance. We have
considerable experience of the first choice
but the second has received barely any
.consideration as it has always been
assumed that leng.thy retrieving would
be involved. If. however, a comparatively small closed circuit is used. and
"lapping" employed. retrieving is 00
problem. The pilots fly around the'
course as long as they cao. Wben a pilot
lands, and assuming it can be confirmed
that he has rounded the turning points
correctly, the total distance he covers
day-bY-day is recorded. and at the end
of the contest the pilot with the highest
aggregate is the winner. This type of
task would satisfy at least those pilots
who complain that they are unnecessarily
restricted by the organisers and are never
allowed to do enough fly.ing during a
competition.
Its chief merit is that it eliminates the
two people who are responsible for most
of the "luck" that now appears in
championship results, viz., the forecaster
and the task-setter. It has tWo further
and less obvious merits that are be-

GIC11 ADVERHAUIJ AIU RE_
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TEL 375

co ing increasingly important in UK.
Fir tly, it is possible even at a place like
Lasham to have a course of such a size
anl\ shape that it can be outside of
conttolled air space. Secondly, if a
courSe is selected tha·t includes a number
of intermediate landing fields, it becomes
possilile to impose penalties for outlandings that should do much to improve
gliding's image amongst our farmer
friends.
Summarising'
1. Although the Wallington system is
unsurpassed for simplicity, it incorporates a basic faIlacy which, in certain
circumstances, could lead to wrong
conclusions.
. 2. The largest element of luck in
BGA-style competition is due to the
organisers including the forecaster and
task-seller. The use of a task which dispensed with these duties would therefore
reduce the risk of a "lucky" result.
3. Obvious irrationalities in the BGA
marking system need to be eliminated
without delay. If this is done, badly
needed simplification will emerge.

§<.::::"l~~~~~~~~~~<.::::"l§

§
NATIONAL COACH
§
§ The Brilish Gliding Associalion inviles §
applicalions for Ihe position of NATIONAL §
§ GlIDING COACH for an inilial period of
§ three 10 five years. The Coach would be §
responsible 10 Ihe chaiNMn of Ihe !,nlrvc- §
§ lors Panel, and work mainly wilh club CFls,
§ advisino Ihem on Instructor training and §
flying ~lIy. He would also do some
§ Instructor training hirmelf. He may be re- §
§ quired 10 advise on club operations and §
administralion. The job involves Cl fair §
§ amount of travelling and a car will be
§ provided.
§
The applicant must hold a BGA full
§ Instructor Raling or equivalenl and have §
§ considerable gliding experience. A PPL §
and practical experience in running a club §
§ are desirable. Slarling salary £1,800 per
annum. Applicalions should be made as §
§ soon
as possible 10:
§
§ The Secrelary,
§ British Gliding Association,
§
75 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
§
§ (marked 'Confidential')
§
§<.::::"l<.::::"l<.::::"l<.::::"l.<.::::"l<.::::"l<.::::"l<.::::"l<.::::"l<.::::"l<.::::"l<.::::"l
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THE

KRONFELD CLUB

been decided by the Committee
I Tthathasduring
the summer months, when

the club never has been used a great
deal, that we shalI only open on ~ues
day, Wednesday and Thursday evemngs,
from 6 p.m. until 11 p.m. ThiS will take
effect between Easter and September.
Wednesday evenings, as already reported. will continue as club night, but there
will only be a lecture or a film show on
the first Wednesday of each month.
The Art Society Talk (with slides) will
be open to all.
Y.C.B.

IASEHENT
ECCLESTON
SQUAI\E

• SWI

DIARY OF LECTURES
First WedDesday each IIIODth lit 8 p.m.
Mar. 27. "Chitty Chitty Bang Bang" by
M. Brighton (BalIooning).
Ape. 3. Glider in the Sky. New film
by W. D. & H. O. Wills.
May \. K. G. Wilkinson, Ch. Eng.
BEA. Blind Landing Development.
29. Art Society Talk. Around the
globe with Douglas Ettridge
and Michael Savage.
June 5. "Why Fly?" by lan Scott-HiII,
Traffic Manager BEA.
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I
lIThe only acceptable

1967 B.G.A. General Regulations:

camera is the Kodalt
INSTAMATIC 25"

The Kodak 'Instamatic' 25 camera has been specified by the British
Gliding Association as the camera to be used in competition gliding,
This is why,
Ifs easily loaded. The film is in a cartridge which simply 'drops·in' to the
camera. It only 'drops-in' one way, so you can't misload. There's no film
threading-no fumbling. It has a double·exposure prevention device. so
you can't take 'two-on-one'. You have a choice of either black-and-white
prints, colour prints or colour slides. The large. eye-level viewfinder lets
you compose your picture easily, instantly. Ifs light. compact and easily
stowed away when not in use; a pocket will do. The 'Instamatic' 25
camera is rugged, reliable, inexpensive. It costs just 48/7d. (case only
another 10/7d.) KODAK make it.

ca

'Kodak' and 'Instamltic' are trade marks,
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WILLS

I~.Iq~'~ ~~~

~~ l;:it,o~9~~i~~~

fU;:
will tead of "The Fox-Moth owner's
uoiqu~ PriifliDf landings on assorted and
highly, UDusua parts of the landscape".
hilip \ Wills had broken into the news
-never to break out, of it thereafter.
He ha\! arrived under power, .discarded
it got his A and B and was tryIDg to get
his C the same d~y in a wind blowin~
almost parallel ro the Downs. But It
blew the right way at last on 6th June.
By that time the first B'ritish thermal
flights were being done, so he bought a
Scud 2 and tau~ht himself thermalling.
Having thus got well an~ truly into
the game, Philip ~as s\.lrpnse~ to find
British ~liding spht asunder IDto two
warring factions-on .the one hand, .the
leading clubs who did all the soanng,
and on the other, the BGA, for who~
they had no use. He decided that thiS
wouldn't do, started _asking awkward
questions in letters to THE SAILPLANE !fL
GLIDER was made BGA treasurer ID
the hope of keeping him quiet, t';Jok the
opportunity to go through their files,
unearthed evidence of years of gross
inefficiency causing widespread exasperation and-well to cut a long story short,
afte;' a further' year of hard struggle we
got the other lot out and the BGA. was
aiven a constitution that enabled It to
be run by the real gliding people,
namely, the clubs.
This constitution has stood the test of
time. and only now, with British. gliding
undergoing ·a sort of popul~lion explosion, is it having to be reVised.
The year 1934 was crucial in setting
British gliding on the. road to. success,
and not merelv in soanng techmque, the
real purpose 'for which the BGA had
been founded in late 1929.
On 18th March Philip put up his first
ritish record-56 miles distance. It then
became toUch-and-go who wou!d get ~e
first British Silver C; but Enc Col~r':ls
beat him to it in April, because PhI1lp
had to wait for a west wind to do hiS
five hours. So he hecame second in
Britain and No. 45 in the international
list.
A.part from flying, Philip spent much
of 1934 taking most of ,the initjative in

"National
Gliding
establishing
a
Centre". With the German Wasserkuppe
in mind everyone took it for granted
that a ~ally high hill, or even a mountain, would be required, so S~tton Bal!k
in Yorkshire was chosen. A high spot ID
my memory was the bright future that
seemed to be opening up when a party
of us went up there in Philip's MODOspar one weekend. The landowners had
been squared, capital was raised to start
the new venture, Major J. E. G. Shaw
was financing a bii new factory for
Slingsby at Kirbymoorside, Norman
Sharpehad amalgamated the local clubs
into the Yorkshire Gliding Club, and
the BGA had for the first time an active
glider pilot as chairma.n-~pin ~rd
wick who was there too. with the Idea
for ~ Midland Gliding Club already in
his head. There we sat in a circle on the
landing-ground-to-be, talking of the
future with an air of "everything's going
my way".
And that's how it all began-both for
Philip and f0r the development of 11 real
British soaring movement. Subsequent
history can only be skippe~ through.
PhiIip flew in the first Internalional Contest in 1937 and in every subsequent one
up to 1958. He became the third .Gold
C pilot in the world in 1938 With a
~igh cumulus climb at Dunstable and a
cross-country to Cornwall. During the
wa.r he became second in command of
ATA, the ferry pilots' organisation, and
sUbsequently did a short spell. as BE~
technical director before returnmg to hiS
own business.
In 1949 he began his 19 years' spell as
BGA chairman. Another high spot in
my memory was a dinner in a Ma?:id
restaurant in 1952 for the whole Bnlish
Darty when we all knew Philip bad just
become World Champion (though th~
Soanish could not be got to confirm It
till after the following day's siesta). And
in 1960 he became the second British
pilot to get three Diamonds. These postwar years brought more national records
and, in addition to W~rld Champs.,
soaring visits to YugoslaVia, Ital~, Holland the United States, Austraha and
Ne'; Zealand's Southern Alps (to
"1 t
30,000 ft.),
Well-''you know the rest -at .ea~
'10 to the Dresent day. But the story Im t
finished yet.
A.E.S.
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AIRSPACE COMMITTEE REPORT
COMMITfEE MEMBERS: H. C. N. Goodhart (Chairman), Miss P. L. M. Buckley,

C. A. P. Ellis, D. H. G. Inee, O. W.
Neumark, E. E. Reeves, D. A. Wilson.

INETEEN - SIXTY - SEVEN started
N
badly. Despite any and all of our
appeals to reason and logic, made at
levels up to and including the relevant
MiniS'ler. we were unable to stop the
application of permanent control in the
Lyneham Special Rules Zone. It is, how·
ever, only fair to say that the RAF,
having once got their zone, bave made
all possible efforts to ameliorate its
impact on gliding. The special radio
chancel they have pro,vided for gliders
has enabled suitably equipped gliders to
transit the area successfully and the RAF
controllers have been co-operative. But,
of course, nothing can hide the fact that,
once controlled airspace has been misapplied as it has at Lyneham, a precedent has been created fOr further misapplication.
On the credit side there is little
tangible to report, unless one includes
the westward extension of the London
TMA which, in its final form, is not
seriously damaging to gliding; as originally conceived it would have seriously
reduced the value of Booker. Dunstable
and Lasham. The credit item I would
like to report, but cannO't. is the decontrol
of some of the bits of cootrolled airspace which are not, in fact, used by
controlled traffic. Despite repeated requests from us the BoT has 5teadfastly
avoided examining the usage of the bits
whicb we have noted as insufficiently
utilised.
However. it is on the tangible side
that we feel some progress is being made.
Very slowly we are beginning to get
understanding of what we are talking
a'bout through to the people that matter.
They begin to realise that we genuinely
mean it when we say that we are iust
as keen to give the commercial airliner
an adequate safety level as they are.
Where we differ is on rherneans to
achieve this aim.
We have 'shown quite clearly tbat tbe
aim is achievable without the Draconian
measures currently envisaged. It remains
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to get tbisacross to the point wb e it
begins to be reflected in the Air ,aIDe
Regulations. This point is a lon~ way
off but at least we can say that, te uous
though it may be, there is some s rt of
a dialogue in progress.
Looking back in the record I s~ that
I last felt as optimistic as this in 1963
but minds soon closed and the conventional wi~dom again prevailed over
logic. I can only hope that this time we
shall be luckier. So much depends on
individual personalities and these, particularly the Minister's, are inclined to
change at intervals which are sometimes
shorter than the time it takes to become
properly aware of the many aspects of
the whole airspace problem.
The future. The most critical item for
the immediate future is a misguided conviction on the part of National Air
Traffic Control Services that safety is
enhanced by the creation of Special
Rules Zones round small civil airports.
r.t can be easily shown that these zones
in fact create an increase in collision risk,
rather than a decrease, and on this basis
we have fought and will continue to
fight their introduction. An arrangement
in which all traffic passing within, say,
ten miles of an airport was asked to
communicate if it could and all traffic
using their airfield was required to communicate, would completely solve the
small civil airport problem. It will be a
valuable step forward when it is clearly
understood that moving a collision out
of one particular area into another does
not eliminate it.

Carayans for Gliding Meetings
Rent or Self·Tow Hil •. OeJive«<f when tequir.d.

Aa

popul.r mak.es fot sale indudift9 Sprite, Eccles, ThOlR&

son, Fairholrfle, .,,,,.bird Ewope, Know~.y and Cooper
Special. La••,. models now on display .t our Show Site.
Op~'n J.v'n dayS a week. Visit '" or write for del.i1s.

Surrey Car & Caravan
~"

Co., Ltd.

Richmond Road. Kingsfon·on·Thlme" Surr• .,.
(01-S~6

Sllow site:

63401

Waldegrav.• R'~d, reddingfon. Middl.5e',x

(01-892 76431
Open Mon. - Sa,. 9.30 6.30.
Sun. 2.30 10 6.30,
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Another item that hangs over us is the
Milltary Aerodrome Traffic Zones problem.; Fortunately, as the Chairman no.tes
in his report, he was able to get direct
reassurance on this problem from no less
a lev~1 than the Chief of the Air Staff.
This, ',however. does not eliminate the
probldm entirely but simply ensures that
we wiII have the opportunity to examine
each proposal on its merits and fight it
where necessary.

Finally, may 1 repeat perh,apS the most
important point of all. My position in
negotiating with NATCS depends entirely _ on the responsible approach to
Air Traffic Control regulations which
glider pilots display. Singly and collectively I must ask all pilots to be rigorous in their obedience of ATe regulations and ensure that they keep fully up
to da,te with the current rules.
H. C. N. GOOOHART, Chairman

SOUTH AFRICAN NATIONALS
nd - 13th January
This article has .been oompiled from news received from
Tony l-lyde,Gay Shields, Boot Dommisse and Alf Warminger

V ISITORS
Holland,

from Belgium, Germany,
Rhodesia and UK were
amongst the 29 pilots who took part in
this contest, which was held this time
at Tempe airfield, Bloemfontein, the
main centre of the Orao,je Free State.
The best weather conditions occurred
in the week before the contest, when a
number of world and national records
were broken.
Competitors were flying on alternate
days, as the majority of gliders had two
pilots. ,Where there was only one pilot,
the meeting voted beforehand on which
day he would f1y-odd or even dates.
Tasks were flown on all 12 days so that
each group had six days.
Scoring was based on a modified
Wallington system with first place receiving 1,000 points, second 950 and
third 900 points and so on. Handicaps
were allocated as follows:

%

%

BJ-3
100
Phoebus
114
102
Austria-S
114
BS-I
ASW-12
102
Vasama
116
104
Zugvogel 38 116
Cirrus
107
ZUgvogel 3
120
Libelle
111
Ka-6
120
BJ-2
HP-11
1I4
Olympia 465 125
Unfortunately there was no met. man
a ailable on the site, and hence the
forecasts were sometimes rather sketchy.
To shake down the organisation. a
tOO-km, triangle practice task was flown

on the I st January: this was won by
George Eckle in a BS-I.
2nd Jan.: Wi.th clouPbase at 14.500
ft_, 4/8 cumulus, and a N.W. to W. wind,
10 knots. the 216-km. out-and-return set
was straightforward and all pilots completed the task with ease. Pat Beatly
(Bl-3) was fastest with 2: 00: 15 followed
by Martin (Zugvogel 38) and Clifford
(HP-I1): (Non-handicap places shown.)
Jrd Jao.: Three alternative out-andreturn distances were given of 546. 678
and 786 km., the winner being the pilot
who completed the furthest task or'
distance.
Dur.ing the course of the day, strpng
head winds of 30-40 knots develo'ped
which ruined the tasks. Most of the
pilots struggled for hours about halfway
out to the nearest turning-point. Six of
them abandoned the task and came
home~ this induded "Bomber" Jackson
(BJ-3) who turned back 20 miles short
of the nearest turning-point at 5 p.m.,
thus scoring zero. Heini Heiriss (ASW12) won the day. landJllg just short of
the nearest turning-point, followed by
Meyer (Austria-S) and Jimmy Arnetl
(Vasama).
George Collins, who had arrived from
UK only that morning., fl,ew with .Alf
Warminger round a hastily orgaDl~
lOO-km. triangle in a 61amk. breakmg
the British National lOO-km. two-seater
record!
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All Warminger and George Collins alter
their lOO-km. triangle.
4tb Jan.: The forecast wind was
shown as approximately 20 knots. and a
308-km. triangle was set. However, it was
not the wind but the 'first turning-point
which troubled pilots. Stillerus railway
station. a minor station almost due north
of base, proved difficult to identify, and
several pilots had rounded stations in
that area without finding the correct one.
George Eckle (BS-I). who had been
well off course but had managed to get
back on, made a spectacular final glide
from 75 km. out to land at 7.50 p.m.
assisted by a row of car headlights-as
it was almost dark.
Ted Pearson (Cirrus) won the day
with 4: 3l : 00. followed by Beatty and
Clifford. Boet Dommisse (hors concours)
in his BS-l, however, did the fastest
time.
5th JaD.: A 20-knot W. to S.W. wind
did not unduly worry the pilots. who
were set a 2IS-km. out-and-return.
Everyone completed, with several pilots
going round twice: they were, however.
unable to improve their speeds. First.
Keim (Cirrus) 106.5 km./h. Second.
Heiriss (ASW-12) 102.3 km./h. Third.
Jackson (BJ-3) 98.5 km./h.
6th Jan.: Pilots were given another
chance to find Stillerus railway station.
as they were set the same task as on
the 4th. The weather did not come up
to expectations a.Dd a number of pilots
had to land in rain along the second leg.
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There was great excitement at the
ere
finishing line when two gliders
spotted very low down some way out.
One just made the field but was u able
to cross the finishing line; the tber,
Klaus Keim in a Kranich 3 (on his day
off in the contest), landed one mile' short
of what would have been a two'seater
world record!
;
It was again Pat Beatty who ..4-on in
2: 44: 18. followed by Eich (Austria-S)
and Moore (Austria·S).
7th Jan.: The forecast gave light and
variable winds below 10,000 ft. with
possibly some over-convection later in
the day; a 328-km. triangle was therefore deemed to be the right length of
task. It turned out to be a corking day
as the over-convection did not occur.
There were still 5-knot thermals up to
IO,DOO ft. at 5.30 p.m., and in view of
this a 5()().km. triangle would probably
have been a better task. Several national
records were broken, including the one
set up by George Coli ins and Alf
Warminger a few days before. (Ted
Pearson. who is a British National and
lives in SOuth Africa, flew the Kranich
3, improving the record considerably.)
Jackson won the day, fo.J1owed by Keim
and Heiriss.
8th Jan..: A low which was centred
over the Orange Free State produced
stratus which cleared but slowly. Briefing had been postponed twice, and a
lOO-km. triangle was set with first take-

Dealesville Road Bridge. 1st turningpoill1 0/1 the 8th January.

off at 2.45 p.m. After this bad start to
the day things turned out surprisingly
well and most pilo.ts were able to complete the task. Winner. Dr. Seton
(Libelle), followed by Eck1e and Beatty.

De Brug Railway Station, 2nd turningpoint on the 8/1l January.

9th Jan.: More storms threatened
today's flying and another lOO-km. triangle was set. Unfortunately the first
take-off was about a half-hour too late.
with the result that a number of pilots
got caught near the first turning-point in
a storm.
Only "Bomber-' Jackson completed the
task in 54 mins. Brian Cole. who had
abandoned the task. landed in a terrific
downpour back at base. Boet Dommisse
had tlken the precaution to have all
available hands standing by for groundhandling to prevent damage to aircraft
and trailers.
Klaus Keim in the Cirrus was turned
upside down and is still wondering how
the aircraft righted itself! Hair-raising
tales were told of flying at placard
speeds with brakes. flaps and undercarnages down and still going up at 5
m./secs. !
10th Jan.: The forecast promised
st~ong thermal activity later in the day,
With a lO-knot northerly wind up to
3,?00 ft., and above that south-westerly
Winds, 10-25 knots. Task: 509-km. triangle: launching to start at 10.30 a.m.
The first take-off was not till 11.50 a.m.
and even this was still too early. so in

Bothadrilt Bridge, 1st turning-pain! on
tire 10/11 Januory

consequence the first leg proved to be
the most difficult one. After this the
weather improved and 6-metre thermals
were p~enty. In fact, all but three pilots
completed the task; one of the three,

Belmont Rail June/ion, 2nd /urning-poinl
on /he 10th January
Photographs 01 furning-points
by All Warminfrer
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I
misjudging his final glide, landed one
field short!
This was an obvious BJ-3 day and
Pat Bealty, who took off a,t 12.30. came
home 4: 07: 06 later, winning the day
handsomely. Second,. Pearson. Third,
Martin.
11th J.au.: Light variable winds were
forecast with c10udbase rising to 12.000
ft. Another 500-km. day: this time a
546-km. our-and-return. However, thermal
strength was not as good as promised.
and also the wind was a lot stronger than
forecast.
All pilots encountered difficulties in
crossing large gaps on the way out. One
nad to land after 40 miles, having found
absolutely nothing from 7.000 ft. above
ground level. The· earlier starters had
the most trouble again and had to land
before the turning-point. Another batch
ran· into trouble on the way back with
only about 30 km. to go. Jackson put up
the best time with 5: 20: 25, followed by
Heiriss and Keim.
lZtb JIID.: Surface wind 15' knots. but
rapidly increasing with height to 30
knots at 8.500 ft. Task set Was a 300-

,-

/

I

km. triangle. With the "snifters" ,being
blown back at an alarmin~ rate by the
strong wind aloft, a noticeable ;reluctance to take off was felt at the launching
point. Most pilots delayed their take-off
to around 13.30-14.00 hours. Thdr fears
were well founded, and, in fact, the tas~
proved impossible. Only Beatry, Pearson,
Anderson (Ka-6) and Martin were able
to .reach the first turning-point, the rest
landing between 40 and 50 miles out.
13th Jan.: A civic reception was laid
on for 18.00 hours. As. the forecast was
for moderate conditions only a lOS-km.
triangle was set with .the starting line
closing at 14.00 hours. However. the
oonditions turned out to' be excellent,
especially for the later starters. and no
doubt times could have been a lot better
if the start fine had been open longer.
The winner today was Tim Biggs (HP·
11), followed by Yvonne Leeman
(Ph1Jebus) and Hawse (K,a·6). Unfor'
tunately "Bomber" Jackson failed to
complete the task, having run into a
7-metre down iust after the first turningpoint. from which he was unable to extract himself.

L. to R. Fritz Johl. Pat Beatty and "Bomber" Jackson with the B(eatty} l(a"/) 3.
Photo courtesy "The Friend Newspapers Ltd."
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Pat Beatty in the BJ-3 won the contest
handsomely in the Open as well as the
Handicapped section, and undoubted.ly
the BI-3 is the star ~rformer in South
African conditions. Pat and "Bomber"
Jackson also took the team prize.
Adrian Martin in the Zugvogel 3D alld
Graham Anderson in the Ka-6 put up
amazing performances, competing against
all the "hot" ships except the Diamant.
At least nine national records were
broken and the following world records
(which, of course, are all subject to
homologation) were flown during the
practice week:
28th Dec.: "Bomber" Jackson in BJ-3
flew a 500-km. triangle at approximately
136 km./h.
28th Dec.: Yvonne Leeman in Phoebus
flew a ± 625-km. out-and-return. Klaus
Keim and passenger flew the same task
in a Kranich 3. Yvonne Leeman and
Mandy Human also flew the Kranich 3
round the lOO-km. triangle at approxi-

FLYING TALK
Nationals Entry Selection After 1968
NTRY ioto the 19~9 Nationals is. to
be selected accordmg to the placmg
of pilots in competitions ill 1968 only.
The main features of the new system are
as follows:(a) Two-thirds of the places in each
Nationals Class are available for the
most highly placed pilots in either
of the preceding season's Nationals
Classes (Open and Sports Classes in
1968).
(b) The lowest placed third of the pilots
in both Nationals Classes will Dot
gain entry qualifications, and to requaIify would have to compete in
heats (Regjonals) in the fotlowing
season.
(c) The highest placed pilots in the preceding season's heats will qualify for
the remaining places in each
Nationals Class.

E

WHY MAKE THIS CHANGE!
I. New Competition Structure

In 1968 we have two National Class
Competitions (Open and Sport), taking

mately 96 km./h. to break the twoseater world feminine record. (Correc.
tion to page 78, Feb.-Mar. issue: Boet
Dommisse's lOO-km. triangle is, owing
to l1hotographie troubles, not ~ world
record, and this is, therefore, still held
by Herman Linke (USA) in a Libelle.)
Final leadin2 results
Open Class
l. P. Beatty
2. T. Pearson
3. H. Heiriss
4. A Martin
5. T. Biggs
8.=A Warminger

Handicapped Class
1. P. Beatty
2. A. Martin
3.=T. Pearson
3.=G. Anderson
3.=H. Smet
II.=A. Warminger

BJ-3

Pis.
5850
5300
5200
5000

Cirrus
ASW-12
Zugvogel 3D
HP-Il
4850
BJ-2
4450
Pts.

5450
5000

Ka-6
Libelle

4850
4850
4850
4450

place at different sites, at different times
of the year, and probably with quite
di1!<:rent 'weather. The Rating system
which we are discarding was developed
to control entry into a single Nationals,
with two Leagues divided by pilot skill
Without fundamental changes, we could
not feel confident that the rating system
would preserve the equality of the two
Classes, and allow balanced interchange
between them and free movement upwards from other competitions at a predictable rate.
2. aarity
While to most 01 us rating seems cOIllplicated and obscure, the new method of
Nationals Entry Selection is straightforwal'd. It is now quite obvious who it
is intended to promote, delJlote or retain, and this intention is clearly carried
out..
3. F,ainless
All COlJlpetiliQP pilots Can now qualify
for immediate entry into the Nationals
by direct competition in heats. whic~ they
can freely enter. The selection WIll. be
made 011 a single recent result. and pIlots
are not unduly hampered by oth~r ~s
favourable
performances.
!hIS
IS
achieved at the expense of beIng harsh
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(but not unfair?) to those who have the
misfortune 10 be lowly placed in a
Nationals: they cannot fall back on
any previous successes, and must make
wav for o,thers. Because everybody has
frequent opportunities to requalify, there
is no lasting unfairness, however.
4. Flexibility
Annual heats mean rapid adaptation
to changes in pilot performance and
competition structure. Flexibility is
further enhanced by using only the final
placing results of competitions, and
being independent of the detailed daily
soaring. This gives us greater scope ,to
experiment with new tasks and scoring
systems. It also saves a lot of tedious
detailed work processing the daily
results.

ENTRY SELEcrlON SYSTEM FOR
1%9 . NATIONALS
1. N.tionals EDtl')' Selection
When entry into a National Class
Competition IS over-subscribed, entrants
will be selected according to qJ,lalifications gained. in the previous (single)
season's competitions. In 1969 places
will be allocated as follows:
(a) Two-thirds of the available places
will be open to entrants who gained
RETENTION QUALiFtCATlONS in either
of the two National Class Competitions held in 1968.
(b) The remaining places will be for
entrants with PROMOTtON QUALIFICATIONS gained in any of the heats held
in 1968.
2.. Fonn of Competition Results to be

Used
All the competition results used are
final placing lists. Competition Organisers will prepare them for this purpose
as follows:(a) Handicapped marks/points will be
used to produced a final competition
result list. Every competitor at the
start of the contest must initially be
on the list.
rb) Drawn places will be resolved by
lot.
(c) Teams will be represented by one
pilot only (see para. 6(b».
(d) The resulting list C?f pilots will be
numbered consecutJvely from one
upwards.
Subsequent to this, the BGA Flying
Committee will edit the results of heats
as follows:136

(e) All pilots wbo also competed in
Nationals in 1968 will be deleted
from the final placing lists received
«d) above).
(f) The remaining pilots in each heat
will be renumbered consecutively
from one upwards.
3. Retention Quafdicatious
Only pilots placed in the top twothirds of a National Class Competition
wifl earn Retention Qualifications. Where
it is necessary to choose between en.
trants with Retention Qualifications,
priority will be in order of their final
placings. If two entrants have the same
placing gained in different classes, pri·
ority goes to the one seeking to re-enter
the same class.
4. Promotion Qu8litic8tioas
All competitions accepted by the
BG~ as qU~lifying competitions (except
Nationals) Will serve as heats. Premotion
qualifications will be gain~d by the
highest placed pilots in each heat. The
order of their promotion priorities will
be decided as follows:(a) The system req.uires art heat sizes to
be different, so the BOA Flying
Committee will make (by lot) the
minimum alterations necessary to
achieve this.
(b) For each pilot in each heat, his
placing number (e.g. 1st, 2nd, ete.,)
is divided into the heat size.
(c) All the pilots' names are arranged in
descending order of the resulting
numbers. Where a group of pilots
share the same number, they are
ranked in descending order of heat
size.
(d) For pilots named more than once on
the list, all but the highest references
are deleted.
(e) Pilots are then numbered consecutively from one upwards to give their
order of promotion priority.
A Promotion List of suitable length
will be published by the BGA at the end
of the 1968 season.
5. Heats Entry Qualificatioas
Entry into heats will continue on a
fairly informal and random basis of
selection and all pilots may fiy in as
many heats as they can gain entry to.
Pilots who compete in Nationals in 196.8
will not be able to gain promotion qualIfications (see para. 2~e») for entry to
Nationals in 1969.
.

6. Teams
It is intended that there should be the
maximum possible freedom for pilots
wishing to fly in team entries_ In order
that this' freedom should not displace
other cQmpetitors, the rttention and promotion qualifications of te'ams are dealt
with as foIlows:(a) When entering a competition. a team
will be selected on the qualifications
of the best qualified pilot only; the
other pilot(s) will be ignored. However, all pilots must satisfy the minimum experien{:e qnalifications for the
competition, and share the flying on
a basis acceptable to the competition
organisers and the BGA.
(b) In all competitions the qualifications
gained by a team will only be attributed to the oilot making the highest
proportion of the individually avail·
able score. The other pilot(s) will be
ignored after the operation of 2(c).
7. DefinitiolJS
Top two-thirds: where this gives a
fractIOn, take the next highest whole
number of pilots.
Available places (as in para. I(a»:
The BGA Council, advised by the Flying

Committee, has discretionary powe.s to
aIlocate places to members of the
British Team or other special cases
where potential Champions might otherwise be excluded. In the unusual event
of their doing so, "available places" is
defined as the number of places remaining.
Heat size (as in paras. 4(b) and 4(c»:
This is the size after the ooeration of
rules 2(f) and 4(a).
ROGER BARRETf. Chairman.
Flying Committee.

•

•

•

Senior Official Observers

E are starting the Senior Official
W
Observer scheme (see S. & G.
December, 1967, page 474) at the 12 or
so dubs that send in most claims. From
1st April, 1968, if a Senior Official
Observer at a club has couotersi~ned a
claim form for a leg of the Silver badge,
the evidence (barograph. chart, calibration trace, landing certificate, etc.) does
not have to be sent to the BGA.
The scheme will be extended if the
trial at the large clubs is as successful
as we anticipate.

'-.

(
" .. '--. ~
~

to theTropby
C ONGRATULATIONS
winners and the runners-up.

Flights

in privately - owned gliders:
TROPHY to A. D. Purnell
(Lasham Gliding Society), 4744 points;
2nd, r. c. Cardiff (London club), 3524
points; 3rd. G. B. Atkinson (Leicestershire club), 3359 points.
Flights in club-owned gliders: L. Du
GARDE PEACH TROPHY to J. R. Barrows
ENIGMA

(Surrey & Hants.), 1853 points; 2nd, J. R.
Jeffries (London club), 1712 points; 3rd,
L. Frank (Coventry club), 1614 points.
During the course of the year 187
pilots took part in the Ladder-an
encouragingly large number for the first
vear. There have been reports from
Several clubs that this competition has
encouraged pilots to attempt mor::e .~
bitious tasks particularly do~ CirCUIts.
The Ladd~r will prOVide the challenge
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On the long tow home
you appreciate the advantages
of Rubery Owen independent
torsion bar suspenSion.
It is the only'suspMSion
really suitable for
glide~ trailers.
R be
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.o"wen It Co~ I"td., T.ail!!. Equipme~, Dept., P.O. BQxfO. Da.laItCln, WlldrllISI)uF'/.,Sc.f1s.

that is lacking in non-competitive flying.

So . . . Fly For Fun With an Aim this
"ear by taking part in the Ladder and

have a permanent ,competition. The
l-adder caters ,fOr pundit and beginner
alike.
.
We have made a few alterations to
the Ladder rules for 1968 and fuU details ,of these will be s,ent to your club
Ladder Steward. The most important
change is that it is no longer essential to
carry a barograph for distance !lights..
This year the National Ladder will be
organised by Tony Deacon, of the Airways Flying Club. If your club would
like to take part, please write to him at
53 Point Royal, Easthampstead, Bracknell, Berks. (Only the first 100 places are
listed below.)
ROOER BARNETT
No. Name
I Purnell. A. D.
2 Cardiff,]. C.

3 Atkin.on. G. B.
Elli., I. I.
Doughty. A. W.
6 Fitcb.ett, B.
7 Garrod. M. P.
8 Simpson, C, R.
9 Partridge, P.
10 Brenner. I. B.
II Pennyeuiek, C. I.
12 nay, C. G.
13 *Barrows, J. R.
14 Malpa., W. E.
15 Horan, M.
16 *Jeffries, I. R.
17 Sandford. R. A.
18 Deacon, A. I. R.
19 Bentson. C. W.
20 "Frank. L.
21 Barren. R. Q.
::12 Simons. M.
23 Cou.in•. R.
~~ Harper. M.
Purdie. P.
26 Chubb. R.
27 Mailland. A.
28 Pope, M.
4
S

29
30
31
32

Innes, D. S.
Eyers, 1'. L. A.

Vesty. 1.

Covinglon. A.

J3 *Randle. M.
34 Rutherford. R.
~5 "l\.1iel'5. R. E.
J6 Corbett. T.
n Stuart. I.
38 Goodfellow, A. P.
39 Wc.twood. M.
40 Elliot. C. R.
41 *Glouop. I.
42
43
44

Painc

N

Bauo;'.

R..

Wilton.Jon"'s. M.

40; Lett•. A. 1.
~ StOOdart. R. C.
Ro... C. C4S Carson. D.
49 Horne. P. R.

Club
LGS
LO
LE
WAP
WAP
LE
LO
LE
C
M
B
LGS
S&H

a

M
LO
B
WAP
1.:0

C
LO
LO
K
B
MO

o

M

B

MO

WAP
LE
C
M
M
M
M
B

NOR

a

F
F

WAP
K
F

LE
N

S

M
LGS

Points
4144

3524
3359
2.831

2101
2412

2361
2362

2142
1892
1883
1855
1853
1854
1840
1112

1691

1693
1692

1614
1554
1534
!S08
1481

1436
1422
1405
1294
1284
1259
1258
1238
1231
1221

1213
12-10
1206
1192
1185
1168
1150
1129
10~

1050
1046

1018
1036
1026
1019

50 Barren, R. V.
51 Camp, G.
52 liay. W.
53 Paul, I.
54 Gold.borough, I. B.
55 Gaunl. N.
56 Gunner, R.
51 "Woodhouse. C.
58 Wilkinson, N.
59 Argent, ,.
60 Falkinbri\!ge, C.
61 Linee, T.
62 Hanon. R.
63 We.ton-Allwork. I.
64 'Peddie, G. D.
65 Honey. M.
66 Whittle, P. E.
61 Bull. R.
68 *Bank•. P.
69 Findon. A.

10 Stranle. R.
71 Filehett, f.

12 *Aineoulh. E.
73 Hindle. R.
14 *Marshall. B.
15 Ca Y-een , A. R.

16
11
18
19
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
81
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
91
98
99
100

G.iffith.. A.
Powsey. A.
Fraser·Beek, 1.
Hur.. itz. P.
Hext, B'.
KelIy. B.
Haynes, K.
Smitb. R. I.
*Rieken., .I.
Anstey, I.
Park•. l.
Brigtuon. B. W.
Nurcombe. K.
Hopkin•. C. P.
Honey. M.
Smith, Angela
*Staton, E. A.
King.ford. P.
Jone. R.
Waring, D.
R,evell. N.
Pre.twich, R.
*Bllller·M!iddon
Treadway. P.
Bulmer, G.

B

LO

C

N
Y
Y
B
C

MO
LO
C
D
K

MO

S
K
LE
M
C
C
D

LE
M
Y
S
M
M
K

LO
M
MO
MO
C
LO
M
M
C
N

CC

LO
J<
LQ
M
K

B
C
N
M
F
E
B

1009·
996
996
988
960
921
893
881
819
861
861
851
826
815
193
182
719

745

741
125
723
111
694

692
692
685

683
668
661
666
664
663
656
651
646

645

644
628
624

603

600
S90
586

578
576

575
575

560
5S3

553
547

AbbN!viaJion.s
B=llri.tol
MO=Moonrakers
C=Co"Ventry
N=Newcastle and
D-Dorset
Tees.ide
E=Essex
NOR ""Norfolk
K=Kent
S=Scottish Gliding
LE = Leicestcnhire
Union
tCS=Lasham Gliding
S&H=Su""y &; Hants
Society
WAP=Wycombe Air
LO=London
PaTk
F=Fen18nd
Y""Yorkl<hire
* Club·owned gliders
M""Midland

J.,adder Secretlnies pleme .ate: The
BGA Handicapping Committee would
like to know if any ladder flights have
been claimed for gliders having a handicap' greater than 120 per cent. Could you
send the names of any glider applicable
before 22ntl September to: Ft-Lt. Ian
Strachan, cl 0 Officers' Mess, RAF
Syerston, Newark, Notts.
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HOWIDIDNTDOIT or Foiled Again
By PLATYPUS
(The writer has longed for years to> write a Willsian "howid\,Jnit" describing
a brilliantly organised 300-km Diamond out-and-return; we see ourselves
painting a dazzling word-picture of heroic struggle crowned with success
as ... from the last exhausted thermal of the day we slip across the club
boundary going downwind at noug,ht. feet to the cheers of amaz,ed fellowmem!:>ers ...
The literary plain has been easier to come by than the brilliantl.)'
organised 300-kms, however. SC>we have written articles instAlcting other
pundits how to write howidunits, and even a presumptuous article on
planning the great feat called Howwengonnadoit. Now we complete the
trilogy by writing of a heroic struggl'e crowned witn absolutely nothing,
except for a few salutary lessons, that is ... )
batt~

HE first task of the day is the
T
of wits with the weatherman. This
goes best if he has been on duty all

night. "Today's forecast?" he says
blearjly. "Well, same as yesterday,
really.." Rapier-keen we shoot back.
"Same as yesterday's forecast or same as
yesterday's weather?" A pregnant pa\lse
at the otber end of the line while he
ponders whether saying, "Car"ry oxygen
and a map of Scotland" or "Rain all
day" would settle our hash more effectively. Finally he comes up with a real
teaser desig~d to maximise panic. A belt
of rain would move from east to west at
about 10 knots reaching Dunstable at 3
o'clock and it would probably be 11.30
before we could get to the club and
organise ourself 'into the air.
We decide on Dunstable to Ludlow
and back. A swift dash. . . .
.
A swift dash downwind to the turning
point and a battle upwind in the
strongest part of the day might bring us
to the edge of the murk, say 15 miles
from home, around tea time-then a
bold glide-out. The Dart J7R was capable
Qt it even if we were not. (Downwind
first is a good rule when flying selfimposeli tasks, Particularly if the weather
is expected to deteriorate. You burn your
boats quickly instead of hanging about
with Qne foot in the club and YOu can
enjoy several hours' good' soaring before
being washed out of the sky.)
Now an we have to do is simply:
Rig three other chaps' gliders.
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Ri~ own glider- Hey, come back, you
three!
Smoke barograph.
Wind baro,graph.
Inscribe bamgraph baseline.
Seal barograph.
Get barograph signed by official observer.
Start barograph ticking.
Find map.
Put barograph in the glider, idiot!
Inscribe line on map-blast! No
chinagraph pencil for glossy fabloncovered map. Have to do without a line.
Camera loaded? Well, photograph the
official observer by the tail. Pirst cateb
your observer by the tail, have they gone
into hiding or what?
Declaration form! Heavens, any well
organised (Lasham) pundit has D.F.'s
strapped to his koee and an 0.0. on a
chain. Use scruffy bit o~ paper with'
LUdlow Town scrawled ID blood or
charcoal
something.
Right, now, out to that far distant
knoll at the end of a bit of string. (Hate
the north-east run.) Sorry, no. Help
another pilot out there first. Come back,
all set. Heck, where's me telephone
money. Run and get the money, theny'e Gods! The parachute! Rush to the
parachute rack-not there. Net in glider
or trailer. A process of ruthless dedUCtion establishes that it must be strappe~
to the behind of a lady member who IS
-aaargh! as they say in the strip cartoons-circling manfully so to speak,

or

under fat cumulus. To add insult to
injury Mike Till emisis past in the Tiger
bellowiIl-g and circling his finger over his
head, meaning "come' on, you idlers, the
air's [ovely!"
.
Exactly the same tbing happened the
last time we got the Dart out. That time
we brought another lady down to earth
with a bit of black magic, now we repeat
it-a sort of rain dance with eyeballs
rolling skywards and added curses. It
works again and the dear girl winds
round and down only slightly later than
the tug. As she rolls to a halt the ,owner
of the parachute flings himself upon her
and a fierce tussle 'ensues. "You might
let me get out of the glider first," she
shrieks. She has a point there; it makes
it a lot easier to tear the parachute off
her back. An ugly episode, even if we
were asserting our rights.
Three more gliders have now arrived
in front of us at the aeratow point. Oh
well. now it's past 12 o'clock and the
whole thing looks daft, but eventually
we rumble away and up and forget it
all as the thermals bump us around on
the tow.
After the earthbQund drama the flying
is fairly prosaic. As the day builds up
More than 500 pilots all over the
world' use the

JSW CALCULATORS
for racing and local.soaring

*

Models for most types from Grunau
to Cirrus, il'1 knots or metric:: units

Write

fOf

details or sample to:

FIt. Lt.J. S. WJL'LIAMSON
RAF L.OCKING,
WESTON-SUPER-MARE,
SOMERSET, ENGLAND

we discard modest thermals; strong ones
are gleefully circled in to the ac-companiment, as ,usual. of raucous bathroomstyle singing. A very noisy regional competition is in progress. We tW"n lhe radio
off. better to hear the variQ sweetly
sing top C to our C flat. Ludlow is lost,
found again, photographed and left be·
hind.
Galloping back upwind we see high in
the eastern sky a grey line spreading.
The forecaster was right.; ,calling Dunstable we learn that it had clouded over
at 3 I)'clock and now at 4 o'dock it was
raining there. About 5 o'clock we meet
the murk near Bicester, 25 miles out: a
smooth toboggan-ride in ,dead air brings
us to a large field with 600 ft. to burn,
just outside Aylesbury. Little do we
know that around the car radio a debate
has been raging-should they [et us know
that stretching the glide could give us
Gold distance? Sensibly .the temptation
is not put in our way; We are blissfully
unaware since with no line or distance
marks on the map we have no clue how
far we have gone.
Drama once more, back on the ground.
There is just a chance we had done it!
The beautiful barograph trace is carefully removed. Carefully signed by an
official observer, carefUlly lowered into
a dish -of clear dope-and gently floats
olf in a little sooty puddle, leaving the
foil clean as a whistle. Our boggling
eyes discern the message "Ilchester
cheese with beer" mocking at us through
the fixing fluid. A partner who shall be
nameless has used cheese-foil as an
ersatz and we are the first to discover
that the coating must have been solu,ble
in dope. We could cry: we decry. Some
wag suggests that tbe trace should have
been fixed in beer: we decided to fix
ourselves in beer instead.
Then we are told that Ludlow Town
is not a proper declaration anyway. Too
vague. Should be a railway station. a
public lavatory or some other unique
landmark.
Then we learn that being olf the line
loses you distance in a failed out-and·
return attempt. If you declare Hartlepool in a straight line aDd land at Plymouth that's all right for your Gold. but
ilot on tasks with legs. Sorry. but there
it is. Oh yes, 'and we were one witness
miss.ing on the landing certificate. Know141

ing us they should be grateful for a
landing certificate at an. with or without
signatures. We stumble -off and get fiJl;ed
some more. . . .

.

.'

.

After all the fuss it was an immense
relief to be told, days later, that we had
done just 299.5 km., so the whole gruesome business of the misdedared tum.ing
point, the vanishing barograph trace (the
o.o.'s energetic signature in biro is embossed 00 a shining roll of Ilch~ter
cheese foil, which we suppose we could
frame or put in our log book), the
distance off the line that We hadn't drawn
on the map and the missing witness did
not have to be explained in triplicate to
t.he BGA, the FAI, the CIA and the
House of Lords. The Flying Committee
gave us a conditional discharge with
costs and we were bound over to be of
good be.haviour for the rest of the

season.
All we face now is a charge of
attempted rape. We should worry. Nobody can produce a declaration form and
it wasn't witnessed by an official observer.
(Postscript: Shortly after, while tilling
the weed-plagued Islington mulch at 11
o'clock on a Sunday, we are called by
our partners. Bloated with hours, they
insist we fly. Everything will be taken
care of. After wrestling with our conscience she agrees to let ws go and our
Beetle roars ul1 the M I to arrive at the
launch point at 12.15 for an instant tow.
We trickle up to Lincoln and back and
sure enough ... "from the last exhausted
thermal of the day, etc~ etc." The
moral here for the incurably incompetent
is-if a job's worth doing someone else
had better do it-though you may have
to wait ten years before they take sufficient pity on you.)

DART TROPHY-This beautiful Trophy together with 6 miniature replicas has
been presented by Slingsby Aircraft Ltd.
It will be awarded to the winner of the first-ever one-design high-performance
sailplane competition in the UK to be held at Lasham from the 18th-26th May.
This Dart competition, which is being supported by most Dart owners in the
country, will also offer the whole of the 8ritish Team an opportuni.ty to practice
before going to Poland immediately after this contest.
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STRUCTURAL' FAILURE IN NATIONAL LADDER
By R. STRANGE

HE first year of the National Ladder
T
Competition has ended and, by the
number of pilots who scored, was a
resounding success_ Obviously the glidjng
movement is more competition-minded
than the pessimists thought, and next
year the number of pilots in the ladder
could well double.
The competition that was started for
fun could, and probably will, in tbe
next two years, become a very serious
competition between pilots and rival
clubs, with the same sort of spirit prevailing that one associates with Regional
and National Championships. Already
the National pundits are raising their
ugly heads (tbl:'Y are really quite charming in the bar) and, it seems, have already started setting the pace and cleaning up the prizes.
Obviously this competition is ideal for
giving some of the younger and older
pilots, who, due 10 financial and family
problems, are unable to enter the
Regional competitions. but who are competitive minded, a chance to make a
name for themselves. However, many of
these pilots, who are private owners, as
well as clUb pilots, are flying aircraft in
the lower performance bracket (Oly 2B'S,
etc.), and many of them must already be
becoming disheartened at never finishing
in the first 100 as the punilits and their
hot ships sweep the board. Obviously a
closer look at the structure of the ladder
must be taken.
The first significant factor that must be
taken into account is that this competition, unlike a Regional, is run over a
period of 365 days. This means that the
marginal days of weak thermals, which
so often help the lower performance aircraft in the Regionals, will become almost non-existeD!. Most pilots will be
able to pick four or more cracking days,
using wave or thermal.
However, as most pilots know, even
on the best days while on a long crosscountry, one fre.Quently runs across the
dead patch. This problem is due more
to the geological structure of this country, rather than the complexity of atmospheric processes.

However, the dead patch is as much
of a hindrance to the low performance
aircraft as the weak thermal conditions
are to the high performance aircraft. The
ability to cross these patches on a good
day, with the minimum amount of scraping, is of paramount importance when
going for speed round a triangle. No
amount of handicapping is going to help
when one is left sitting ten miles short
of tbe goal.
It is on this problem that the mathematician and his handicap falls down. Even
a computer would be hard pressed to
think up a solution.
If one now takes a hard look at the
competition, one sc;es "that the leaders
clocked up a large amount of points,
One doesn't have to be a genius to know
that financially one cannot afford to do
wild dashes downwind each weekend.
Obviously, to clock up points like this,
one has to concentrate on large ,triangles
in the region of 300 km. One doesn't
have to produce polar curves and the
rest of the complicated data to know
that the bigger the triangle the more of
a disadvantage tbe non-laminar aircraft
of over 106 per cent are at.
Let us look at a simple example. On
a good day a pilot can generally rely on
six hours of good therma1s to keep him
airborne. After that, as the thermals die,
it is more of a case of luck and being
in the right place at the right time. If
the terrain beneath is unsuitable for
thermal production, even the bes.t pilot
is liable to fall down.
"
Now let us compare two aircraft, one
of 112 per cent handicap and another of
90 per cent. I can safely say that the
pilot of the 90 per cent handicapped,
say a Dart, would have to be pretty
good to keep up an average ground
speed of 50 km./h. on a triangle, with a
lO-k!. wind speed component.
Thus. when deciding on his task in
the morning, he would probably. on
hearing the met. report, calculate a
triangle on the basis of six hours' flying
at 50 km./h. giving him a possible triangle of 300 km.
The pilot of the 112 per cent handi143

capped aircraft, say a Sky or Weihe, on
hearing the same met. forecast also
assesses six hours' flying. However, due
to its much lower performance, the pilot
of this aircraft would have to be of outstanding ability to keep up an average
ground speed of 35 km./h. Thus the
pilot of the Weihe would assess his triangle on the basis ,of six hours' fiying at
35 km./h .. giving him a possible triangle
of 210 km. No mean feat for a 1'101'1lamina.r type. (Both pilots suc~ed, the
non-Iaminar pilot being hailed as a
fur-ure world champion, the 90 per cent
handicapped-wen, money buys success!)
N.ow let's take a look at the points
result (including' handicaps):
Dart: 300 km. at 2~· pts.{km.
750

+

.

speed POInts

300

X

2000

50

373

Weihe or Sky:
210 km. at 2:} pts.lkm.

+

.
210 x 35
speed POInts
:WOO

-

1,123
1,011

525
257
782
876

The Dart is thus an easy winner.
However, had it been a set triangle of,
say, 110 km. during a club task week, on
the above points basis the Dart would
have scored:
110 km. at 2t pts./km.
275
+ speed points
137
Handicap 90%. Total points

412
310

Weihe or Sky:
110 km. at 2-!- pts./km.
+ speed points

275
63

338
Handica·p 1l2~{). Total points
379
Thus a more realistic result on comparing skill would have been achieved.
with the Sky scraping home .the winner. '
Now let us take a hard look at the
results and present structure. Firstly, the
90 per cent h;mdicapped pilot is firmly
in the lead, not only in my fictitious
example, but also in the 1967 final
results. If the contest was being run over
a short period, the non-laminar pilot
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Purnell Audio Unils
Navigational 'Grids fitted
ne'" Cook Compasses

10

old and

Mulliple (4 Tube) Air Connectors for
speedy instrum:enl panel rigging
Burlon Telal Energy Unils for
2 litre Capacities

:1

and

Ir>ling Venturies and Water Traps
Cosim Best Speed Scale Holders
Cosim Nose Pitoh

leaflets from:

Cobb~Slater

Inst. CO. Ltd..

"COSIM" WORKS, DAR.LEY DALE,
MATLOCK, DERBYSHIRE. DE42GG.
Telephone: DARLEY DALE 2538

2

Handicap 112%. Total points

Yariometen' 'and Compasses

Barographs Calibrated.

2

Handicap 90%. Total points

COSIM AND COOK

cou.ld consult his local witch doctor and
ask him to pray to the gods for marginal
CO'nditions, plus a tew fields the size of
cabbage patches and some stol'le walls,
just conveniently past the X mark. And,
of course, not forgetting to let a neW
hungry mous\: loose in his opponent's
tajl chute compartment.
However, the contest is run over a
long period. It is more than likely that
after the 90 per cent handicapped pilot's
epic journey, there will be at least
anothe.r 60 soarable days ahead. Obvious·
ly the Dart, SHK, Cirrus, t;.tc., owners
are not ,going to have much difficulty in
picking three or more days in which to
J)ut up c@mparable pr ,even better performances. Thus the non-laminar pilot
is going to steadily drop be'hind the
leaders, without a chance of regaining
any lost ground.
However, there are still many. older
type aircraft in use and always Will be.
As the more and more sophisticated ships
are invented, so the Darts, SHKs, etc.,
will slip back into the position now held
by Skylark 2's and Olympia 2B'S. The
present structure of the ladder gives the

Darts, etc., too much opportunity to
dean up all the prizes. The Services have
long realised 'the difference of performance between aircraft, and as a result
run two classes. Many foreign competitions are also nm with two classes under
the title of Open and League 2. the
latter consisting of Olympia 21! standard.
The only way to make tbe National
Ladder fairer is to split it into two'
classes. It seems that the long-serving
title "League 2" is to be dropped this
year. What better action than to reintroduce it to the National Ladder, saying
that all aircraft over 102 per cent should
be eligible for League 2, whether 15 or
18 metre, keeping their current handicaps. There would be no further paper·
work required. All that would need to
be done is for the Ladder Committee a1
club level to insert a 2 in front of the
pilot's name, lbus signifying that the
pilot was flying an aircraft in the League
2 category. Should he be flying aircraft
in different categories, then all the
committee need to do is put his name
down twice-once for his overall score.
the second time for his League 2 sCOre

with the appropriate figure 2 in front of
his [lame.
I suggest that this f()rm of League 2
is introdtlced to the Ladder this year.
There will be no need to alter the
current rules and at the same time it
will give tbe pilots in the lower category
an incentive to compete. In this way, the
thought that many ot them must have;
"What's the ~ood of flying a task today,
I haven't a hope of beating those fellows
with Darts, SHK's, ,etc.," wilI be
eradicated.
I know that many pilots who fly the
lower performance aircraft must have
that frustrated feeling. However, to turn
the National Ladder into a two-class
competition can only be done by popular
support, by applying pressure through
your Ladder Committee on to the BGA
National Ladder Committee. However,
not only can pressure c·ome from pilots
in the lo·wer category, but also pilots
flying hot ships. Let's face it, it can be
no great satisfaction to th~ 90 per cent
handicapped pilots to know that many
pilots they have beaten haven't a chance
of fi(lishing within 500 points of them.

"gliding iypes
always warmly welcomed here

1J

Alton's Large and Newest Hotel,
19 Modern Bedrooms, Licensed
Restaurant and Club Bar. Moderate
Terms, Bed & Breakfast 25/- -35/~
SWIMMING POOL
A/tan, HampshireTelephone 2369
GOOD PARKING

Run by a "Gliding Type" .at Lasham

ALTON
HOUSE
HOTEL
AA

* *

RAC
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DAMN GLIDING
By RHOOA PARTRIDGE

ow do you feel about gliding? To
H
me it's like a rather difficult love
affair. It delights and infuriates, elates
and depresses me. I spend a iot of time.
running my mind over it, and I never
seem to manage 10 get enough of it.
In my brief spinster period (I was a
Teenage Bride) I had a neat surgical
system for difficult love affairs. I'd sit
down with pencil and paper and, make
out two columns, "Joys" and "Miseries",
then I'd balance them carefully and chop
or continue t.he affair according to the
Desult.
Let's try it with gliding.
Miseries
In those halcyon days before I was
hooked I could work happily in the
garden on a fine summer afternoon. I
really enjoyed it; no burning resentment.
crook in the neck and inadvertently dug
up clumps of peonies. Happy picnics and
those pretty white clouds. Not any more.
Morose.
'Gliding has done terrible things to
my driving (never very good}-I drive
along, sizing up fields and landing ~Iiders
all over the place. "I could just slip her
in ther,e if I came in under the power
lines." I gaze up through the sunshine
roof too. Then there's the financial side.
I used (or I like to think I used) to look
l'ike a well groomed Prestige SymboL
Not any more. Shaggy and threadbare. I
travel by Tube in London because if I
ap~ar above ground I get seduced by
sbop wipdows and spend good gliding
money on clothes. But worst of all is the
Dog House.
"But darling. what's the sense in
marrying a w,ife and cooking my own
Sunday lunch?" The Man's got a point.
"But Mummy, other Mothers don't go
gliding at weekends." Rot Other Mothers,
the flaming paragons! So I sneak up to
the Mynd with a great load of guilt. It's
clamped, or the winch is ill, or one 463's
in the workshop and some steaming nit
has landed tbe other out. and the Swallows are bulging with dead keen Swallow
pilots. Or everyone soars all morning,
then I do a circuit, and everyone soars
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till dark and I go home to the D-Og
House without even my memories to
keep. me warm. Oh stop I I'm breaking
my heart. Let's do
Joys
Y.ou get a good launch, you release,
you look around, you hunt, 'you find, you
centre, you reali:h cloud base and there
you blooming are with a great chunk
of sky to play with, and you play. The
delicious judgment of the approa<:h. the
swoop into wind. the round out. The
ghastly situations I get myself into and
the astonished relief when I get out of
them. The people I meet who I'd never
have come across in my West Wales
farmhouse.
The tingling silence when you contact
wa\le, the shout-for-joy elation when you
climb up the buttressed' cliff of the rolt
clOUd and the cor-Iumme awe when it
lifts you clean out of the slot and there
are gleaming clouds and slots under a
blue sky as far ,as you can see. Waiting
for the dive and lift of a bungey la)Joch
as the team run. The cut-the-umbilicalcord feeling when you push off across·
country 'and leave that womb-like site
behind. The funny "perched" feeling you
have when you get real:ly high. Even the
smell of the cockpit. A delicate blend of
dope, paint, wood and club members..
I often make out different lists and I
often balance them LIP and I always seem
to come to the same conclusion. What
would you do, chum? Yes, that's just
what I'H do. But, damn gliding!

HISTORIC AIRCRAFT
Shuttleworth CoUectioh., which
T l-lEincludes
also some historic material

on road transport. is kept at Old Warden
airfield, two miles west of Biggleswade.
and is open daily from 10 a.m. In addition, Open Days with displays of flying
by historic aircr.aft wiII be held on
Sundays, 31 st March (50th anniversary
of birth of RAF, flights by contemporary
aircraft), 28th April, 30th June, 28th
July, 25th August and 29th September.
There will also be flying on Saturdays.
15th June and 13th July. On these special
days admission is from II a.m.

SAFETY PANEL REPORT
PANEL MEMBERS: R. A. Neaves (Chairman), J. J. Ellis, L C. Evcritt, R. C.
Stafford Alien.

HIS year will not go down in the
T
records as one of whkh to be proud.
One-hundred-and-six accidents or incidents have been reported ouring the

structors in charge, a situation which
must be improved at all costs.
As in last year's report we have pro~
duced diagrams showing accidents in
terms of the experience of the pilots
involved. The 1967 diagram shOWS that
the ten-hour bulge has disappeared, to
be replaced by a serious increase at
around the lSD-hour mark. It is hardly
'JO
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nine-month period. Six pilots Were killed
in BGA clubs and one in the RAFGSA.
A particularly disturbing feature of this
toll i" that five out of the seven were
killed in two-seater accidents with in-
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conceivable that the pilots who had their
accidents at ten hours in 1966 would
have amassed a further 140 hours in the
period, so we must 10Gk for ()lher
reasons why this problem exists!
A new feature is the production of
graphs showing the accident rate in
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terms of flying achieved. Diagram 3 is a
straight plot of accidents against years.
As can be seen, the l1iIoving average
s<tands a1 89 accidents per annum. 1961
.accitlents are for a nine-month period
only (January' September, inclusive).
Even so, they are well above the average,
When compared with the amount of
flying, the situation does not &eem so
bad. Apart from the odd fluctuation,
diagrams 4 and 5 show a steady increase
in the amount of flying per accident,
however, the launches per accident line
has dropped to the mean for the first
time .in five years. Thel'e mll;t be an
improvement in 1968.
The above would seem to indicate
tha't over-·confidence is creeping in
amongst more experienced pilots, In
terms of flying skill, 100-200 hours is
really Dot very much, but 'it ·could be
said that pilots w,ith this amoUDt of
gliding may be getting big-headed. In
ca&es where the instructors were responsible, CFl's might consider their supervision of instructors and the advisability
of operating in strong wipd conditions.
This latter problem is more noticeable
at flat sites, where the training value ,of
flying in strong winds is doubtfuL
Accidents to !,ilots with three hours
and under have stayed consistent. This
is clearly a field in which much improvement must be made. The supervision of
the early solo pilot is of paramount

importance and the effort has got to be
made to allocate instructors to this duty.
All too often the only instruotor available is fully committed to the two-seater
and just does not have the capacity to
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observe and correct the faults of in·
experienced pilots. It is also a sad fact
that there are some instructors who do
not realise the necessity of this supervision or are unable to spot .accidents in
the making.

TABLE I-Breakdown of the accidents to pilOots with between 100 and 200 hours PI.
The capital I in brackets indicates an instructor in charge.

t.

Type

Unllershot into rough cround. Pilot claims be was blinded by the sun. ..

Z. Dived into ground after final turn. St·roDg wind and severe WiDd gradient.

Two killed (l)
..
..
..
.•
.•
••
••
••
••
3. Incorrect bill procedure bY visitor to site. Low final turn followed by drift
landing
..
..
. .. .
.•
..
..
••
••
4. Undershot io strong Wind" landed out aDd ground-looped (I) ..
S. Mid-air collision ..
..
.•
..
..
.•
..
.•
6. Unable to cope with crosswind and slope. Hit parked aircraft (I)
7. Stalled in from cable break at 20 ft. "
.•
.•
8. Glider hit rut at awkward aQgle (I) ..
•.
..
9. Visitor to site. undershot in curl~ver into' com ..
10. Spun in off final turn. Two killed . .
.•
.•
11. Undershot. Instructor failed to take over in time (I)
12. LaIc fidd selection. Hit hay bale
.•
..
..
13. Fouled second cable on take·off (I) ..
..
..
14. Late field ~lection. Landed in corn and ground.looped ..
• ..
IS. Undershot III cud-over. Selec:ted small emergency field, overshoi it aDd hit
stone wall (n
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
16. Snatched launcb. Glider rolled downhill and ground-looped
17. Misjudged approa.ch after demol\Stration at a fete..
..
•.
..
18. Pilot soaring too low on hill, flew into curl-o.er avoidiDIl other aircraft

en ..
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Olympia: 460
T·2I
Swallow
T-31

SkYlaf~~
Olympia 2.
T·21
Skylark ..
K:ramcb
T·21
Olympia 460
T·2I
Dart IS

T·21

T-49
Olympia 2
Olympia :2

TABLE

2-Accidents to pilots with less than three hours PI.
Type

I. Heavy landing with full airbrake. Incorrect briefina
2. Stalled in after short circuit fro-m cable break
..
..
..
3. Assumed steep nose down attitude after cable break. Stalled on violent
round out
.....
4. Rounded out too lale, musbed into ground
..
..
..
..
S. Low launch. flew circuit too f;ISt, arrived on ba.. lea too low lli>d did DOt
attempt final t.um at ail
..
.
6. Heavy landing after launch failure. Spoilers fully open ..
..
7. Low approach followed by a high round out with full spoiler ..
..
S. High approach, not enouih brake, arollQd-looped at cnd of landing run to
avoid l;>oundary hedge ..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
9. After three satisfactory solo fiillhts. dived vcnically inlo ground. Killed
10. Brakes unlocked on take-off ..
11. Undershot and landed oul
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
12. Low. fast final lurn, no brake. ovcrcontrolled in pilch, bounced Ihen landed
heavily
..
•.
..
..•.
..
..
..
13. Misread altimeter. pulled off tow •.t 1,000 ft., tried to soar, left field selee·
tion too late, hil hedge

We think it is fair to say that all the
above accidents were caused by poor
basic training and/or inadequate supervision. Instructors please take note.
A feature of the less than three-hour
accidents is the frequency of appearance
of the Swallow. It is instructive to
examine the Swallow accidents in more
detail.
It would appear that more care is
necessary when converting pilots to the
Swallow, and that extra training should
be given on the use of airbrake on the
approach. The -type of two-seater in use
also has a bearing on the questien, because it is of little use to try to teach
Swallow-type approaches on spoilered
two·seaters. A significant number of
accidents has occurred to pilots conveNing from less modern equipment. The
Sw.allow could be said to be less for·
giving than the Tutors and Prefects from
which it has taken over. For this reason
CFl's are urged to give considerable
thought to their conversion programmes.
Clearly more practice in launch failUres must be given. In spite of the disruption and delay resulting from simu-

-

T.-\BLE
I.

Swallow
Swallow
Swallow
Swallow
Swallow
T-21
Tutor
Swallow
Swallow
Swallow

T·31
Swallow
Olympia 28

lated cable breaks, they must be
considered to be lin integral part of
tra,ining. Reminding a pilot of the correct
procedures during ground briefinis can
do a lot towards reducing this accident
rate. Experienced pilots wishing to soar
should remember that the launch deserves as much attention as the goal
declaration and barograph. It can haJ)pen
to you!
The approach and landing phase has
always produced a large crop of troubles.
Our old enemy the blow-over has reappeared in strength, three gliders having
been written off in this utterly futile
and wasteful manner. In one case the
glider blew over while facing into wind
with a man on the wingtip only. If a
glider is pointing into wind a whole army
of wingtip holders will not stop it going
over. There must be someone on the
nose, in the cockpit Or lift,ing the tail.
This type of inexcusable accident can
easily be prevented by any clUb member
and instructors in parlicular must set an
example and never, even in moments of
stress, r,elax the highest standards in
ground handling discipline.

3-Analysis of Swallow accidents/incidents.

Pilot not 10 blame. or no damage (airbrakes open, elc.)
..
Dived in ye.rtically possibly after a stall at height. Fatal
Canopy unlocked . .
..
..
..
Hil lOW rope or winch cable. One fatal
Poor judaemenl by experienced pilot ..

6

2. Heavy landings due to misuse of brak.es and elevalor
3.
4.

5.
6.

12
J
J

3
I

ToU!

24
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There were only three reponed competition field landing accidents. but it is
possible that there were more. In case
those people who failed ·to report them
think they have got away with anything,
the underwriters will have the last word.
Instructors have borne more than their
fair share of blame this year. Instructing accidents are almost inevitable, but
a figure of over 20 .per cent of alI accidents being due to instructors is not a
record of which to be proud. Better instruction and supervision is the only
answer to this.
Field landings, too. are a common
cause of accidents. These are mainly due
to leaving the selection too late, flying a
disorganised approach pattern or just
plain wrong choice of surface. If pilots
continue to land in corn and crops, we
can expect an ever-increasing animosity
from the farmers, and Quite right too. It
is no good giving the old excuse : "Wh~n
I got Low there was nothing but crops."
If the terrain is unsuitable it should not
be fiOWll over.
The six airbrake incidents are annoying, because they were mainly due to
improper cockpit checks (.a matter of
TABLE

self-discipline for all pilots). Believe it
or not. in oDe case a pilot pulled the
wrong knob at the top of the tow, broke
the cable on peeling away and then
failed tQrealise the brakes were open
all the way to the grotlnd.. No further
comment about this one!
Of the misceIlaneous accidents. the
most serious was a Case where !be pilot
dived under the winch caMe which then
wrapped rQund the air.craft. This, unfortunately. was a fatality.
There were four known mid-air
collisions, one in cloud, but only one
involved two civilian gliders.
Two bonded gliders received rightning
strikes but the pilots were unhurt.
Neither aircra£t was damaged substan"
tiaUy but this is not to say that the
required bonding is still anything but a
pilot protection device.
There have been no accidents that can
be put down to structural failures or
faulty maintenance, a fact that reflects
credit on the BGA inspection procedures. One accident in which there may
be a design faul,t is still under investigation.

4-General Accident Analysis.

PitOI noc 10 blame
Blow-overs . .
..
Compelilion field landings
IIlSlruclors inslrucling
..
..
..
Failure to recover from failt:d launche~ (nQt including instructors)
Poor judgement on approach and landing 31 sice (nOI inSlruclotS)
Poor judvement in 6eld landing. (non-competition) ..
8. Airbrakes open on lake-olf or on IOW' ..
9. Miscellaneous: ground h.andling. damage found on Dt·s. tow ropes
strikes, mid·air collision. etc . ..
I.

14
3
3
24
10
21

2.
J.
4.
S.
6.
7.

9
6
fouling.

Jightning

18
Total..

106

To sum up, in most cases the acci- good example by your own fiying, rigdents that have happened could have !!ing, inspecting and ground handling,.
been avoided. It is beyond the terms of The pupil who copies you may just oot
reference ()f this Pane! to alter existing get away w.ith that last tu:rn ill weak lift
methods of training or impose restric- behind the downwind ooumdary. If
tions and it is right that this should be 'everyone tries that ,extra bi,t harder, we
~o. We can, howe'ver, ma~e recommendawill not have so much work 10 do next
tions and we do urge the Instructors' year.
Panel and all eFl's to continue to
Finally, no report sucb as tbis woulcl
strive ,to improve instructjng standards.. be comJ!llete without reference to the
Nothing must be skimped or taken for splendid work of the BGA office in
granted. Solo pilots who are beyond the coping with the stream of accident
supervised stage should. try to realise reports and correspondence. Club Safety
their limitations and play the game to Officers ha.ve eased the job considerably
the rules of airmanship. Always set a by the conscientious way in w~jch they
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have carried out their tasks. Their efforts
<Ire much appreciated. Our relations with
the Board of Trade continue to be
mutually beneficient and it is safe to
say that the BOA is highly respected for
the way in which clubs report and investigate accidents. Mr. M. Langman. of
the Flight Safety Branch. BoT. has been
most helpful in providing information

TOO FAST
By H. R. LASCH

HE plane, BS·1. The location, BaraT
gwanath. Johannesburg. The day.
16th December. 1967. The time, 13.50.
Sky. 6/8 Cu.
I get airborne at long last afte.r having
had two tow-rope failures, and say to
myself. ''Third time lucky". and this
story will show how wrong one can be.
T release at 2,000 ft. in nice 2-metre
lift, and after it peters out, at an additional 2iOOO ft. I leave towards the east
for a good-loO'king cloud, which promises
to get me up to the top storey. I reach
the cloud and as soon as I have centred
it begins to rain. which, I say to myself,
is a mean trick.
I notice that the clouds are beginning
to seed everywhere and I see the bestlooking sky towards the north. As I leave
for it the sky around me is rapidly
closing in and I have my time cut out
to get ahead of the shadow, which is
everywhere.
I run back into sunlight about 20 km.
to the north from where I left, and as I
am getting hungry for altitude I am
quite happy to pick up and use anything
as little as I metre.
Your rate of progress under these
circumstances is not very much. but after
50 minutes Rustenburg comes into view~
however, as I am getting very low. I am
beginning to have a feeling of discomfort, for "not only is your bird out in the
veld far from home with all the ensuing
circus of having to organise a retrieve,
there are also your poor friends who
have to come to drag you back.

from other countries and in many other
ways.
We can only continue to earn respect
by the way in which clubs conduct their
affairs. We are sure that all members of
the BOA would prefer to be selfmanaging rather than have a form of
burea,ucracy imposed from outside.

R. A.

NEAVES.

Chairman

There is a platinum mine near Rustenburg, and with the mine, dumps which
produce lift. This mine dump is within
reach, and when I get to it I sniff an
over for lift. Sure enough, there is some
which has me, 40 minutes later, back at
a respectable altitude.
My best bet from here is to try to
get back to the airstrip at Randfontein.
I cannot quite reach it. but if I find some
lift on the way I should be able to make
it. and I therefore set off towards Randfontein.
Flying at best gliding angle, the
distance to Randfontein soon gets
shorter, especially after picking up
another 1,500 fl, and I know for sure
that Randfontein is in th.e bag. This is
not so far ff\Om home with hangarage for
the bird. Worries are gone and forgotten.
I now cruise towards Randfontein,
and after the struggle for the last It
hours I run into really juicy 3 metres.
This time it does not take long to get up
right under c1oudbase-and. Dear Reader
-you can guess twice. this means I can
go straight home even at full bore..
The snag is that between me and base
a storm is descending with lightning and
all the trimmings. and to my right, about
6 km. away. the same spectacle. Many
of you will have seen a rainbow from
above, which. of course, is upside-down
and looks like a large bOWl. and here I
have this rare phenomenon of two rainbows reaching each other, and I fly be·
tween the storms through the inverted
"V" of the rainbow under an arch of
tremendous lift.
I can cruise a.1 a good 200 km./h. and
lose no height-" most wonderful sensation, and after a run of about 10
minutes I emerge at the back of the
storms in clear air with sunshine, and. as
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LIGHTWEIGHT GLIDER
PARACHUTE ASSEMBLY
TYPE EB 62

A compact parachute assembly designed especially
for use by pilots of British and continental gliders and
suitable for canvas or' pan type seats. Weight 18 Ibs.
For full details write f.() SERVICE MANAGER:

IRVING AIR CHUTE of G.8. LTD.

LETCHWORTH • HERTS' Tel 6262 . Tel8182198
you know, air after rain is velvet
smooth.
I check my time: it is 16.35 and I am
anxious to touch down at 16.50. To port,
the cooling towers of the Orlando Power
Station ap1>Car below me, the first visible
landmark from which I can orientate
myself in relation to the airfield. and it
comes into view behind the storm.
As I have 3.000 fL to get rid of in
15 minutes if I want to land at 16.50, I
increase my speed; and while doing so
I scan the a irfield for traffic and for
parked sailplanes. but the field is empty.
I suppose everyone must have gone in
when it rained.
After a good look at the airfield I
begin to pay attention once more to my
office, and as I begin to read my instruments I see my total energy variometer
reading "minus 6 meters". In the right
upper corner on my ASl I have a small
table with many figures giving best speed
for final glides. The ASl reads up to 400
km., but the hand disappears at 280 km.
under the label. and as I sec no hand I
begin to eheck my speed.
The strange thing if you fly a plane in
which you lie on your back, and which
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is well sealed, is that you have practicarIy
no change in noise level at various
speeds, and you also have, lying down,
no impression of change of attitude of
the plane. All this is perhaps the reason
why I was not particularly perturbed by
the high speed at which I was flying.
As I h'ad flown the plane up to 360
km./h. on a previolls occasion, I knew
that everything was fine within these
limi,ts. When I check the plane at high
speeds lease the stick gently back with
two hands, not because of any forces
which are involved. there are none on an
all-flying tail, but one can be much finer
and more sensitive with two hands; and
this I had done for a few seconds when
I heard to starboard a small noise like a
rat gnawing at some timber, and looking
out I see my right wing folding back like
a jack-knife.
What ensues is an extraordinary sensation. Your nose drops, and with it yOIl
turn topsy-turvy, at the same time, having
one wing still working, you also begin a
corkscrew motion simultaneously.
It is a pity that one cannot sit there
quietly and analyse details, because it is
now very dear that it is t~me to go. I

pull my canopy release and the canopy
is gone in a flash. The rush of wind is
fantastic as one hurls towards the earth.
The pressure on me from the harness
straps is enormous and I turn the knob
to release. At this moment I shoot out
of the cockpit as if fired by a gun; hitting
the air, I feel myself slowing down. and
I now look round for wreckage, which
seems to be all around me. I see that r
am clear of it and pull my ripcord. A
strong yank on my body; I look up, the
'chute is open and the silence after the
incre(iible noise and commotion of a
moment before is indescribable. I now
float serenely through the air and watch
with fascination below me the fliselage
with one wing attached milling round like
<t boomerang, the other wing twirling
like a leaf towards the ground, and also
my head-rest cushion tumbling away
from me. and eyen my sun-glasses in their
case slowly gain distance on me.
I now inspect the gwund below me.
which is no longer far away, and say
to mysel f: "Looks as if we land in the
trees just like a bird except with more
noise," as I swing to and fro. I try to
steer the "chute with the straps, but no
response. I have since learnt that you
can only steer special 'chutes and there
was nothing special about my exAmerican Navy Service 'chute. I hold my
straps tight and push my legs below me,
and teuch down with my heels first and
then fall most inelegantly Oil my backside and e.lbows; and there we sit, in a
lovely small meadDw surrounded by trees
just big enough to take me and the
parachute.
1 undo my straps and see the remains
of my plane 50 yards to my left, and I
go towards it wearing only one shoe, as
I lost the other. As I get to the wreckage I find my second shoe, and I am
very pieued abo'!<t this and put it on;
and as I have come down next to a main
road, hundreds of J'Cople stream towards
the wreckage and ask me eagerly where
the pilot is, and I tell them that he musr
have gone away to escape the thousandand-one questions which would have
followed.
A man steps forward Ollt af the crowd
and says to me, "Aren't you Mr. Lasch?"
"Yes, I am". and he asks me if he can
help or take me back to the airfield. I
tell him it would be a great help if he

could telephone my friends at the airfield and tell them where I am, and to
bring my trailer for the bits and pieces
of my beautiful bird.
My friends soon arrived, and we ticlied
up efficientlY. and we are soon back at
Baragwanath in the bar. The bill for the
liquid refreshments wasn't too bad
either!
One usually learns from an accident,
and this certainly applies to me on this
one. There is usually a combination of
contributory causes, and this was also
the case here.
1. I have had many hours of flying
in or near thunderstorms and it has been
my experience without exception that,
once rain has fallen on the ground, no
further turbulence exists. On this particular day it was still. relatively early16.35. Sunshine had re-appeared, and
after inspecting the ground carefully
over which I had flown, I fouad sev,eral
patches of rock. This must have dried
more quickly, and as the sun was' still
high in the sky, thermal activity must
have restarted; and,flying at maximum
limits, this was too much for the bird to
take.
2. In scanning the airfield during the
speed-up, which is very rapid, I was
absent for too long from tbe office and
ASI.
3. A mistake and a pity that part of
my ASI was covered by a label. I therefore don't know at what exact speed J
broke up.
I hOJ)e that some of you who will read
this will profit from my mistakes. The
new BS-l has a speed limit of Z50
km./h., and had J flown within these
limits my beautiful bird would stilI be
alive.

Dunkeswell
Light Aircraft Limited
Senior Inspector Approval C's of A
Major or Minor Repairs
Glider Trailers for Sale

Ounkeswell Airport
Honiton,
Devon_
,;<0.00 No. 1/A/003M

Tel, Honiton 2350
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LORD KEMSLEY

OBITUARY

D

ROLF KUNTZ

-- HOSE
who knew Rolf Kuntz of
T
Germany will be sorry
hear that
Rolf lost his life in a tragic accident in
to

a helicopter crash on the 10th January,
He Started flying in 1943 but, working
as a ground crew, he never saw action
as a pilot. In 1954 he joined the Akademische Fliegergruppe Braunschweig.
tbough he had managed to get some
flying with the British allies during the
period that gliding was still prohibited
in Germany. Braunschweig at that time
were the proud owners of an SG-38 and
a Grunau Baby 3: he flew his Silver C
on the latter. Later on, when they had
finished rebuilding a Weihe. he completed his Gold C distance in-it.
1n 1957 he flew an HKS-l to fourth
place in the Nationals at Oerlinghausen,
and by 1958 he was flying his first World
Championships in Poland. He also flew
in 1963, and in 1965 he came third in
the Open Class. This year he had again
been selected to fly in Poland in a
Cirrus.
As a gliding instructor he was thought
of very highly by his colleagues and
pupils alike. He was extremely modest
and always ready to help others-even
in competition he was only too willinj:(
to help others out.
The loss to the German gliding movement of this talented pilot, who was
liked by everyone who met him, must be
immense.
R.H.
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EAR to the heart of Lord Kemsley,
whose death took place on 6th
February at the age of 84, was his encouragement of private flying. He
believed that to ensure the future safety
of the country and the advancement of
air communication, airmindec1ness, particularly in young people, must be
fostered in practical ways.. He put his
belief into practice in 1947 by the creation of the Kemsley Flying Trust. endowed with the substantial sum of
£100,000. The primary object of his fund
was to assist with the provision of aircraft. flying sites and equipment essential
to the promotion and development of
flying and gliding clubs.
In his wisdom Lord Kemsley insisted
that money from the fund could only be
dispensed by loans, and only to those
clubs ab:e to show their abilitv for selfhelp. The Trustees appointed to administer the Trust were permitted to use their
initiative in the widest possible interpretation of the terms of reference on which
it was founded. and because loan repayments could be used for further loans.
during the 15 years of operation of the
Trust loans approved were just double
in value to the amount of the original
fund. an-d losses by default were minimal.
The gliding clubs were quick to avail
themselves of the facilities of the fund.
No less than 13 of the secured sites were
developed with the help of the Trust.
Almost every new gliding club formed
since 1947 was assisted with the purchase
of gliders and essential equipment. More
than 50 clubs received one or more loans
as well as numerous private syndicates.
Considerably more than half of the total
value of loans made during the life of
the Trust were to gliding, and the healthy
expansion of the movement was in great
measure due to facilities afforded by it.
Lord Kemsley had on more than one
occasion told of his happiness that his
fund had been so successful and that it
has so well fulfilled its intended purpose.
In no better way could the flying and
gliding clubs have shown their appreciation than by the conscientious manner in
which they have honoured their commitments, and now that Lord Kemsley has
passed on, there remain many memorials
to his foresight and generosity.
B.A.G.M.

THE NEW RATING LIST
Dear Editor,
I have just heard the details of the new Placing List to replace the Rating List
from 1969. I am lost for words to describe my astonishment that the BGA Council
could have concocted such an absurd.scheme. (I am presuming that the BOA Council have had the courage to go to print in this issue explaining the system.)
A basic assumptJon has been made that alI Regionals contain a similar crosssection of pilots. The results of some of last year's competitions make the foUy of
this assumption abundantly clear. Dec./Jan. S. & G. shows that in one Regional,
the founh man ~ored 62.4 per cent of the possible points. In another Regional,
no less than ten pilots achieved higher percentage scores. Yet six of these would
be excluded from even being considered for the Nationals under the new scheme.
Both competitions, incidentalIy, had seven contest days, so the luck factor was
minimised in the results.
Another objection immediately springs to mind. One day missed in a competition through, say, sickness would put a pilot completely ()ut of the running. A
Nationals pilot missing a year would have to start right at the bottom again. Not
realIy the way, I feel, to cater for the pilot who is occasionally forced to miss a
competition (e.g. the Service pilot posted overseas).
AnD then, of course, it would be possible to qualify for the Nationals in a
three-day Regional. Are three days really sufficient to establish a pilot's potential?
Again, consider the case of the Dart Regionals. Naturally, Dart pilots want to
test their skill a,gajnst other Darts, as the result should be a true measure of pilot
performance. But with the new scheme, it will not be in the Dart owners' best
interests to compete among themselves-too many good pilots fighting for a few
places.
Of course. once in the Nationals, even a mediocre performance will ensure
a place the following year. But I suppose that this splendid system has been devised
by "The Boys- for "The Boys". And before it is thought that this letter is plain
"sour grapes" on my part, I should point out that I have been fortunate to join
"The Boys" in the Nationals in the nick of time.
The only merit in the scheme is its simplicity. But we have already thrown out
the Wallington system for contest scoring as being unworkable, and unfair, yet he(e
we are about to introduce what amounts to a WalIington system of entry into the
ationals. I am convinced that most pilots would far rather put their faith in a
complicated system, which they might not fully understand, but which they know
to be fair, than in a system which is so manifestly unjust.
RAF Manby, Lincs.
JACK HARR1SON
ROGER BARRETI (not, he regrets, one of the "in" Boys mentioned) writes:Details of the new scheme are on page 135. Taking the more important points
raised:
(a) Let's be clear that all we are trying to do is to promote the currently most
successful Regionals pilots into the Nationals Classes. No one is going to pretend
that the pilots who get in are all beller thim those who do not. However. the
system should certainly meet our objective of ensuring that all potential National
Champions are flying m the Nationals Classes.
(b) The examples Flt.-Lt. Harrison has taken are, unfortunately for his argument, not comparable. The Regional with the large number of good scoring pilots
was RAF GSA Bicester "Open Class", where the pilots were specially selected.
For Service reasonS entry had to be restricted to more experienced pilots. (We are
at the present time discussing with the Services how they can organise their c~m
petitions in future to fit into the new system). And remember that we are not takmg
equal ntlmbers from each Regjonal but an equal proportioll of pilots (~ Ru)e 4).
(c) Potential Champion1> who miss out in one year-for Service, Sickness,
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prangery or other reasons-will now have a good opportunity to get back into
Nationals after just one year in Regionals.
(d) It starts getting complicated again if we introduce weightings for seven-day
Regionals, three-day ones . . . and four-day ones . . . and two-day ones. . . .
(e) If it is obvious that mediocre pilots are being retained in Nationals, it will,
at last, be a simple job for the BGA to get the precise amount of interchange that
is required (this has never been possible up to now).
(f) Fairness v. Simplicity and Clarity. If, indeed, any of our past rating systems
had been generally regarded as even 95 per cent "fair", there might be a case for
keeping a complex system. This was not the case, however, and the split into two
Nationals Classes would have caused more anomalies if we had retained a twoyear rating system.
EVENING THERMALS
Dear Sir,
With reference to the comments made by yourself and Mr. Bulukin on the'
reality of the "evening thermal" (SAILPLANE & GLlDlNG, Feb.-Mar., 1968, p, 77),
perhaps the following suggestion may be of some interest.
During the afternoon the slopes whicb face east or north are in shadow, and, in
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conditions of light winds, such as found in anti-cyclonic or "col" coDditions, these
slopes will be colder than those slopes which face west and south, which have been
in direct sunlight during the afternoon.
In the evening the katabatic winds would flow down these east- Or northfacing slopes earlier than on the warmer slopes, and may even begin before sunset.
After a day with thermals, it is possible that the air over the warm slopes is still
slightly, or nearly, unstable, and only needs some trigger action to set off weak
lift. The cold air flowing down the opposite side of the valley would undercut this
warmer air and may well provide the necessary trigger action. Depending upon how
soon before sunset this happened, it c,ould well be that the cold air, after underc\ltting the warmer air, may be re-heated enough for the next pulse of cold air to
set off a further area of lift, thus providing some fonn of continuity, In some of
the deeper, steeper-sided valleys, it is possible that the katabatic flow may wen begin
one or two hours before sunset, thus giving the colder air time to be re-heated at
least once,
The ideal situation for this sort of thing is a deep' valley lying north to south,
but it could occur in any valley where the one slope is in shadow during the afternoon and evening, and the other is in sunlight. Light winds seem almost an essential
for this sort of lift to occur, as stronger winds would lead to mixing of the warmer
and colder air masses, and strong winds may also hinder the formation of a katabalic
wind,
Coleshill, Warwicks.
B. B. BISHOP
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RED FACES DEPARTMENT
. Sorry,. C!ur sliderule slipped! On pages 14 and 15 of the last issue John Fielden's
POSltiO~.
should
have
been 88th (not 158th) with 371 points and Charles
ratmg
Dorman's pos!Uon should have been 120th (not 148th) with 326 points. Apologies
to both.
RooER BARRETT

THE KATZMAYR EFFECf
Dear Sir,
Everything, so they say, comes to him who waits. I have waited for 15 years
to See an article on the Katzmayr effect in an English gliding journal and at last
John Inglesby has obliged. Thank you, John!
•
I first became interested in Katzmayr when looking for an explanation of some
mysterious weak lift reported by .a number of pilots at London Gliding Club when
low-level hill soaring was far more frequently practised than it is today. Experts
whom I approached were not very encouraging, but pp. 159-161 of Edward P.
Warner's UAerodynamics" (First Edition, McGraw-Hill, 1927) gave the confirmatory references mentioned in John Inglesby's article and NACA Technical Note
No. 214 jn addition. At that time it seemed to me that, so far as the airfoil is concerned, the Katzmayr effect is produced entirely as a result of a systematic variation
in the angle of incidence, and it was therefore surprising that none of the experi~enters bad ~tte1!'P~ed to re,produee the same res~lts ~n a steady airstr~am by. varyJIlg the effective IOCldence With some form of osClllatlOg camber-cbanglOg deVice or
flap sys,tem. The energy required t~ o~rate .these would, o.f course, ~ave, to replace
the energy extracted from the oscI1latmg airstream used m the vanous Katzmayr
experiments, If the frequency required is. not too high (and the evidence is not
very precise upon this p@int), may we not find a more elegant solution to the problem of man-powered flight than the: awkward contraptions pr?duced s,? far?
It also happened that when thiS matter was very much m my mmd a number
of articles appeared in scientific journals drawina attention to the "power paradox"
that had been observed in the cetacea. These animals were k.nown to travel at
speeds, the power for which, calculated from the drag of a carcase, was in excess
of that assumed to be available from considerations of their anatomy and physiology.
Perhaps Katzmayr has the answer to that, too.
Ilford, Essex
CHARLES ELLIS

A.d.~rlium~"ls. with nmilla"u. shoutd IH ~"I 10 CMiro" Pnu Ltd., 5 Crawford Slrul, La"do".
W.l (01-935 2814). RDJ~ 1/6 " word. Mi"imum 1.1/-. Box "umbtrs 6/- ~xlr". R~plies IQ TJox
numbers should b~ se"t 10 th~ Mme address.

'OR SALE

Transistor Inverters for Horizons
types J8, Mk. 3 and PZL - £12
Ferranli Mk. 6
- £15
Ball and Needle Turn and Slips,
12 volt. 3·}in. dia. - £8
Miniature Electric Variometers.
2{ in. dia.
- £25
A veralfe Rate of Climb Meters - £15
American Standby Compasses.
2t in. dia., panel mounting,
better than E.2
- £8
G. E. BURTON. Soaring Instruments,
20 Rookery Court, Marlow, Bucks.
Te!. 4970

SHACKLETON AVIATION LTD. have
an excellent range of light aircraft available £350 upwards. Gliders, cars, aircraft taken in part exchange. Hire purchase available. Overseas enquiries welcomed. Head Office t 175 PiccadiIly,
London, W.!. Telephone: Hyde Park
2448. Telex: 263975.
1963 FOKA, only 100 hours, British
C. of A. until July 1968. Complete wilh
instruments and trailer, £1,395. Hire purchase terms available. Thorpe Aviation
Lld.. 177 Lincoln Road, Peterborough.

WILD Winch, good V.8 engine, on twowheel chassis, £60 o.n.o. - Teesdale,
Uffington, Stamford 3888.
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FOR SALE

(c:ontin~ntd)

OLYMPIA 2. Excellent condition. Price,
with instruments and well-built trailer,
£690. May be viewed at London Gliding
Club. Contact Box No. S.G.287.
GENUINE reconditioned steel grey exRAF Flying Overalls. 47{6, postage
3/6. State height and chest measurements. Hllge selection of camping equipment, specialists in group camping. Tarpaulin & Tent Mfg. Co.• 101-3 Brixton
Hill, London, S.W.2. TULse Hill 0121.
• 1001 Geauiae Barpia. iltJereot evel')'oae: •
Huge stocks GOVERNMENT SURPLUS
CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT, mc. flying
.uiu from 2S•. ; /ly.ina helmets. _nanks. outdoor clothing, camping, immense variety of
miscellaneous ex·Governmertt equipmalt. Ever
so useful-you will be syre to (ind somethina
you need-and at a bargain price lOO! Send
TODAY for our 30-paae CATALOGUE-Bd.
post free or please call at LAURENCE
CORNER, 62-64 Hampstead Rd., London.
N. W.1. 2 mins. Euslon, Warren St. It will be
well wortb while! Posul cunomers buy witb
tOnfidence-prompt despatcb, refund loaran·
tee. Dept. SO.

PILOTS!

OWNERS!

PILOTS! OWNERS! Artist (pilot) will
produce attractive water colour of your
own sailplane or light aircraft from a
coloured photograph. which will be returned. Unframed 14 in. x 20 in., 5 gns.
C.O.D., including postage. Jeeves, Bristol
Gliding Club, Nympsfield. Stonehouse,
Glos.
WITHOUT VISIBLE MEANS OF SUPPORT was written for your enjoyment.
See review in February S. & G. Available
from BGA for 255. (2s. p. and p.).
T-2IB in good condition. Offers to Kent
Gliding Club, ChaJlock, Ashford, Kent.
SINGLE DRUM WINCH. Carefully
designed diesel winch, fully mobile and
easily towed by large car. Hydraulic
clutch and disc brake. Simple and economical to operate. Excellent heights
achieved on test- T -21 to 1,450 in light
wind. For sale. with or without 1,500
yards of cable. Full details and photo
on request. D. E. Schofield. "Crantock",
Mill Lane. Swindon. Tel. 22355.

BUY a Sky and outclimb them all!
(Proof? See S. & G. Dec.-Jan. p. 460.)
Blue/white. full competition panel,
'chute, trailer, year's C. of A. The most
performance for the money on the
market: £750. Tel. 01-892 8227.

SLlNGSBY Swallow, basic instruments,
completely re-covered and resprayed.
C. of A. valid until March, 1969. £850
o.n.o.
Wycombe
Gliding
Centre,
Wycombe Air Park, Booker, Marlow.

OLYMPIA 463. July, 1966, immaculate
condition. 50 hours, lined cockpit, instruments. current C. of A. £1,380. Automated Trailer available. Mawer. 128
Skellingthorpe Road, Lincoln. Lincoln
22524.

SKYLARK 3F - One private owner, one
pilot. Limited launches. Compact easily
towed trailer plus basic instruments.
Valid C. of A. Superior condition. Redshaw. "Netherclose", Ireleth, Askam-inFurness, Lancashire. Tel. Dalton-inFurness 2529.

BEAUTIFULLY finished unused Speedwell built Glider Trailer, tubular frame.
aluminium skin. suitable for AS-KJ3, not
reQwred as syndicate have cancelled
A/e. £330, plus delivery charges. Enquiries: C: Greenhill, Acrefield. Wool ton
Mount, Ltverpool 25. Tel. 051-Sto-4665
a·.m.

T-31. First class condition. C. of A. to
August. 1968. Tutor. Needs some recovering. WANTED-low hours Bodan.
Offers to: Secretary, College of Aeronautics Gliding Club. Cranfield, Bedford.

BLANIK all metal two-seater for sale.
Complete with instruments. parachute,
and substantial well-built trailer. Less
than 80 hours. £1,580. Hi.re purchase
terms available. Thorpe Aviation Ltd.,
177 Lincoln Road, Peterborough.
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DART 15R. 1966, £1.850 (converted to
17R, £200 extra). Comprehensive panel,
latest type parachute, Bantam radio, ply
trailer on Flexitor axle. Undergoing
C. of A. now. Lionel Alexander, Woodhurst, Pear Tree Lane,. Shome, Kent. Tel.
Shorne 2257. Or George Whitfield, Ashdown. Basingstoke Road, Spencers Wood,
Reading. Tel. Reading 883672.

Excellent value for basic training. Elementary

11010

glider. Cadet

Mk. I with modified tips and filled
wheel now available. Ineluding
superb open trailer suitable for
most gliders and current 10 years

C. of A.Box No. S.C. 283
Available immediately - ANTONOV
A-IS all-metal sailplane, in immaculate
condition, with (full panel) instruments,
oxygen and trailer. Price £1,800. Aart
Dekkers, Noltheniusstraat 5, Utrecht,
Holland.
OLYMPIA 419. New C. of A. by
Slingsbys; seen at Kirbymoorside; covered
tra:!er built for it. Ring Dublin 683783
or write Michae1 Slazenger, 31 Wellington Place, Dubl,in 4, Eire.
BUILDING a Trailer? Fit D.L.P. white
Fibreglass M udguards, flush flanged fitting, ready for screwing 10 trailer side,
£3 165. '6d. ,eac:,. Doncaster Sailplane
Services.
OLYMPIA 463. Trailer. Instruments. including PZL and Burton Variometers.
Current C. of A. Ready to flyaway.
Very few hours. Immaculate ·condition.
£1,375 O.n.o. J. H. Price, 92 Rolleston
Drive, Arnold, Nottingham 264784. office
hours.
DART 15. Modified wings. instruments.
Slingsby trailer. In first class condition.
Best offer over £1,100. Provins, 20 Malvern Crescent, Scalby Road, Scarborough, Y orks. Te!. 3092.
OLYMPIA
419.
Basic
instruments;
trailer, radio. Excellent condition. Valid
C. of A. .fI ,550 or near. Collins, Boscawen Street, Truro. 2887.
SPEEDWELL Iig.lJtweight trailer, fully
automated for 463. In new condition. Unuse<) spare wheel. £200 or nearest offer.
C. F. Whitbread, Camberley, Lower
Road, Hartlip, Sittingbourn.e, Kent.

ONE TUTOR, one T-3IB, one dieseIengine Wild Winch (prime move,). Apply
to A. Procter, Silverd'ale, Little Milton,
Oxon.
SWALLOW (Penguin), the Swallow with
the better performance. Full instrument
panel, parachute, barograph and trailer.
Very good condition, £900. Apply J. K.
Pigg, Liverton Grange, Loftus" Saltburn.
Tel. Loftus 616 (evenings).
WANTED

AMERICAN and Canadian Buyers have
cash waiting for good used Pye Radios,
Barographs, etc. State price and detai:ls.
Box No. S.G.286.
WANTED. Old model aircraft engines.
any type, any condition. 1. W. L.aw, 46
Beech Avenue. Newark, Notts.
SAILPLANE. Manufacturer wishes to
purchase a design or obtain the services
of a designer for the purpose of manufacturing an all-metal sailplane. Bart,
Son, Peard & Co. Ltd., Ryland Street,
Birmingham, 16.
K-7 and/or trailer to suit. Details to
F. C. Main, 141 Faulds Gate. Aberdeen.
WANTED: Ka-7, immediately. Wycombe
Gliding Centre, Wycombe Air Park,
Boaker. Marlow, Bucks.
DAMAGED intermediate or high performance Sailplane. Must be repairable
proposition. Full details and price please.
Box No. S.G.2S8.
FINANCE

FINANCE for your glider or aircraft
purchase can be arranged by telephoning
or writing to Colin Donald (RG.A.
Instructor), Burghley Finance Company
Ltd., 50 Burghley Road, Peterborough.
Ring Peterborough 5787.
PERSONAL

If any experienced crewing types would
like to vi~it the World Championships in
Pohmd, at their own expense, and crew
for Canada, please write to T. R. Beas.ley, 173 Leslie, Dollard Des Ormeaux,
P.O.,· Canada.

..,iIl.

It
of co""s~. /)~'undu'Sfood 'hat 'he' British Gliding· Associa,ion c_not acc~p' uspo/uibill,)'
fa, 'hI ckzims mud~ by ad.~"is~t~ in "Sailpl_ and Gliding".
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CLUB NEWS

FTER tbe closures due to· the foot-and-mouth epidemic, most clubs have
A
started operating again and are looking jjorward te the coming soaring seaSOIL
News for the June-July issue should reach
pot later than 16th April, and that
m~

for the August-September issue not later than 12th June. All news should be typed
double spaced on foolscap. and sent to 14, Little Brownings, London, S.E.23.
14111 February

YVONNE BONHAM (M.RS.),

Club News Editor

BATH AND WILTS
HEN we obtained the use of our
W
site about five years ago" we inherited the derelict shell of the old control tower which was due to be bulldozed along with all the other buildings,
Thanks to a tremendous amount of
hard work on the part of our early members we transformed a stinking hole
(literally) into a very habitable building.
We put in over 120 panes of glass, hung
a front door, thus making the building
weatherproof, unblocked the drains, replaced a smashed lavatory pan, obtained
a water supply by a somewhat ingenious
method, wired the place for electricity
and instaIled our own generator.
Shortly before Christmas the girls de·
cided it was time to redecorate the ~Iub
room to liven the place up for our
Christmas party.
Hardly was the paint dry than the
Ministry of Defence said, "Thanks very
much, ch:aps"-or words to that effect"We need our control tower again."
In s,pite of all the money we have
spent, quite apart from the labour involved, we have absolutely no redress.
The Ministry of Defence refuses point
blank to provide us with a suitable portable building from the many sites which
are closing down.
The operative c1al!lse in our licence is
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... "the property must be handed back
in the same condition as it was taken
over", It's a good jo'b our members are
not small minded enough for the
obvious!
John Graves with the Auster has made
our early soaring much easier this year.
The first weekend in February saw a
good northerly blowing to make the
Westbury ridge work well and a cloud
street stretched for many miles from it
for most of .the afternoon. A number of
members took advantage of a tow to
ridge or street and therllla) clim bs to
5,800 ft. were recorded. The best thermal soaring we have had for the time of
years sinoe our formation.
K.N.S.

COVENTRY
is with the deepest regret that we
IT
have to start by recording the sudden
death in hospital after an operation in
January of Doreen Gardner, wife of our
Instruct!;)r, Ron Gardner. Doteert was
not only just a "gliding wife", she was a
very popular club 'personality in her own
r.ight. Whether helping in the kitchen or
timekeeping in the field she always had
a good word to say for everyone and
she will be sOl'ely missed at Husbands
Bosworth for a long time to come. Our
deepest sympathies are extended to Ron
and the two boys.

Lou Glover's workshop is now proceeding apace, and we hope to institute
very shortly the next stage of our development by the opening of a fairly
substantjal bunkhouse to accommodate
course members and weekend visitors.
Flying recommenced on Saturday,
10th February, and much. to our delight,
after a very damp and dismal morning,
we had a good day's flying, with even
some little patch.es of lift here and there.
Check flights were the order of the
day after the foot-and-mouth winter
pallse in operations, but we hope to get
quickly back to normal.
One rather dismal fly in the ointment
was to learn that our Skylark 4 had been
crashed whilst on loan to Portmoak, and
we are now anxiously awaiting the rebuild and return of this aircraft.
B.F.

DERBY AND LANCASHIRE
LAS, we are still cast into the outer
A
darkness of lowland flying, as our
revered hill remains unclean-yet.
We have acquired a Dumper truck to
use for aircraft retrieval on the field, a
single-cylinder air-cooled diesel, with no
electrics whatsoever, and a large shining
starting handle. This sounds like the perfect vehicle for Camphill, and its flexibility of use and theoretical economy
and toughness should prove it so.
The building fund grows slowly, and
our baths, showers and W.C.'s still look
rather distant, though one feels that they
must come ultimately. It may be that the

en Gordon

long-promised television set may appear
before long.
During our enjoyable sojourn as
guests of the Doncaster club, full advantage has been taken of their aerotowing facilities. About six people have
been checked out for aero-tows, and
Ernie Brown was sent on his first solo
at Doncaster by John Eckersley, a Doncaster instructor, cFI Eric Boyle and
Chairman Bernard Thomas have put a
few hours in as "fan drivers".
R.H..

DEVON AND SOMERSET
UR annual Dinner and Dance was
O
supported by about 45 members and
a good time was had by all. About that
time, our technical officer, Brian Weare,
was presented with a son. But such is
devotion to duty that he still had the
presence of min-d, as he dashed off to
the hospital, to shout to the riggers of
our newly modded Dart-"You can't
fly that till I've reweighed it."

F.J.M.B.

DONCASTER
N the last few months, gliding activity
Iincreased,.
at Doncaster Airport has been much
due to the presence of large
numbers of Derby and Lancs. members,
orphaned by the foot-and-mouth epidemic, which has improved the normally
dismal winter launch statistics, and done
wonders for the beer consumption
figures.

Mealing of Ihe Bath & Wilts Club briefs John Greaves at the controls
of Ihe beaulifu/ly re-furbished Auster. All his own work!
Pholo J. Richards
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Our new K-13 was coIlected from
Dunstable early in February and was
test flown by the CFl, John Stirk, with
the new Chairman, Don Westerside, as
P.2. Both pilots were well pleased with
the aircraft, as were most of the members who subsequently flew it.
The new cross-country season was inaugurated on 11th February, when Bob
Plane and Tony Cook, in the Blanik,
were towed into cloud and had to release. After breaki,ng cloud at 1,200 ft.
with snow on the canopy, and the airfield embarrassingly distant, they were
forced to land uphill in a small sports
field at the local (Matemity) Hospital.
There has been a steady decline in the
number of instructors over the last year,
but this situation should soon be improved, as an instructors' course is now
in progress under the supervision of
John Stirk, and several other members
are booked for one of the Lasham
courses. One of the latest instructors to
depart, and one of the "hard core" of
regulars, was Mike Usherwood, transferred to York by his firm. The Committee have expressed tbeir appreciation
of Mike's long record of service' to the
club, and have unanimQusly elected him

to Honorary Life membership.
R.P.H

KENT
HIS certainly has been a bad winter
T
weatherwise, with too many
flying weekends. Things did brighten up,

1'101'1-

though, on Sunday, 4th February, when
we had a thermic-cum-ridge day and
several flights of over one hour were
achieved.
A "hangar floor fund" has been started by GeQff Avis to collect £4 each
from 100 members, which. with £60
from club funds, will enable the hangar
floor to be levelled and concreted. Apart
from the obvious benefit this will give to
packing in the ever increasing number
of gliders on site, it will also help
eliminate dampness during the winter.
To date, we are halfway to the target
and should have reached it by the time
this is in print.
The ground fleet has just been
augmented with a splendid MF tractorno more push starts, we hope!
An extraordinary meeting was called
on Sunday, 11 th February (soon known
as the "Moan-In"), to give members a

----SmDWa::;:L.....~

~LPLANES
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SHEPLEY LANE, HAWK GREEN,
MARPLE, CHESHIRE
Telephone: 061-427 2488
Our new range of Speedwell Trailers is finding Favour with discerning owners throughout the country.
Th@y f@Qtu,@: All welded steel tube construction.
Riveted. corrosion resistant aluminium skins.
Rubery Owen Axles, leason lockmatic Hitches.

Th@;r Vi,tuu: lighlwei\ilht with great strength.
Superb towing qualities.
Very low maintenance costs.
low depreciation.
Easy, one man, handling, even the AS'K13 size.
Wily put your precious new aircraFt in a second rate trailer, buy the best. it's wo.rth it
in the long run.
Detachable towbars for export trailers, and iF crating costs are deducted. you can have
tile best at very 10'"' cost.
Glider or special purpose trailer enquiries welcomed.
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chance to air their views on the club and
put forward suggestions, whilst the Committee took note as well as gave explanations. It was. very worth while, as
the majority went away with a better
understanding of not only what was
being done, but also how far the club
has come in its five years at Challocklhe 1967 club statistics in the last S. & G.
well illustrate this.
The final chapter, we trust, in our
mice story came with a visit from the
local "rat catcher", but not before two
more nests had been built in one of the
Skylark 4's!
M.H.

LONDON
HE winter has been quiet, but a lot
T
of flying has been done on the hill
and some tbermals have appeared
alreadv to add interest to life. We've lost
count' of the number of visitors who
have borrowed our built-in updraoght,
and indeed some of them seem to have
established themselves more or less permanently. On 19th November the east
wind wave put in a welcome appearance,
and several machines sailed about for
several bours at 2,000 ft. above an
almost complete stratus cover. The
trough of the wave created a hole in
just the tight place for the site to remain usable, but when it showed signs
of filling in at about 2 p.m. there was
a fairly swift descent by all.
Another reason for the quiet time bas
been the temporary cessation of tbe
gulley-filling operation. The contractor
who was doing this ran into some sort of
difficulties and his lonies no longer
grind up and down the hill. Fortunately
the club has been able to fix up a new
deal, and out of this should be able to
get a flatter field and also a new access
road t~ replace the old one, which shows
signs of decay. Also, in time for the new
season, the power cables which ob~truct
the south-west corner of the field Will be
buried.
John Jeffries, when he can escape the
paper work, Keith Chard and Johnny
!'v!orris have been slogging away at
instructional flights whenever there has
been light to see by. Johnny, we are
Sorry to sav. is leaving Us shortlv to go
to another' post. His cheerful face will
be much missed. but we welcome his
replacement, Len Norman, and hope he

will enjoy working for the club. Meanwhile Mike Till has been on an extended
working-ski-ing holiday in Austria.
Preparations for the Sport Class
Nationals are going ahead. It is now certain that 40 gliders will be competing,
and volunteer helpers are still being
sought. It is exactly 30 years since the
Nationals were held at Dunstable. (In
1938 there were 28 gliders.) We don't
really see why the London club should
have to wait another 30 years before
being host to the Nationals again, but, of
course, everything will depend on the
quality of the organisation and the
general success of the competitions. This
in turn will depend on the willingness of
helpers to help!
A sight faT which everyone is waiting
with great interest, not to say bated
breath, is the appearance of the longawaited hot-air b<\lIoon which will be
operated from the site by a group of
members who have recently for-med the
London Balloon Oub. The idea seems
to be, first generate a thermal with a
d . . . great big gas stove, then catch
the thermal in ad. . . great big polythene bag, and the.n soar in semiuncontrolled fashion to a downwind
landing somewhere in England. Or somewhere else if the wind's blowing thC
other way. Thev say it's even qUieter in
one of those things than it is in a glider
--except that you can't hear yourself
speak for the roaring of the gas burners.
M.5.

MIDLAND
T the time of writing the foot-andA
mouth restTictions are still in force;
it is now over three months since anyone flew from the Mynd, although we
are hopeful of a resumption before the
end of February.
This lay-off, longer than that of the
hard winter of 1962/63, will, when flying
is resumed, necessitate very many check
flights which will fully occupy our instructors, although they themselves will
first need to convert to the club's new
AS-KI3 two-seaters.
The first AS-KI3 arriVed in December
and. because of the restrictions, spent
several weeks in Bobby Neill's garage,
where the instrumentation was carried
out. The second AS-KI3 is now on its
way from Germany
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During the last few months the C.'sof
A. have been carried out and equipment
has been overhauled. The retrieve winch
has been mounted on a new noninvertible chassis.
Let us ho~ that we are flying again
soon and enJoy a good season to make
up for what we have missed during the
winter.
K.R.M.

NEWCASTLE AND TEESSIDE
E have had a niee tantalising
W
amount of hill and wave soaring.
Just enough to whet the appetite and

keep the conversation going. Barry
Brighton has taken over as Chairman of
the Club. The annual Dinner and Dance,
which was held at Middlesbrough, was
very enjoyable and we were pleased to
welcome the Mayor and Mayoress of
Middlesbrough, Mr. H. Salisbury, Chief
Constable of the North Riding of Yorkshire and Mrs. Salisbury, and the Vicar
of C~rlton-in-eleveland.
We also managed to surprise Ian Paul
with a small presentation by way of a
"thank you" from all the members.
The workshop is almost completed and
stood up to the recent gale very well. We
were fortunate in not having too much
damage; at least we were able to cope
(repair holes in the roof) and fly. The
site is a soggy bog in a few places, but
a few dry days will fix that.
The newly-formed Social Committee
are slaving away thinking up new ways
of making money and entertaining us. So
far they are doing very well, as the
attendance at the Pie and Pea Supper
and Film Show proved.

OUSE
T is not uncommon, on Saturday and
Idoors
Sunday mornings, for the hangar
to be stQog back at 7.30 a.m. And

invariably the first haIf-dozen names on
the list are from Leeds, Bradford, Otley,
Huddersfield-all over 20 miles from the
launching site. lee and snow, rain and
blow, make no difference; the enthusiasts
are there on the dot.
They are closely followed by pilots
from other parts of Yorkshire. To arrive
after 9 a.m. is only to hope to fly! The
enthusiasm and tcam spirit of club
members is constant; it is not surprising
that tbere is a waiting list of would-be
members.
Last year our on-site launcbes increased by 24 per cent to 5,112. On-site
flying hours increased by 37 per cent to
547.

Our 16-20 page quarterly News
Letter, "In the Wind", has a regular flow
of entertaining contributors, including a
member who is a psychologist, and is
writing a series of articles on "Gliding
as a psychologist secs it", He states that
the tramcc pilot is, in many ways, an
ideal subject for psychological study.
Why do we fly? lie aives explanations
that go dee~r than the normal one,
"Because it IS a challenge". When our
wives ask us why we fly, we do not now
say, "Because we're barmy", but "It fulfils our need for rrsonal significance;
there is a sense 0 adventure, of risktaking, of 'personal achievement". It
sounds good!

T.s.

NORTHUMBRIA
T last we have reached agreement
A
with the National Coal Board, and
have secured a long-term lease on our
site at HOOley Moor. We have also fulfilled all the conditions for our grant
and we hope work will start on our
hangar shortly.
Site levelling is also on the programme so that aerotows will be possible. Congratulations to instructors John
Clark and Jack Little on their solos on
Victa Airtourers. We should have no
shortage of tug pilots when the time
comes.
R.S.
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Peter Ramsden in the Swallow.
Photo R. Bowhill.

Our social events and monthly meettjngs are well attended. There is an
eagerness 'to attend lectures. We all want
to learn and to do better. Some of us
older c:haps may never reach Gold C
level-though we shall never stop trying. But we have many youngsters who,
it is obvious, are going to hit the heights.
We are proud of them, and of our club.
And We are proud to be playing an
active part in the gliding movementthe most satisfying and exhilarating of
all sports.
A.H.S.

OXFORD
EVER before has there been so
N
much flying during the bleak midwinter; our new AS-K13 is gratifyingly
massing launches every weekend. The
luxury of a closed cockpit two-seater is
unknown in the history of the club. Kitty
Laurie has been busy with nimble
fingers to produce an excellent muchneeded canopy cover. Recently, time
well spent has transformed the jerky
movement of the control system to a
really silken quality by the removal of
excess paint from the nylon block
universal couplings.
Following a long ~riod of cable
breaks and "snarl-ups" we have changed
the cable and narrowed one drum by
one third to reduce the paying on sweep
angle. With the testing showing such a
marked improvement the second drum
will be modified immediately.
The long-standing consecutive competition numbering of several of our
club and private machines has been
broken by the sale of Dave Robert's
white and sun-blest yellow Olympia 2B.
No. 170 to a syndicate at Husbands
Bosworth. His enthusiastic participation
!n regional competition.s over the years,
10 spite of a good handicap, has not produced the required results, so he seeks
something to go places.
_
With the unfortunate timing of devaluation and increased insurance, the
end of this financial year has left us
with considerable "red ball". and therefore the AGM in March will be presented with proposals that winch launches,
entrance fees and annual subscriptions
be raised; all very reluctant mo<ves to
start the year but undeniably topical.
C.J.T.

SCOTTISH
ESPITE the dearth of visiting sailD
planes and pilots we are having
quite a rewarding wave season. Z.
Goudie gained Diamond height on
Christmas Day, whilst Laurie Smith and
Erik Andren each recorded a Gold.
The intre,{lid Charlie Ross has made
ten wave tnps in consecutive weekends
-which clinched the Club Points Championship for him in 1967 and gives him
a good start this year. He was also
awarded the Alan Boyle "up" Cup, plus
the C. B. Sutherland out-and-return
Trophy at our annual Dinner-Dance in
January. That left T. P. Docherty to
receive the Parker cross-eountry Trophy
and Valerie Peddie was presented with
the Thorburn Service Salver.
Plans are currently afoQt for an elt-,
pedilion to .. a place beyond the Cairngorms, considerably to the north" involving a Dart, Tutor, SHK, Olympia
460 and the Tiger.
M.B.R.

SOUTHDOWN
T long last there are visible signs of
A
,our new clubhouse, a Terrapin
building. The contractors have laid the
~

foundations and carried out all the
necessary excavations for connecting the
water supply, etc. By the time this
appears in print the whole project
should be complete and Southdown will
be able to boast a clubhouse as good as
any. We are very grateful to Peter
Henderson, Who offered his professional
services to the club and drew up the
plans, schedules. etc., and negotiated
with the local Council and contractors.
Having been prevented from flying for
about eight weeks by the foot-andmouth epidemic, flying recommenced in
mid-January, only to be bogged down
by rain and low cloud. However, spring
is just around the corner and we are
busy planning cross-country flights. Despite the lack of flying during NovemberDecember the total number of launches
and hours for 1967 were well up on the
previous year.
Our new winch. a converted doubledecker bus, is nearing completion and
when in operation will mean more
efficient launches (we hope) and more
comfort for the winch driver, sitting' in
his centrally-heated cabin.
P.C.
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SOUTH WALES

TRENT VALLEY

E have done precious little gliding
of late; just one flight in wave to
4,000 ft. by the Skylark, and in January
the only thing that flew was . . . the
clubhouse, the resulting landing was a
write-off! A more substantial building
is being erected together with a new
winch house.
Our efforts to obtain a new site near
the Black Mountains are beginning to
bear fruit. Apart from aerotow offers
from Shobden we have permission to use
700 yards near the base of the hill and
700 yards as an aerotow strip some three
miles away. Together with a bungy point
nearby it looks as though we will be
flying there this summer.
We have a permanent task to soar
from our site to the Black Mountains
and back. So far our ridge sOOlring outand-return record is only 24 miles, which
leaves 20 miles to go.
I.S.

ELL, at last we are operational
W
again after voluntary inactivity
due to foot-and·moutb. We are now get-

W

STAFFORDSHIRE
T our recent AGM Boris Clare was
A
elected Chairman for the third year
running, Ken Sherriff as Vice-Chairman,
Norman Bartlett as Secretary and Peter
Felthouse takes on the duties as
Treasurer.
The CFI presented a tankard and the
Instructors Cup to Mike Johnson for
the best ab-initio Performance during
the year. Lt.-Col. Naomi Christy was
elected an Hon. Life Member in recognition of past services to the club.
R.RL.

SWINDON
OWN in Wiltshire nothing very
D
much has stirred, other than our
several successful film shows; special
thanks due here to Our hard-working
projectionist and his crew, also to those
who organised the Christmas and
Twelfth Night parties.
The winch, which was mentioned in
our previous newsletter, has now been
tried out and proved a success. This will
be a great asset when using the local
ridge, which until now could only be
reached by areolow.
.
The club fleet has been improved by
the addition of a Skylark 4, which we
hope will be put to good use in the
coming season.
E.J.W.
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ting into gear for the soaring season.
The Chairman is having a "whip
round" for the cost of another singleseater with surprising success. This is to
appease an increasing number of Olympia pilots. This additional aircraft will
fill the gap created by a faster turn
round system due to change from the
tractor winch to pully launch.
Our pully is bolted to the back of the
winch and the winch itself is now only
used in emergencies. Launching is now
clrried out very ably by an automatic
jag.
Occasionally we are visited by the
power boys and we all curl up when a
friendly Luton Minor does a copy-book
approach to ,our g-mile-plus east-wegt
runway. It must take him all of 20
minutes.
There has been a steady stream of
Olympia conversIons, resulting in a
sHeam of C Certificates. We hope to
convert this progress into a sprinkling of
Silver Cs this year.
A.B.

UPWARD BOUND
PWARD BOUND is not a gliding
U
club in the ordinarily recognised
sefise. Its reason for being is to give as
many of the youth of Britain as possible
a chance to participate in an adventure
course. A course which demands both
teamwork and self-reliance, introduces
young people to the sport of the age and,
possibly most of all, is priced at a level
that they can afford.
Unfortunately, when a pupil reaches
solo proficiency our present resources
usually demand that he or she must
make way for another aspiring aviator.
We like to think, however, that the
gliding movement should be interested in
the young people who discover through
us that gliding is their sport. We plan
one day to offer more advanced training
to our more apt pupils.
Upward Bouod is a Trust. Sir
Frederick Hoare. Lady Hoare and Brigadier George Chatterton are Trustees.
Their tremendous efforts away from the
airfield ensure that the Trust will con-

tinue to be a dynamic forward-looking
organisation.
Down at Haddenham the operational
staff and instructors are, almost without
exception, ex-pilots of the Glider Pilot
Regiment an9- presel;1t-day members. of
thcir very actIve RegImental AssocIatIOn.
For many of them their first serious
I!I iding involved piloting the Horsa and
'Hamilcars which transported men and
materials into Normandy early on DDay. Today they still intensely enjoy
engineless flight and gain much satisfaction in passing on their skills to the
younger g-eneration. Almost regardless of
the weather, each Sunday throughout the
year sees these men busy with our
T-21, T-31 and Blanik. This year it is
planned to give them some additional
lvpes to operate.
. Our pupils mostly come _from the
villages and towns around Thame and
Aylesbury, but some make journeys of
over 30 miles to report in each Sunday
morning at 9.30. Young women as well
as men are welcomed on th~ courses.
However, the queue of aspirants means
that tbe waiting period between applying for and starting a course can often
stretch to three months. This year we
hope to take steps which will lessen this
problem.
I f any of you glider pilots are essaying a cross-country and pass our way,
feel the thermals deserting you and spot
below our converted and checkered bus
flying control, lecture room, canteen and
what-have-you, please drop in. We will
be pleased to stand you a cup' of tea,
and give you a winch launch on your
way home again.
V.WJ.

SERVICE NEWS
BANNERDOWN
HE departure of the Hastings and
T
the end of regular motorised flying
have given Coleme a degree of quiet
unknown since it first became operational in 1941 but the "ill wind" dictum
applies. We have lost our own met. section and thus miss the benefit of on-theSpot mini-briefings with the aid of charts,

ascents, tephigrams et al. On the other
hand, the prospect of regular weekend
and even mid-week fiying is encouraging,
while the switched-on are already thinking about improved club facilities whicb
may be available in more commodious
premises. Any improvements possible in
that direction should greatly help to
attract - and keep - increased membership.
ihe Colerne Cup was won this year
by Bil! Bailey for the best flight of the
year, the Novices Cup was awarded to
Pat Cleeve.
P.H.

BICESTER

s expected, the centre programme
A
this year contains extra task weeks
and application to attend these should
be made well in advance. Instructor
courses from now on will be of two
weeks' duration and will cover a wider
syllabus. including a number of films.
Soaring got under way on the 3rd
February and one flight of 46 minutes
was recorded. We are going to pay more
for our flying this year, however, as
owing to rising costs the Committee has
been forced to increase aerotow charges.
Having completed their tours overseas
a number of keen gliding types have rejoined us and with the membership
apparently on the increase their help
will be invaluable.
A.E.B.

FENLAND
PPROXIMATELY
50
members
A
attended the AGM held during
November, the first at our Marham site.
For the second year running the Members Trophy was presented to Malcolm
Wilton-Jones and the Fenland Cup was
won bv John Whitwortb for his
Diamond goal flight to Merryllt~ld.
Postings are taking their usual toll of
members. "Hank" Hancox has left us
for the Gulf and in March our CFl,
Colin Elliot, leaves for Germany. It is
hard to imagine the Fenland without
Colin and Hank and t.bey will be sorely
missed. Roger Stains will be taking over
the CFl's reins.
The club "workers" have got on well
with the usual crop of winter jobs and
with the addition of our long-awaited
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Ka-6E we will be ready to launch at the
first hint of lift this year.
An expedition to the Long Mynd is
planned for March with two aircraft and
about a dozen members.
R.GJ.

tions alongside us, sO the ATC do lefthand circuits, we do right-hand ones and
the power boys go up and down the
middle. Things run very smoothlv,
although it means some restrictions.
•
F.S.R.

FOUR COUNTIES

RPE (Westcott)

HE statistics show that the number of
launches and hours were nearly
doubled in 1967. This has been partly
due to more efficiency on the flying side
and the two new diesel engines for the
winches played their part in this.
The Baldwin Trophy was presented to
Steve Hart at our AGM in December
for his Diamond goal flight which completed his Gold C. The trophy is
awarded for the most "notorious" flight
of the year. Sir John Baldwin, who presented the trophy to the club, is our
new President and we all welcome him
as an active member. He first came into
contact with gliding in 1927.
To relieve the ever-increasing load ,on
the T-lI we ,are shortly to add a Bocian
to our fleet.
We regret to announce that "Paddy"
Whelan lost his life in a recent Vulcan
crash. He will be remembered by us all.
I.G.s.

AVING survived our first year of
H
struggle to become a firmly established club, we can pause to reflect and

T

MENDIPS
INETEEN - SIXTY - SEVEN was a
N
very trying year for the club and
nearly saw its extinction when we had

to vacate our hangar. However, we set
to and after a lot of hard work we built
and completed a new hangar. Our flying
activities were curtailed while construction work was going on-a c1ubroom
had to be virtually rebuilt, too-but we
still managed to just top 1966's launches
and hours, and we won the Aspirants
Trophy for the second time.
During the re-housing the fleet had to
be re-organised and we now have a T-21,
Tutor, Grunau Baby, Olympia and a
Ka-6 and we are awaiting the arrival of
a Rocian.
Having the sea abOut half a mile from
our doorstep, we get a fair share of the
sea breeze and it is most tantalising to
see the clear sky above us and the cunims just that much too far away to be
able to reach them.
A power flying club has started opera168

write to S. & G. about it.
By the end of last season, about a
dozen pilots had soloed and the flight
list for our one and only glider (ClSAVIA'S
Kranich) was so long that if one didn't
get here early, it wasn't worth coming
at all. A second glider was needed desperately but we hadn't sufficient funds to
buy one. CISAVIA'S fleet was all tied up
on hire elsewhere and talk of forming a
syndicate was not only viewed with suspicion in the club but was flatly vetoed
by eur main sports club, to whom we
owe our existence. Things looked black
until the RAE club heard of our plight.
The effort they made to help us was one
of those friendly gestures so characteristic of gliding types. We could borrow
one of their Olympias for a few months
while we sorted our problems out. They
even delivered and rigged it for us! As
Westcott is a flat site there has not been
any soaring during the winter, but spirits
have been high and our optimism h<ls
been justified in that the latest news is
that both CrSAVlA and our sports club
have offered to supply a glider when we
have to return the Olympia we have
grown so fond of.
A flying visit by Godfrey Harwood in
the MotQrfalke provided great interest
and. an, opportunity .f~r some to sample
tbe JOys of motor gltdmg.
R.E.

WREKIN
NUMBER of changes in facilities,
A
equipment and personneI have
taken place. Jim Pignot, Geoff Collins
and Sq. Ldr. Geoff Young have all been
posted.
Sq. Ldr. Russel has taken over as
Deputy Chairman and a warm welcome
is extended to him.
The "Wrek Inn", the club bar, has
undergone a major refit and was reopened on the 13th January. The bar

·was re-built during the period we were
banned from flying because of the footand-mouth epidemic.
We hope to operate four marc aircraft
this sU!JlIl1er. They are a Crunau Baby
2. a privately-owned Skylark, Ka-6E and
a Bocian-E. This brings the fleet up to
nine aircraft.
The club c;elebrated its second birthdaY on the 10th February, the candles
on' the cake being blown out by the only
tWO original members still with us. They
are Malcolm AUison and "lake" lacobs.
N.M.

CRUSADERS (Cyprus)

s is usual with overseas Service
cl \;Ibs, there is lllways a constant
turnover of members. Since Doe

A

Saundby left in November, Tim Quids
has taken over as eFI with lony Simms
as his Deputy. One of Doe's main contributions to gliding in Cyprus. must be'
the way he shewed 'us how to get the
greatest utjJisatien from our aircraft in
the sea breeze fronts. Len B'arnes has
also left, but we welcome Chris Gih;lea
and two Australians, Bob Austin and
Bob Stewart.
Our club hangar at Akrotiri has been
dismantled and we are anxiously awaiting a new one to be erected at Dhekelia.
We are planning a test based on the
"Win a Swallow" competition, with a
trophy as the prize.
Any gliding types passing through or
po.sted le Cyprus will be made very' wel·
come and they can be sure of good
gliding.
JAS.

-

OVERSEAS NEWS

We would be pleased to receive news for this section. ftom every country in
the world where searing is done.-A. E. SLATER, Overseas News editor.

AUSTRIA
RECORDs.-As at the end of
N
. 1967, single-seater national records
Were: Johann Fritz
Am>tria),
ATIONAL.

(~td.

491.4 km. Free Distance; same pilot in
LibeUe, 423.4 km. Goal Flight; Or. Ale
Schubert (Diamant), 640.11 km. Goaland-Return; Kurt Bernhard (L-Spatz),
7,530 m. Height Gain; Hans Reseh,
9,780 m, Absolute Altitude. Speeds
round Triangle: 100 km., Frank Ulbing,
93.74 km./Il.; 200 km., 'Guido Achleiner,
70.53 km./h.; 300 km., Ulbing, 86.76
km./h., alt in Std. Austria; 500 km., Dr.
Schubert in Diaman'!.

The feminine Distanc.c record is still
held by Emmi Roretz (now Mrs. Ra{lmann) with 194 kft,l. in a Rhonsperber
on 4th July. 1937, during the first International Contest.
Austroflug

BELGIUM
ECENTLY three sailplane pilots
R
_ landed on the Liege-Biersel aerodrome without previous authQl'isation.

The authorities have been content this
time to "addresser un avertissemeFlt" to
the three "contrevenants", but will not
be content to do so next time.
Conquere de rAir
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CANADA
INTER, the. time this is being
written, is hardly the time for
much dub news, being the season for
shop work, social events and, of course,
the AGM.
The past season has been a very active
one in Canada, with several new clubs
having be.en estab'lished and 'several of
the older ones having had to close membership lists. Similar high degree of
activity can be forecast for 1968. There
are now over 30 clubs in the country
with a total membership approachIng
1,000.
On the subject of shop work, midnight
oil has been burning in various parts of
the country, One of the most active
home building centres is around tbe
capital, Ottawa, where little hammers
have been hammering away at two or
even three HP-14's, all trying to get
ready for the spring. One or two HP-ll's
are abuilding around Toronto, as are
one or two wooden sailplanes-we don't
talk about them. . . .
Movinl! farther west, the most active
spot is the prairie province of Alberta,
where Frank Holman and Dirk Zutter
are doing some improvements to their
Zephyr, and another member, WaIt McKinnon, is well along the way with his
much modified Tern.
At last year's Nationals there were
only two or three sailplanes witbout a
radio, and there is a likelihood of at
least one club equipping the club fI~t
with radios - single channel only, of
course. Bein~ able to talk to your the.rmal compamons would add much to the'
enjoyment and safety of soaring. This
may be a reality by the time vou read
~o~~
.
ONTAERO.

W

.SALES TAx, ExpMPTION. - Only if
gliders or eqUipment are acouired for
"flying training" are they e,,£mpt from
sales tax. To qualify for exemption a
club must "possess permanent classro~m
facilities with a prescribed curriculum of
studies relating to the teaching of the
theory of flight". The Air Cadet League
possesses these qualifications. so has
been allowed to import "technical equipment of a class or kind not ma4e In
Canada" in the form of three Schweiter
2-22E sailplanes. Also tile Saskatoon and
170

Melville clubs have each qualified to
import a tax·free Schweizer 2-22 trainer.
Free Flight.

HOLLAND
URING the winter season our pilots
D
visited more wave centres than ever
before. They all came back full of
enthusiasm, although not everyone had
been successful.
Of the various groups who visited
Innsbruck, only H. Slierings completed
his Gold C in the latter half of October.
During the Christmas holidays the gold
diggers claimed: D. Teuling, at Fayence,
Gold C height; J. Wijma and S. Blaisse,
Gold C, and J. van Leeuwen, Diamond
height, at Jelenia Gora, Poland. J. Smit,
Diamond height, at Gap-Tallard, France;
and Issoire produced a Gold for R.
Hoogvliet and a Diamond height for C.
Munnig Schmidt.
Peter Seton, flying a Libelle in the'
South African Nationals, set up a new
Dutch record for the 500-km. triangle
at an average speed of 96 km./h.
The Dutch team for Poland have now
chosen their machines: Ed van Bree,
Foka-4; Dick Reparon, Ka-6E; Joop
Jungblut, Phoebus; and Grandpa Aart
Dekkers a Diamant-18.
J. Th. v. E.

IRELAND (Dublin)
T the recent AGM the following
A
officers were elected: Chairman,
Ken Mel1or; CFI, Gerry Connolly;
Ground
Marshal.
Colm
Curley;
TreasuTer, George TuIly; Secretary, lan
Hood. A big drain on club funds has
been removed by the sale of the Terrier,
which was not utilised enough to justify its retention. It will be missed, however, when the wave is working.
The 1961 club flying statistics show a
considerable improvement over 1966, for
which better equipment maintenance and
earlier starts are mainly responsible.
Launches were up 20 per cent to 2,052.
An increase in training flights from 850
to 1,150 accounted for all of this improvement. Flying hours increased 16
per cent to 55\, The average flight times
were very encouraging, showing 11
minutes for tW9-seaters, 20 minutes for
the Ka-8 and 25 minutes for the Ka-6.

Of seven first s'olos recorded, four of
them went on to C. Two Silver C's were
completed (Dave Hooper and Graharn
Liddy) and three Silver C legs (Colm
Curley, height and d~ration; lan Hood,
height).
It was a disappointing cross-country
year. In the first National Championships at Kells theN: were only two competition days, and no cham!,ion was
named. This did not deter Stantey Dunne
from making the outstanding flight of
the year at Kells, a 113·km. triangle on
a day that nobody else got away.
R.H.

ITALY
August, a party of members
LclubsAST
from tbe South Wales and Swindon
spent a holiday in Northern Italy:
The obvious attralition of "Varese"
caused an ear1y phone call requesting
"CQuld they c6pe with a coach full of
visitors?". An im~ediate "Certainly, tomorrow Jf you wish" resulted in early
breakfast and a 100 per cent attendance
cf Qur 21 members.
We arrived at 10,30 a.m. and received
a warm wel<:0me.
Those who have seen their magnificent
clubhouse and well-built hangars will
kn()w the feelings of envy experienced
b:v everyone of us, only to be further
stirred by the sight of Sig. Orsi's Cirrus
and the Phoebus.
The remainder of the day was spent
flying in the club's Bonaventura and
Bocian, all club flying being suspended
to fly our members (a few "blackleg"
types, were seen to be flying in the
Dormer).
A very deep impression of the kindness of our Itali,m friends. and a grand
d<lY's flying, will be the most lasting
memory of a splendid holiday.
1. GULLIVER.
Swindo/l G.C.
following pilots have been
THEselected
to fl,y in the World Championships in Poland: Giorgio Orsi and
Waiter Vergani in the Open Class, and
Nino Perotti and Uonardo Brigliadori in
th,e Standard Class. The Team Manager
will be Professor Alberto Morelli.
SMILlAN CI.BIC.

NEW ZEALAND

N
fifth
Wanaroa

ATIONAL CHAMPIONSHlPs.-These, the

to be held. took place at
Airfield. Matamata, from 5th
to 17th February. The meeting turned
out to be a tussle between the top Seeds
-but with a newcomer, Doug Yarrall,
of Wellington, making a showing in the
top placings for the first time. Eleven
competition days were flown, making,
this the longest competition yet held in
New Zealand.
Conditions were generally medium to
weak. although the first day and the last
three days were good, with strong thermals-up to ten knots. Ross Reid, following a winning streak at the last Auckland PrQvincials (he won al1 seven days),
started well and ended up Qpen Class
Champion, some 800 pomts ahead of
the second place getter. There were 20
competitors.
Daily tasks and leading results
were:5th Feb.: 160-km. Triangle. R. Reid
(SHK), 81.3 km./h.; A. Fowke (Ka-6E),
71.9 km./h.

6th Feb.: Free Distance. P. Heginbotham (Phoebus), 191 km.; R. Reid and
G. Hookings (Skylark 4), both 183 km.
7th Feb.: 165-Rm. Trianlde. R. Reid,
56.6 km./h.; A. Fowke, 57.7 km./h.
8tb Feb.: 157-km. Triangle, which no
one completed. B. Kosoof (Ka-6cR), 155
km.; D. Wright, 149 km.
Overall placings at this stage were:
R. Reid, 3844; G. Hookings, 3303; A.
Fowke, 3042.
10th Feb.: Twice round a 75-km. Triangle. P. Heginbotham, 42.5 km./h.; D.
Yarrall (SHK), 37 km./h. Reid was the
only other one to finish.
11th Feb.: 140-km. Out-and-return
Otorohanga. R. Reid, 55.6 km./h.; A.
Fowke, 50.5 km./h.
12th Feb.: 157-km. Triangle. Blue
thermals up to 4 kt, but for some small
cu. Yarrall, 49.5 km./lu.; A. Fowke, 33.9
km·/h.
,13th Feb.: Out-and-return BombaY
(near Auckland), then Free Distance; nobody completed the out-and-return. D.
Wright (Ka-6cR), 204 km.
14th Feb.: lOO-km. Triangle (after
pas.sage of cold front). P. Heginbotham,
76.1 km./h.; A. Cameron (Ka-6cR),
74.3.
At this point Reid was leading overalI
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with 7783. and Fowke had 7070. Next
day, a rest day, brought strong thermals.
Hith Feb.: 165-km. Out-and-retum. A.
Fowke, 63.8 km./h.; D. Yarrall, 61.0
km./h.
17th Feb.: 2DO-km. Triangle; 14 got
round. R. Reid (SHK), New Zealand
record at 67 km./h.
Final leadillg placing5
OPEN CLASS

STANDARD CLASS

Reid
9713 Fowke
8883
Fowke
8883 Heginbotham 7936
Yarrall
8870 Kosoof
7840
Heginbotham 7936 Cameron
7305
Kosoof
7840 Wright
6900
Hookings
7578 Gatland
6262
There is no doubt that this has been
the most successful championship yet
held in New Zealand- The next National
Championships will be at Omarama, in
the South Island, in J~nuary, 1969.
NEW INTER-CLuB CoNTEsT.-An innovation ill New Zealand gliding ,is an
inter-club contest run oveT three weekends, each at a different club, a trophy
having been donated by Mrs. Helen
ViOl. The first, on 7th-8th November at
Upper Valley Club's airstrip, was rained

out and postponed; so the first contest
day was 14th November at Paraparauma
airport. Wellington, with 11 aircraft, the
number of pilots per aircraft being unlimited, enabling many to get their first
competition experience. Peter Heginbotham completed as well as seUing the
tasks, the first being a 128-km. out-andreturn, which he won in his Phoebus.
Low cloud prevented a task next day,
but John Upton reached 8,000 ft. in a
wave.
Normal airport activities caused no
interference, the gliders and tugs operating from the grass and doing right-hand
circuits.
Ross MACINTYRE

SOUTH AFRICA
John Inglesby, a British parW HEN
ticipant in the South African

Championships at Tempe Airport, was
forced 10 land on an airstrip near Jagersfontein, in the southern Free State, he
landed himself in some difficulties. For
the airstrip-the only one in the area,
according to his map-is in a diamond
field, a restricted area.

DON CASTER SAILPLANE

~

A

SERVICES

LINESIDE, TOWNEND, YORK BD.. DONCASTER
Telephone: 0002. 65381

for

Glider Sales and Part exchanges
C of A's and repairs by experienced engineers
Friendly, efficient and RAPID service
Fibreglass moulding and repairs to Ka6 etc.
Instl'uments, materials, trailer work
OttJur Hook rc-conditioning service, by post
COME TO DONCASTER WE ARE AS CLOSE AS YOUR NEAREST TELEPHONE
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On the afternoon of 4th January he
set off on a 500-km. flight to De Aar and
back. But he bad to battle with a strong
headwind all the way. and the first lOO
km. took him 3i hours. Realising he
had no chance of completing the course,
he decided to land at the only landing
ground in the area, the airstrip mentioned.
After touching down at about 4.30
p.m. be had to stay in his glider for two
hours on account of the strong wind.
When the wind eased off and he thought
it safe ,to leave the sailplane, he started
walking towards what appeared to be a
town. But the track he was following
ended in a closed gate, so he retraced
his steps and started walking in another
direction.
"By this time I was getting a little
worried," he said. "I hadn't seen a soul,
it was getting dark, and my water was
running low.
"Eventually I saw the lights of some
cars and climbed a barbed wire fence
that'must have been every bit of 10 or
12 ft high on to a road. Then I went to
the only house I could see, intending to
phone through to Bloemfontein. The
only people in the house were three girls
ranging age from about 13 to 6,
and an African servant. None of the
girls could speak English - they were
Africaans-but they were very sweet and
gave me some tea and let me use their
phone."
After getting through to the security
office of the diamond field, he was able
to contact his team at Tempe Airport
and arrange for them to pick him up.
The Friend, Bloemfontein.

SOVIET UNION
AGLE ATIACK.-The helicopter
E
now be added to the types of
craft, including sailplanes, which

can
air·
are

liable to attack by eagles.
In the Tien Shan mountains, UZbeki·
stan two Golden Eagles "dive-bombed"
an ~lI-I helicopter. The pilot instinctively banked the machine and "the
birds slid along the main rotor plane,
avoiding the blades". They then chased
the helicopter till it left the vicinity,
which was a rocky canyon of the River
Chatkal kliJown as "Eagle's Nest".
Eagles have attacked people there.
Novosti Information Service.

.S.S.R. NATIONALS. - In our Dec./
U
Jan. issue the 1967 regional contests
in the Soviet Union were described.
These were followed bv the Nationals,
"eld at the ancient Russian town of
Ore!.
On the first day, when the task of a
speed race twice round a lOO km. triangle was set, Ushan.l1i Korganashvili
(Georgia) went round the course in the
sensational time of 2 hours 48 mins. Of
the women. Tamara zagainova (Rus.sian
Federation) set up the second best time,
2 hrs. 55 mins.
The second task was an .out-and-return
of 152.5 kms. done twice. The first lap
was cross Wind, the turning-point was
obscured by pouring rain, and overdevelopment caused lift to deteriorate.
Marina Afrikanova not only beat all
the women but all the men as well by
achieving the 305 kms. in 5 hours
18 mins. Chuvikov took 3 minutes
longer.
On 15th July a hurricane went over
the airfield, tearing off roofs, uprooting
trees and knocking people off their feet.
The aeroplanes and gliders were securely
in hangars, yet some of them were
damaged. It seemed as if disaster
threatened.
However, after a day, flying started
again. The women were set a lOO km.
triangle. Weather was good; 22 pilots
crossed the start line. Marina Afrikanova
did well; she picked the best moment
and went round the course, passing all
her rivals, to finish first in 1 hour
12 mins. (84 krn./h.). No one could improve on this time.
The men were set the lOO km. triangle a day later in more complicated
weather. Clouds were at 1,7oo-I.800
metres, with 3-5 m./sec. lift. For the third
leg, pilots had to fiy directly into wind.
Critical calculation was required for the
last glide. Most of the pilots got home
and crossed the line at between 5 and
10 metres altitude, but Inga Korshilova
(Kirov) confounded the judges by arriving on the airfield boundary and bouncing her Blanik to the finish line, which
it crossed at 50 ems. altitude. Valentin
Tororoshchenko (Rostov helicopter factOry) gained the lead, completing the
100 km. triangle in 1 hour 24 mins.
Tororoshchenko has made great progress
this year and is listed as the 6th best
soaring pilot in the USSR
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The last and deciding task was set.
The women had to fly through two
turning-points to a goal, 155.5 kms. On
the first leg, the girls had to fly against
l strong wind. Only nine finished Marina
Afrikanova covered the distance in
2 hours 37 mins. Her victory won her
the Grand Gold Medal of Absolute
Champion (among the women) of the
Spartakiad.
The men were set a 300 km. triangle.
The weather was for once really fine.
with active cumuli, a light wind, and
hft of 3·4 m./sec. and occasionally
5 m./sec. By midday all 46 competitors
were on course. After four hours they
started to return in ~roups; 43 completed
the course. Such mass fulfilment of a
complex flight was not only the highlight
of the meeting but also one of the
greatest moments in the history of Soviet
gliding. The times were close. V. Chuvi·
kov (Russian Federation) took 4 hours
9 mins. 36 secs., and won the day. The
Ukrainian
Valery
Vachasov
took
73 seconds longer, the Lithuanian Vidas
Czukas only 45 seconds longer than
Vachasov.
The performance of the Moscovites
Kuznetsov and Zaitsev was extremely interesting. For the last three tasks they
flew as a team, often finishing wing-tip
to wing-tip. During the 300 km. triangle,
they took no risks and finished in 7th
and 8tb places, 8 minutes behind Chuvikov. Tbeir tactics paid off and Kuznetsov
(3825 pt5.) became Absolute Champion
o( the Spartakiad. Zaitsev was 2nd
(3794 pts.) and Chuvikov 3rd (3758 pts.).
The success of Kuznetsov and Zaitsev
brought victory to the Moscow team
00.210 pts.). In 2nd place was the White
Russian team (9895) and 3rd the team
from the Russian Federation.
Of the women. 1st was M. Afrikanova,
RSF~R (3937 points); 2nd L. Kyuyeva,
Latvla (3395 pts.). 3rd was O. Manafova, Moscow.
Many Republican records fell this
year at. Ore!. Glider pil?ts from Georgia.
Armenia and Moldavla, where gliding
has only rC?cently got goinR. have already
shown theIr metal. The final meeting of
the 4th Spartakiad revealed many young
hopes. An important change is c.oming
for the veterans.
Con,(1ensed from tr;anslation by
C. WILLS from Krily.a Rodiny
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TURKEY

H

LEGEND? - H. F. Jacques
sends us a letter published in The
Chartered Mechanical Engineer. written
by Alper Shevket, of Bartin Turkev
commenting on an historical ~rticIe by
Ronald Holmes. Mr. Shevket writes:"While. reading the article by Ronald
Holmes ID the October issue r was
disappointed by the omission ot'the first
successful manned rocket flight in the
1630's in Istanbul.
"Hazanfer Ahmet Celebi, an Ottoman
Turk, invented the world's first Illider.
probably made of silk. He announced
that he would cross the Bosohorus by
gliding from the top of the Gaiata Tower
on the European side to the Anatolian
si~~. He .achieved thi~: but only just.
Lagan Hasan Celebi, another Ottoman Turk (Celebi means 'sage'), only a
few years after the glider demonstration
built a similar glider and also manufac~
tured a rocket, propelled by solid fuel,
a paste of gunpowder. He then bundled
together seven rockets, containing 150 lb.
of fuel to l'ropel his glider.
"Re asked permission of the Sultan
to give a demonstration. The Sultan,
curious enough but a little careful about
possible reaction from religious circles
who might regard it as collaboration with
the Devil, ordered the demonstration to
be held in secret and after midnight.
"Lagari joked, as he mounted the
rocket-propelled glider. that he was
ascending to Heaven to take the Sultan's
greeting to the Prophet Jesys. He then
took off at a very great speed, reaching
a great height, and then vanished in the
darkness.
"However, he arrived at the Palace the
following morning, still joking that he
had brought greetings from the Prophet.
He was granted a purse full of gold but
was immediately exiled to the Crimea,
never to return."
ISTORY OR

WEST GERMANY
ORLD REcoRD.-Klaus Keim, who
W
put up a world record in South
Africa on 28th December for twoseater out-and-return, describes the flight
in a letter to his parents. The machine
was a Kranich 3 and his, passenller was
a young Swiss, Rudi Bachmatm. Thev
were launched at 11.15, in a tempera-

ttire of 38'C (IOO~O~, with 60 kg. lead
ballast (132 lb.), giVing an all-up weigllt
of 650 kg.. At 12.15 they could still see
the starting-place, then the 'thermals
picked- ~p. Af~er tWo. hours they neared
the ,tur01ng-p~)lnt, but got held up by a
strong headwmd, overcast and rain, and
downcurreflts to 9 m./sec., and did not
round it till 15.45. In 7 m./sec. lift they
got up to icing level at 7,000 m.
(23,000 ft.) without oxygen, and were
back home before 18: 00, having averaged
105 km./h. The distance was 625 km.
beating the previous record of 543
set up in Poland.
Der Ad/er

km_:

FORTHCOMING Evsm's.-The National
Championships will be held at Oerlinghausen from 26th May to 8th June
organized by the Nordrhein-Westfale~
Regi'On of the German Aero Club. Tb-ey
are preceded by a "German Gliding
Contest" at Roth in Bavaria from 12th
to 26th May.
Cologne regional contest is at Butzweiler from 11th to 25th May, and Lower
Saxony (place not stated) from 23rd May
to 2nd June. The Cologne meeting, the
eighth, will have intemational participation for the first time.
Hahnweide. Kircheim-Teck. 3rd International Conlest from 17th-23rd May.
Visiting pilots with Silver C and aerotow experience welcome. Write for details
as soon as possible to Fliegergruppe
Wolf Hirth, c/o Heinz Dietrich. Krebenstrasse 61, 7312 Kircheim-Teck, W. Germany. (Closing date for entries, 31st
March.)
. The motorized sailPlane rally, with
International participation, is at Burl:
Feierstein/Obr. from 7th to 13th September.
AerokUJ':ier

Bristol Gliding Club
NYMPSAELD. GLOUCESTER
W. an.r .xc....nl ff1er..r, hiD end WIIV' a.c.ring.t.
,illt on rh. weste,n edge of th. Cotswolds, Neer Slroud
Fleet include. Skylark 11. Olympiil. S...,.lIow. Prefect and
ou.r Trainil\g Machin.et. Awalowin'g' .Vllilable.
Comfortable Clubhouse, fir.l-c"-ss Cant..lJ. aunkhous.
and Bar.
Summer Gliding Holidays for .b·jnit;o Non-Memb.rs.

Write 10: BRISTOL GLIDING CLUB
'NYM~SlI£lD,

Hr. STOHfHOUSf, GlOS.

Telephon. ULfY

J~2

1968 COURSES

Cambridge Uniyersity Gliding CJub
Morsholls Aerodrome. Combridge
Training in Ka7. Solo flying in SIMallow,
Olympia 2b, and Dart. Instruction given
in thermal soaring, aerobatics, instrument
and cloud flying. ALL LAUNCHES BY
AERO·TOW_
18-20 gns. per week, not including
accommodation.
Details: Course Secretary, 54 Bramplon Rd.
Cambridge.

CORNISH GLIDING & FLYING CLU8
TREYEllAS AIRJIRD.
PERRANPORTH. CORNWAll
Gliding courses in modem fleet from
May 27th - B.GA categorised InSstruct'ors-fine soaring-lovely coa'stal
airfield - ideal lor a different family
holiday.
Ddail. with pL.aJUr, f,om: JUNE DAtlIEL
20 Bosveon Gear.n•• Truro.

Coventry Gliding Clu.b
Husbands Boswortb
Leicestershire
HOLlDA Y COURSES
May 13th - Sept. 23rd inclusive
Ab initio and advanced instruction
Apply:

US JOHNSON (56)

14 Cotswold Avenue
Nortbamptoll

The Derbyshire and Lancashire
GLIDING CLUB
Camphill. Great Hucklow. Nr. Tideswell.
Derbyshire
Th. Club ho.,h... d...1control vlid....nd oil.........n·
tary, int.rmediat. a"d high ,performance facilities and
trallling. ',ivele Own." catered for. Th. comfortable Chab
Ho.,.. OorJl'litorifl
C.NeIt .r. und... th. car. of a

."<1

R..idont St_ord .nd SI_ord.... A' C... phUI th......

all thas. rhings which ..ak. rh. cOMple•• Gliding CJub~
W,il. 10 the S.c,.'.',,, fOf' d.-.i11 .f M...beutJip .Dd
Summer Courses.

Telephone Tid...,1I 207
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De'on &Somerset Gliding Club Ltd.,
North HW. Broaclhambury,
Honiton. Devon
1968 Holiday Gliding Courses (up to solo
standard! 15 Gns. per 5 days course.
"Junior League Weeks" (Ior "solo" pilots)
5 Gos. plus launch and soaring lees. aetter
than ever at our new site. Thermal, Ridge
and Wave soaring.
.Apply Course Se.... 2 St. P.tus Clo.e. HOllon
IlmiMt.T, So",.'NI.
176

HOLlDAY COURSES FOR BEGINNERS
AND OTHERS
One week or more, April to mid·October
Prolessional instructors
Modern residential Clubhouse. Licensed Bar
Excellent thermal and ridge soaring in
beautiful open countryside
FOT full details s~nd S.A.E. to:

KENT GLIDING CLUB
CHALLOCK. ASHFORD. KENT
Telephone, Challock 307

~2.-[!IJ-t'=

-=-\J7-=-

LONDON GLIDING CLUB

Dunstable Downs. Bedfonlshire
Telephone; OW 2 63419
Situated at the loot of the Chiltern hills. and
.... ithin easy reach 01 London and the Midlands
by road (just 011 Ml). The Club has a comprehensivefleetol dual and solo aircralt. reliable
launching equipment including three tugs. This
lamous site has plentiful thermals in summer,
and hill sOllrinll ....ith lavourable winds. Four
permanent instructors. catering everyday••
licenced bar. accommodation and other facilities. Visitors welcome.
TRAINING FUGHTS?

Our two superb, modern Ka13 two-seaters are
rarely on tlie ground. and in support are three
other training two-seaters. A third Ka13 will
soon be joining the fleet.
COURSES

Training courses have no.... begun. Write now
to the Manager (SG) at the Club lor details 01
vacancies during 1968.

MIDLAND GUDING CLUB
The long Mynd, Shropshire
Tel. Linley 206
Ab initio training
Advanced inslruction
Ridge soaring thermals. wave flying
Excellent residential c1ubhOlJse
Good lood
Bar
RESIDENTIAL SUMMER COURSES

Write 10 Miss. J. Hilton.
17 Vlctorlo Street. COftlefields•
Shrewsbury.

SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION
PQRTMO'AK, SC011.ANDWELL,
BY KINROSS
Telephone: Scotlandweq 243

HE WAVE SITE
Excellent Hill, Thermal and Wave
Soating in beautiful surroundings
Comfortable Clubrooms, exceJlent
bedroom accommodation, full
catering and bar
Seven days per week
Balanced Club Fleet
Resident Instructor
Aero Tow Facilities

COURSES FOR BEGINNERS
AND OTHERS
JUNE TO SEPTEMBER
Visitors and visiting aircraft welcome
ADVANCED looklNGS NECESSARY IN WRITING

WrIte to the Secretary for further
details

WEST WALES

Withybush Airfield. H~verfordw.st.
'embrokeshir:.
The Club is cen'rall, "tveted for over 70 miJ •• of
Netion.1 'ark Coastti.... offering unspoih beeches end
exc.Uent f.cilitie. for open air holidays.
Glidin; HoIid.y Courses open any week du,i"S! .summ•.

Lau"chingfro.. thr.. runway. byaufo-Iow and ."'o-tow.
For th. beginne" inshucliolll 0" side·by-sid. SlinSlsby

0'

T-21 .nd solo on Pi,.t•• Olyrapio .63
Skylotk 11.
For the adv.nced, high perfo,tnaltce !,ainin, Oil
CaItst.n. Aero-fowS by Tug....u .... Soe,inSJ on N, E. W
and S f.cing cliffs. Accom",od.tion "' f.Uy lic.....d
r-wdnr. Clubhouse. with
e"d 1.....1. dO'Milofi41S
with full i"teriof .fuII, sintle bedL
nh,ltrated brochur. a"o detail, t'OM GHding Se<:,et.ry.
Flying Con....l. T.I. _ordwost 3665 Cl< 3156 or
Tenby 2705.

nMI.

Yorkshire Gliding Oub (Ply) Limited
SUTTON IANIt

,

nURSC

,

YORKS

Visit on. 01 tlM oldest Gli4i_g Cl"b, i_ th. couPltry.
w. ar. defighted to extend our facilities to me"'b.u.
01 otlle, dubs.
We offer:

".0.

A ".ORifice•• rIdge with so-,in~
South to North
West. hc.lle,,' W• ."••"d Thermal conditio"".
Large ..,odern dubhouse with furl filM domettic staH.
Good Hlec'ia. of solo m.chi,..,.
Ad,.... n~d fwo--... ter, with professional instructors.
W. Jook forward ,to your vitil.
Ring Sutton (Thirsk) 237.

I.ASSAM GI.IDING CENTRE
THE 1968 NEW LOOK LASHAM PROGRAMME
There is no doubt that the NEW LOOK LASHAM will be of interest to every gliding
enthusiast. Just look at Lasham's pr09"amme for 1968,
The Dart Class Contest
18th-26th May - A great new contest, which will be
fun for all.
27th July·4th August. Enter NOW, we expect to be
The Lasham Regionals
over subscribed.
throughout the year. Aero·tow Of motor·tow at your
Beginners' Courses
option from March·October.
N.w in 1968 - in#rUment flying, post solo general, preAdvanced Cours••
cross country, navigational, tug pilot training and
instrvctor counes.
to be held as required.
Maintenance Courses
A welcome to other club members trom U.K. or abroad.
COlIUaI Flying
Booking for Glider Flying Book your glider instruction - this facility available in
winter months.
VISIT LASHAM IN 1968 - THE CENTRE OF GLIDING
Modern Clubhouse - modern gliders - modern outlook.
For all d.tai/. apply 10:
J. Atklnson, General Manager, Lashom GOdlng Centre, Nr. Alton, Hants.
Telepllone: Herrlard 270

GLIDE AHEAD WITH A 'BtANIK'
HOLDER OF THE U.K. TWO-SEAT HEIGHT RECORD

* Unsurpassed two-seat performance
* Fully aerobatic-Flies equally well inverted
* Corrosion proof all metal ·manufadure-low maintenance costs
* High launches achieved through low drag and weight (Empty 650 Ibs.)
* Perfect for all training especially instrument flying
* All purpose sailplane - ideal for club or syndicate
* Winch belly hook now fitted
WELL PROVEN-OVER ONE THOUSAND BUILT
Delivered U.K. £2.,2.75

Duty £2.70

(Including Instruments)

(If applkable)

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
H.P. FINANCE ARRANGED
OVERSEAS ENQUIRIES WElCOMED
Distributor for U.K., Eire and Canada:

Peter CIHford Aviation Umited, Oxford Airport, Kidlington, Oxford.
Tel.: Kidlington 4262

Cables: Cliffair, Oxford

Sole Exporter for Czechoslovak Aviation Products:

Omnipol Limited, Washingtonova 11, Prague 1, Czechoslovokio.

